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A THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 
OF TRANSITION-METAL COHPLEXES* 
by 
James W. Richardson and R. E. Rundle 
ABSTRACT . 
Among the many interesting chemical and physical properties of transition-
metal ions is their curious ability to exhibit two different magnetic moments 
when combined with various ligand groups. The existing hybrid .orbital treat-
ment of these transition-metal complexes correlates the experimentally measured 
magnetic moments with the bond character between metal and ligand; that is, 
th~se complexes with the smaller moment are classed as covalent, using, e.g., 
3d 4s4p3 octahedral hybrid metal orbitals; those with the higher moment are 
classed as ionic. A more recent suggestion is that ionic complexes make use 
of certain high energy ("outer d 11 ) orbitals of the metal in forming, e.g., 
4s4p34d2 octahedral hybrids. As a pure theory~ the hybrid orbital treatment is 
deficient in this application3 since its essential ingredients are derived only 
from experiment. 
Tn direct contrast is the purely theoretical crystalline field approach, 
wherein the ligands are reduced to sets of point charges and dipoles and the 
chemical bonding effects are explicitly 'ignored. This theory gives a qualita-
tively correct interpretation of most observed physical properties; but even 
when adjustable parameters are introduced, it has been found impossible to 
produce quantitative agreement between theory and experiment without taking 
into account chemical bonding effects. 
A simple molecular orbital (MO) picture of these complexes has been advanced 
to reconcile the disparities between the crystalline field and the hybrid orbital 
approaches. In addition3 the MO theory combines the computational features 
of the first with the empiricar-and conceptual advantages of the second. It is 
the purpose of this report to extend this simple MO theory by making detailed 
quantum mechanical computations upon the electronic structures of two complex 
ion$, FeF6-3 and Fe(NH3)6+3. Two objectives were in mind: first, to investigate 
*This report is based on a Ph.D. thesis by James Wyman Richardson submitted 
August, 1956, to Iowa State College 3 Ames, Iowa. This work was done under 
contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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the practicality of applying modern chemical valence theories, in semi-
empirical form, to quite complicated electronic systems; and second, to in-
terpret the results of such a calculation in as general a fashion as possible, 
so that the conclusions can be extended to other transition-metal complexes. 
In order to pursue the problem further, it was deemed necessar.7to devise 
better metal atomic orbitals than those afforded by the usual Slater approxima-
tions. These better orbitals were obtained by a systematic curve-fitting 
technique utilizing the few Hartree functions available in this region of the 
periodic table. 
A semi-empirical theory was devised, based upon Roothaan's self-consistent 
field MO computational procedures and Mulliken's approximations for certain 
molecular integrals. Only valence-shell atomic orbitals were used in constructing 
MO's and all one-center integrals were approximated in terms of valence-state 
ionization potentials. Exchange integrals were included in proper form; since 
there are five unpaired electrons in the complexes considered, differentiation 
was therefore made between MO's for electrons with positive spin and those for 
electrons with negative spiTI: 
• In the calculations for the ammonia complex, there existed some uncertainty 
about the description of the lone-pair electrons on the ammonia molecule. 
Two possibilities were considered, namely that the lone-pair electrons were 
either in a tetrahedral or in a 2s nitrogen atomic orbital. Neither case 
produced a satisfactory result; inspection of the problem suggested that one 
probable contributor to the discrepancy was that the assumed metal to nitrogen 
distance (1.92 i)was too short; there exists some crystallographic evidence 
that this distance should indeed be greater. 
The calculated results for the fluoride complex were much more satisfactory, 
both the predicted visible spectrum and the unpaired electron density distribution 
being in reasonable agreement with comparable experimental conclusions. Accord-
ing to the calculations, even in as "ionic" a complex as the ferri-fluoride 
ion is presumed to be, about 35 per cent of the unpaired electron density is 
delocalized from the metal ion, in striking contradiction with the assumption 
of crystalline field theory. 
Analysis of the factors which determine the magnetic and spectral properties, 
as well as many of the chemical properties, reveals that the electrostatic 
effects, assumed to be of direct importance in the crystalline field theory, 
actually are of much more subtle influence. 
Rather, the results of this study indicate that there are two other 
factors of comparable importance, the first of these stems from the overlap 
of the metal and ligand orbitals, as expressed in the requirement that all 
wave functions of the complex ion must be drthogonal. This important restriction 
has been neglected in other current work on this subject, with the result that 
an important feature of the metal-ligand interaction has been overlooked. 
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The second factor is the probable importance of the outer (extra-valence shell) 
orbitals, not only of the metal but of the ligand as well, in more precisely 
determining the energies and distr±butions of the magnetic electrons in all 
classes of complexes. This factor is difficult to measure, due to uncertain 
knowledge of these outer orbitals. Nevertheless, at least qualitative consider-
ation appears necessary. 
These two factors tend to cancel one another, so that in a number of cases 
their combined effect is roughly the same magnitude as that arising from the 
coulomb factor. However, when the ligand is a neutral group, the electrostatic 
effect is much the smaller. 
As a final conclusion to this work, it is believed that the present theory 
is sufficient to define the general nature of the various metal-ligand interactions 
and the comparative magnitudes of the quantities involved. Hence, major 
profit is expected from continuing similar theoretical calculations which suggest 
new and useful experiments as well as provide a more detailed insight into 
existing experimental data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Nature and Purpose of the Problem 
Compounds of the transition elements have remained of vital interest to 
chemists for well over a century. They present a fascinating variety of 
physical and chemical properties from one extreme to another. Their colors 
r anee from the infrared to the ultraviolet. Their chemical reactivities 
range among all combinations and degrees of ther~odynamic stability and 
kinetic lability. Some compounds are diamagnetic,. others paramagnetic and 
still others ferro- or antiferromagnetic. 
Transition elements are characterized by the presence of an incompletely 
fille d shell of d-electrons, whose energies are comparable to the valence 
shell s- and p-electrons. It is the d-electrons which are responsible for 
many of the unique properties of the metals and their compounds. At _the core 
of all problems concernine these elements lie three questions: (1) what 
influence does the environment of the metal atom in a molecule or crystal 
have upon these d-electrons (2) to what extent do these d-electrons participate 
in chem~cal bonding (3) what is the effect of this participation? 
Advances in the theoretical consideration of such compounds, with a view 
towar~ understanding the variety of physical and chemical properties on the 
basis of modern valence theory, have been rather sporadic. Progress has not 
been so great as in, say, the field of diatomic molecules or conjugated carbon 
compounds; the major exception has been in the study of magnetic behavior. 
Of course, the molecular systems subtended by the transition element series 
are all quite involved, presenting many serious complications qf a fundamental 
nature. On the other hand, the tremendous accumulation of experimental facts 
about, an~ comparisons among, compounds of transition elements impels effort 
in a t heoretical direction. 
The work to be described in the rep~tt is such an effort. The main 
intent has been to try to construct a reasonably quantitative treatment of 
the electronic structure of transition-metal complexes in such a fashion 
that the important qualitative aspects of the problem are not lost. 
A transition-metal complex is considered to be a transition-metal atom 
(or i9n) more-or-less symmetrically surrounded by several other atoms (ions) 
or molecules, each called a ligand groupa, in such a fashion that the whole 
assembly can be considered a molecular unit. This molecular unit may be 
ele ctrically charged or neutral. Isolated from its surroundings, it need 
not be stable with respect to dissociation into its constituents. In many 
cases, the definition may be extended to include the solid simple salts of 
these metals, since the crystal lattices may be described as formed from a 
large number of molecular units which share ligand groups. 
aThis definition is given by Nyholm (1). 
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It appears, then, that a useful way in which to begin a theoretical study 
of electronic structures of these compounds is ' first to consider some simple 
complex ions in detail, then to extend the arguments in a less rigorous manner 
to the more complicated situations. 
Following this plan, the octahedral ammonia and fluoride complexes of 
ferric iron have been selected for specific consideration. These complexes 
are considered to be among the most simple to treat theoretically. The 
nature of the electronic interactions is considered in detail, and conclusions 
are drawn which are extended in a general way to more complicated systems. 
B. Organization of the 'R'epor._t 
The report is divided into seven major chapters. The greater part of the 
literature survey is given in Chapter II; the remaining portion, which is 
closely interwoven with the theoretical methods to be used in the present work, 
is covered in Chapter III. In Chapter IV are given the methods used in 
obtaining good atomic orbitals for use in the calculations. The application 
of a rather crude semi-empirical treatment of the complex ions selected is 
considered and analyzed in Chapter V. The deficiencies of this treatment are 
corrected in Chapter VI, wherein a quantum mechanical calculation following 
modern valence theory is applied to the ferric hexafluoride and hexamine 
complex ions. The results and conclusions from Chapter VI are presented, 
discussed and briefly summarized in Chapter VII. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
There have been three general lines of development in the theory of the 
electronic structure of transition-metal complexes; the crystalline field 
theory of Bethe (2), the hybrid-orbital valence bond theory of Pauling (3) 
and the molecular orbital theory of r1ulliken (4). All three were proposed 
and, especially the first hm, were developed in main outline by 1935. In 
that year Van Vleck (5) analyzed the salient features of each and pointed out 
the areas of agreement among them. Since that time, physicists have developed 
the crystalline field theory while chemists have embraced the hybrid orbital 
valence bond ideas; until very recently the molecular orbital approach has been 
largely neglected. 
Within the past few years, several excellent papers have been published on 
the sUbject of transition-metal complexes, which review quite well much of the 
literature relevant to this work. For such references, therefore, the reader 
is referred to the following articles: Craig, Maccoll, Nyholm, Orgel and 
Sutton (6), Nyholm (7), Orgel (8), Taube (9) and Bleaney and Stevens (10). 
The remainder of this chapter contaiqs an outline of the hybrid-orbital and 
the crystalline field approaches. The molecular orbital method will be .discus-
sed at greater length in a separate chapter. Additional roints in all three 
t heories will be considered again in the conalusion to thi's work. 
A. The Hybrid Orbital Valence Bond Approach 
To include the phrase "valence bond" in the description of this approach 
is somewhat nri..s lending, as no serious rtt.t.c~pt has beP.n made to formulnte t..l-le 
problem vli thin the frame-vrork of the va.l,_£mc~" bond theo:r,t:; as;:~pplied to . si,,.ljl_er 
molecules by s uch people as IIei tler:., London, Pauling and Slater. 11ather, 'the 
apprqach is derived from the theory of directed valence, which is in turn 
based upon the concept of hybridization of atomic orbitals into orbitals used 
for chemical bonding in molecules. The logical extension to a valence bond 
quantum mechanical calculation has not yet been ~~de. 
The major experimental data which have been considered by the theory are 
the correlations between type of bonding and the measured magnetic properties 
.... of the transition-metal complexes. F0r clrtri. +,_,, <1.nd simplici t~r , consider the 
ferrous ion Fe+2 as a specific example 'l'he eleetron.tc .. G,Q~igura tion 
exclusive of inri.er closed shells is 3d6; accordingl y , the ground state of 
the gaseous atom is 5n4. The observable magnetic moment~associated with 
the free ion can be computed theoretically (11) from the total angular mo-
mentum J (equal to 4 in this case), which is obtained from ·· the vector 
sum of the total orbital angular momentum L and the total spin momentum 
S (J= L + S). Excellent agreement is obtained in the ~ase of isolated 
atoms and also such ions as the rare earths. No similarly good agreement, 
however, is obtained in the case of transition-metal complexes. Indeed, 
it appears that the magnetic moment is, very closely, a function only of 
the spin momentum S and that the orbital moment is "quenched"; that 
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is, it is observed that.P'';jS(S+l). Furthermore, a e:Lven ion may exhibit 
different moments in different complexes. These puzzling circumstances were 
explained by Pauling (3) in the following manner. Diagrammatically 
indicating the valence shell orbitals by dashes and occupying electrons 
by dots, two cases are distinguished: 
Ionic complexes of Fe+2 
Covalent complexes of Fe+2 
3d 4s 
. 
-----
octahedral hyb~d 
In words, for an ionic linkage the unpaired iron 3d electrons are 
distributed as in the free ion~ But for a covalent complex, two of the 3d 
orbitals are used up in forming octahedral · .d2sp3 hybride orbitals for bonding. 
The remaining six electrons are tforced into the other 3d- orbitals and are 
necessarily paired. Ionic Fe+2 complexes, therefore, display a paramagnetism 
corresponding to four electron spins; and covalent complexes of Fe+2 are 
diamagnetic. The quenching of orbitals moment will be discussed in the next 
section. 
Similar arguments are easily advanced for other metal ions and other 
molecular geometries, and are well known. Details are given in Pauling's 
"The Nature of the Chemical Bond" (12). 
The "M:lgnetic Criterion for Bond Type", then, is a device for interpreting 
magnetic properties of transition-metal complexes in terms of either of two 
extreme types of bonding. This rigid "either-or" feature was criticized by 
Huggirts (13), who pointed out that some ionic complexes displayed noticeable 
covalent characteristics. He suggested that ionic complexes used outer 
d-orbital octahedral hybrids, sp3 d2, for weak covalent bonding. For example, 
+2 Ionic complexes of Fe : 
octahedral hybrid 
Of late, this idea has been revived by Taube (9), and it has become quite 
popular in certain groups. Objections were raised by Pauling (12, footnote 
p. 115), who believed the outer d-orbitals are too highly energetic to 
allow profitable bonding. Pauling does admit, however, that weak covalent 
character in ionic complexes may arise from the sp3 tetrahedral orbitals 
resonating among the six positions. 
The current status of the hybrid orbital approach is that transition-
metal complexes are in general classified as either "essentially covalent" 
inner d-orbital hybrid complexes or "essentially ionic" outer d-orbital 
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hybrid complexes. The chief criticism of this state of affairs would seem to 
be that, in the absence of precise calculations, this approach merely 
correlates experimental facts and does not explain these .data on any basis 
of fundamental valence theory. That is to say, one has a mechanism to 
explain how, but not why~ the complexes behave as they do. 
An atte~t to extend the hybrid orbital approach by inclusion of some 
quantitative considerations was made by Craig, Maccoll, Nyholm, Orgel, and 
Sutton.(6), in a general survey of compounds in Which it is presumed that 
the chemical bonding involves the use of d-orbitals. Their discussion is 
based upon the idea of relating the strength of the bond between two atoms 
of a molecule to the extent t o which the bonding orbitals overlap each 
other. That is, their discussion is dra1m from the "Principle of Maximum 
Overlap" of Maccoll (14) and Mulliken (15). For a given set of atomic 
orbitals, in a given state of hybridization, the relevant quantity, the 
so-called noverlap integraln can be obtained theoretically. These overlap 
integrals may be computed and tabulated for a wide variety of internuclear 
distances, atomic orbitals and choices of hybridization. In this way, 
Craig, Maccoll, Nyholm, Orgel and Sutton have set up a basis for comparison 
among different compounds. Their considerations have established evidence 
for many of the ways in which d-orbitals may become involved in chemical 
bonding; they have cited numerous experimental data which correlate with 
the theoretical conclusions. One specific conclusion of theirs will be 
mentioned here, for later reference, namely that it is reasonable to believe, 
although by no means proven, that the outer-d-orbital hypothesis for ionic 
complexes is correct. 
Admittedly and obviously, there are many additional major factors in 
chemical bonding which are ignored in this paper. This work does mark an 
advance from the earlier hybrid orbital discussions in that at least one 
factor in the bonding is given a semi-quantitative consideration. Never-
theless, this work can in no way be considered as an effort to explain 
·chemical and physical properties from first principles, so to SJE ak. 
B. The Crystalline Field Theory Approach 
In contrast to the highly qualitative approach to examining the electronic 
structure of the transition-metal complexes offered by the hybrid orbital theory, 
crystalline field theory has become extremely precise and highly involved in 
mathematical description. All the resources of modern quantum mechanical 
theory have been utilized in refining what is a very simplified model of the 
general transition-metal complex. In large measure, the stimulation toward 
this refinement has come from the recent acquisition of new and precise 
physical measurements on these compounds by microwave spectroscopy. 
It is not necessary, nor even relevant, to review here all the recertt 
advances in the application of crystalline field theory to the study of the 
electronic structure of transition-metal complexes. The reasons for this 
will become evident after the molecular orbital approach has been discussed. 
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Rather, the general ideas behind crystal field theory will be exposed along 
with a brief summary of the theoretical uses to which it has been put. 
Basically, the problem is to consider what happens to an isolated 
metal atom when it is placed in the perturbing field of its surroundings 
in a crystal or molecule. The underlying assumption for almost all later 
work is that the perturbing field can be represented as arising from various 
combinations of point charges, point dipoles, and constant electric or 
magnet:Lc fields, any or all of which interact with the electrons of the 
metal atom. 
1. Outline of the theory of atomic structure 
Any understanding of crystalline field theory, however simplified, 
must be based upon an understanding of the theory of atomic structure and 
spectra. No more than a bare outline can be given here, of course; and 
for a fuller treatment, reference is made to any of the standard advanced 
quantum me'chanics texts and, most particularly, to the classic of Condon 
and Shortley (16). The discussion which follows will be slanted toward 
the transition elements, and specfically toward the first transition 
series, scandium to zinc. 
The qu~tum mechanical problem begins with the consideration of the 
energy operator for the sys tem. For an N-electron atom referred to the 
nucleus as fixed, the energy operator -- called the Hamiltonian o~erator, 
H -- is equal to the sum of the kinetic energy operators, T = l\7 , and 
the potential energy operators, V. That is., for an N-electron atom with 
nuclear charge Z (using atomic unitsa) 
N 
+L: 
i>j 
Obviously the Hamiltonian operator is a function of all the coordinates of 
all theN electrons, i.e~ H = H(l,2,3 ..• N), where the numbers refer to 
electronic coordinates. It follows then, _ that the wave function,~, 
associated with H through the Schroedinger Equation 
• 
Hl? = E J 
' 
is also a function of all coordinates of all electrons, i.e. p = g? (1,2,3 ••• N). 
a 
Atomic units will be used frequently throughout this report. Important 
quantities include: Planck's constant equals 21r; unit energy is twice the 
ionization potential of the -hydrogen atom (27.204 electron volts); unit 
mass is the electronic mass; unit charge is the electronic charge; and unit 
distance is the Bohr radius, 0.5292 angstrom units. A complete listing is 
given in Condon and Shortley (16, Appendix). 
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For the simplest case of all, the hydror,en atom, N = 1; and the exact 
solution of the Schroedinger Equation may be obtained in a straightforward 
manner. For N -p2, immediate difficulty is encountered from the presence 
of the cross terms in the potential energy, =!__ , which couple the motions 
rij 
of the electrons. 1fith helium-like atoms the problem is still tractable 
by taking the wave function to include the variable ri ·· For all other 
systems, it has been necessary to resort to simplifications. The technique 
has been to replace the sum of all inter-electronic interactions by a 
smoothed potential term U(ri); that is, the i-th electron is now taken to 
move in an averaged potential field of the remaining electrons and inde-
pendently of them, as regards relative motion. The difference between 
U(ri) and the exact expression is considered later in the theory by the 
methods of perturbation theory. The effect of this substitution is to make 
H become the sum of independent one-electron operators, hi and, therefore, 
to make ~ become the product of one-electron wave functions, p ·. It has 
been shown by Slater (17) and Fock (18) that the solution of tfie Schroedinger 
Equation in this approximation is replaced by the solution of the equations 
(i = 1,2 .•. N). 
~' i is that part of the total energy of the system which r~y be associated with 
the i-th electron, or, more precisely, with that electron which is described 
by 9'i. The pre cise forms to be chosen for hi will be discussed later in this 
r 'epor:t. 
Without going into further detail at this point, we may state that the 
solution of these equations yields a set of one-electron wave functions, 
similar in general to the wave functions obtained from the solution of the 
hydrogen atom problem. The spin and angular parts of the total wave functions 
ar e identical in both case s, and expressable in analytic form. The radial 
part , houever, must be obt ained numerically by the Self-Consistent-Field (SCF) 
method of Hartree and Fock. (For a recent discussion and listing of. atoms--
treated up to 1946, see Hartree (19)). Each function Pi is characterized 
by a set of four quantum numbers: r, . ml, ms, n.a The configuration ot a 
particular atomic state is described by giving the number of electrons having 
spe cified n and l values. ~gain us~ng Fe+2 as an example, its configuration 
is indicated by ls)22s)22p) Js)2Jp) Jd)6. 
In this case, there are only six electrons available to be distributed 
among the ten allowed 3d one-electron functions. What this means is that 
there exist several Q5 1 s, or atomic states corresponding to this configuration. 
The total number, houever, is severely restricted by the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle, i.e. the anti-symmetry requirement upon ~ • Each of these states 
may be des cribed in terms of the total angular momentum of the whole atom. 
Letting li and Si equal the orbital angular momentum (quantum number) and 
aTo prevent confusion in the typescript between the numerical 1 and the 
alphabetical !_, the former will be written 1 and the latter !,-where 
possibility or confusion may exist. -
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spin-angular momenttun, respectively, of the i-th electron, the two vectors L 
and S are defined as the vector sums of ±i and si, respectively. Since the 
vector sums over closed shells of electrons vanish, attention may be directed 
solely to the open 3d shell, for further consideration of the problem. 
In the apgroximation of the Hamiltonian operator so far considered, all 
these .various ~'s, or atomic states, have equal energies. This degeneracy, 
however, is lifted when the perturbation of the neglected specific _!_ 
rij 
interactions is included. This perturbation is computed for each state. As 
a general rule (Hund's rule) it is found that, of all the allowed states, 
those of the largest S are lowest in energy; of all those, the one of the 
largest L is lowest. Even at this point, there remains degeneracy in the 
total angular momentum, J = L + S, arising from the possibility of several 
relative orientations of L with respect to S. This last de generacy is lifted 
when account is taken of the coupling between the orbital and spin angular 
momenta (the spin-orbit coupling). 
In summarizing, the state of an atom may be described in terms of the 
total energy, the total spin momentum, the total orbital momentum and the 
total atomic momentum. These quantities are expressed explicitly in terms of 
the individual energies and momenta of the one-electron wave functions, 
taken in antisymmetrized product form, corresponding to the original spherically 
symmetric atomic problem. 
2. Introduction of crystalline or molecular field effects 
Upon introducing the free ion into a molecule or crystal several things 
occur. First, the electrons of the ion exchange with the electrons in the 
rest of the molecule or crystal. This exchange is considered in the valence-
theoretical approaches; in crystalline field theory, this effect is considered 
small and ignored. Second, there is introduced into the Hamiltonian operator 
for the isolated atom additional kinetic and potential enerer terms which 
transform it into the Hamiltonian operator for the. whole system. If attention 
i .s directed only to the metal atom and electronic exchange is ignored, then 
it is sufficient to ignore also the added kinetic energy terms and to consider 
exclusively the new potential energy effects. 
In all cases of immediate physical interest, the environment of the metal 
atom is, essentially, highly symmetric; it is convenient to discuss ideal 
symmetries first and to treat small departures later. The symmetries considered 
are octahedral, tetrahedral and hexagonal. In the atom, it was found that the 
condition of spherical symmetry was sufficient to determine all but the radial 
part of the wave functions. In the lower symmetries of the new environment, 
it is found that the symmetry is still sufficiently high to place important 
restrictions upon the one-electron wave functions. The problem, first under-
taken by Bethe (2), is to itemize those restrictions and to approximate the 
new wave functions. 
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The argument developed by Bethe follows the theory of atomic structure. 
The basis for further development is the set of one-electron uave 
derived or assumed to have been derived, for the spherical atom. 
the states arising from the gro und configuration are degenerate. 
in addition to the perturbations of the specific _!_interactions 
functions, 
Again all 
But now, 
and the 
r .. 
spin-orbit coupling, there must be included the pefiurbation of the potential 
terms arisinr, from the new environment. This last perturbation may be less 
than, greater than or intermediate between, the first two; each such case 
must be treated separately. In the transition-metal complexes, it appears 
that spin-orbit coupling effects are least important and that the crystal 
or molecular potential terms are either c;reater than or comparable tq the 
specific 1 terms. In either event, the degeneracy of the wave fUnctions 
r ·. 
within a p~~ticular n,~ set may be removed by the nonspherical environment. 
The most important result of this fact is that the atomic one-electron 
wave functions, y?i, may no longer be even approximate eigenfqnctions of the 
total Hamiltonian. Rather, when the perturbation treatment is carri~d out, 
it is found instead that the proper one-electron wave functions to be u.sed 
as the basis for further study are certain linear combinations of the original 
atomic wave functions, the forms of which are rip,orously prescribed by the 
symmetry of the environment of the metal atom~ Both for clarity on this 
point and for later reference, the 3d, hs and hp functions are listed in 
Table 1 in the formsthey take in ·the spherically symmetric atom and in a 
cubic (octahedral or tetrahedral) environment. (This latter form is convenient 
in that the wave fUnctions are all real{ they are usually taken in this form 
even 1·Jhen symmetry does not require it.) 
From an examination of these ne >-r wave functions, it is found that they 
are such that the orbital angular momenta of the electrons they describe 
are exactly zero. In other <lords, the cubic field of the molecule or crystal 
has forced the electrons of the atom into a new set of wave functions, such 
that their orbital aneular momentum is 11 quenched11 • On the other hand, when 
the spin-orbit interaction perturbation_is also included, a small amount of 
orbital moment is reintroduced. 
In the cubic field case, the original ten-fold deeenerate (including 
spin degeneracy) set of 3d functions is split into one four-fold and one 
six-fold deeenerate set, deg and df2g, respectively, in Mulliken's notation.a,b 
Returning to the Fe+2 example, the six electrons in the 3d shell again may be 
aThe eg and f2g parts of the symbols refer to the irreducible representations 
of the eroup Oh to which the two kinds of d functions belong. The group 
theoretical aspects of this classification will be touched upon in Chapter 
III; in practice the symbols eg and f2 serve mostly as labels. In the cry~tal field literature, Bethe's conv§ntions are usually followed. He 
deflned d6 = deg and d2 = df2g· 
bThe space functions d2 2 and dx,2-y2 are contained in deg; ~Z' dxy and dxz 
are contained in df2g· 
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Type 
3d 
4s 
4p 
Table l. Comparison of 3d, 4s and 4p wave functions for 
atoms and for cubic molecules and crystalsa 
Free atom case 
Abbrevi-
ationb 
3do 
3d+l 
3d_l 
3d+2 
3d_2 
. 4s 
4p0 
4p+l 
4p_l 
Analytical 
forme 
R3ct(3cos2 B -1) 
R3d sin 2 e e+im cp 
R3d sin 2 e e-im¢ 
R3d sin2& e+2imcP 
R3d sin2e e-2imcP 
R4s 
R4p cose 
R4p sine e+im¢ 
R4p sine e-im¢ 
Abbrevi-
ationd 
3dz2 
3dxz 
3dyz 
3dx2_y2 
3dxy 
4s 
4Pz 
4Px 
4Py 
Cubic case 
Analytical 
form 
3d0 
2-i(3d+l +3d_l) 
-i2-~(3d+le3Q_l) 
1 
2--;a( 3d+2+3d_2) 
1 
-i2-2 (3d+2-3d_2) 
R4s 
4p0 
1 2-z(4p..,1+4p_l) 
1 
-i2-z(4P+l-4P_l) 
aTaken from Eyring, ~alter and Kimball (20, pp. 88,89). 
bThe subscripts indicate the value of mi: associa t ed vJith the particular 
wave function. 
eRn± indicat es the radial part of t~e atomic wave function, given in either 
numerical or analytic form. 
~he subscripts here indicate the result of multiplying the angular parts 
of the cubic anal ytic forms by r2 and transforming from spherical polar 
to rectangular coordinates. The notation is that of Eyring, Walter and 
Kimball. 
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distributed among the ten wave functions; in this instance the Pauli Principle 
is less restrictive, and more atomic (in the crystal field sense) states are 
allo.,red. 
The first quantitative effort at calculating the effects of the crystal 
field upon t :1e atom was made by Penney and Schlapp (21). They expanded the 
ele ct~ic potential of the environment of the atom in a general Taylor's series~ 
the coefficionts in which were used as adjustable parameters. Although the 
serie.'"J is inf inite, when the integrals of perturbation theory are computed, 
all terms beyond the fourth vanished identically. From these calculations, 
Penney and Schlapp were able to interpret the magnetic properties of several 
rare earth and transition-metal hydrated ions. One major quantity they 
comput ed in terms of one parameter is the separation between the de and 
the df2g orbi tals. This separation they arbitrarily set equal to lODq, Dq 
being the adjustableparameter. It was established by them that deg is 
higher in enArgy than df2g, for octahedral configurations of negative groups 
about the metal atom, and the reverse for tetrahedral configurations. 
See F-Lcure l. Further calculations based on the Penney and Schlapp model 
were ~nade by Ho1r1ard (22) for ferro cyanide ion, by Finkelstein and Van Vleck 
{23) on chrone alum, and by Kotani (24) for all octahedral cyanide complexes. 
;en ~ll cases, agreement with experiment has been remarkably good. 
These successes led Hartmann and cmvorkers ( 25, 26, 27) to try to calculate 
the spli ttinr, of the d i''llnctions 1vi thout including par arne ters. They selected 
the complex ions V(H20)6+3 and Ti(H20)6+3, and chose as a model the metallic 
ion surrounded octahedrally by six point dipoles whose moment equalled the 
experimentally determined dipole moment of the water molecule. The results 
were nualitatively in agreement with earlier work, but the separations between 
the 3d levels were calculated to be approximately one-half the values 
observed from spectra. 
In a similar attempt, Kleiner (28) tried to compute the separation in 
Cr(B20) 6+3, 0xcept tha t he chose to .use a model of the water molecule more 
realis tlc than a poi nt dipole. He assumed electrons in the water molecule 
not to be po~nt charges, but to move in reasonable atomic-like orbitals, 
and calculated the resulting 3d energy levels. He found an even smaller 
splitting than Hartmann; but, more significantly, the deg level was obtained 
not higher, hut lmver than the df2g level. 
This sort of disquieting result led Orgel (29,30) to conclude that 
quantitative calculations based upon the cr;stal field model were futile. 
He decided, rather, that effort should be concentrated in making use of 
the value of the arbitrary parameters of the Penney and Schlapp theory to 
interpret spectra and to draw inferences about the nature of the various 
ligand groups. The same computational techniques have been used in a much 
refined manner by Tanabe and Sugano (31) and were published in two papers 
which actually predate the recent one of Orgel (32). Here the cubic field 
perturbations of each of the low states of the transition-metal ions are 
computed as functions of the parameter Dq. A value of Dq is then determined 
which gives a reasonable interpretation of the spectra of the various 
J2 ISC-830 
tetrahedral 
field 
Figure 1. Clbic field splitting of the ground 
state energy levels of an atom whose 
configuration is a single d-electron. 
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transition-metal complexes. The general conclusions from Orgel's work are: 
(a) that 10 Dq is about 1.2 ev for hydrated divalent ions and about 2.5 ev 
for hydrated trivalent ions; (b) that the common ligands complexing ~~th a 
given metal ion produce Dq values which increase in the general order 
r- <_Br- (Cl- (F- <If:20 <oxalate (pyridine 
This ordering deserves some comment. The sequence follovlS what chemical 
experience indicates about increasing covalency in bonding, except for the 
reversal i n the halide series. Here the implication is that r- is more 
ionic than F-, etc. Orgel offers no explanation for this anomaly.a 
Orgel has given a graphic illustration of how c~stalline field theory 
explains the occurrence of two possible spin moments for complexes of the 
same transition-metal ion but with different ligands (29). In Figure 2 
there are indicated the energies for t~vo states of a hypothetical rretal ion, 
3x and ly, and the levels into which they might be split by a cubic field, 
plotted as functions of the parameter Dq. To the left of the point ~ the 
triplet level is the lovJer and the complex is paramagnetic ( 11essentially 
ionic"); to the right, the singlet is the lower, and the complex is diamagnetic 
("essentially covalent11 ). In this regard, Dq is implied to be a rough 
measure of the 11 covalent-nesstt of the metal to ligand bonding. From this, 
Orgel concludes that there is no definite discrete distinction between ionic 
and covalent bonds, rather, that the transformation from one to the other is 
continuous . However, there may be a rapid variation in the region of the 
critical ·value (point~ of Figure 2). 
Mention should also be made of the experimental and theoretical •mrk 
done in J. Bjerrum's group in Denmark (35-40). They have, in essence, 
extended Hartmann's work to other transition-metal complex ions, but by 
computing Dq over .ranges pf metal-ligand distances and assumed dipole 
moments for the various ligands. Their success in interpreting spectra 
on this basis led Ballhausen (36,38) to conclude that crystalline field 
theory is adequate ·to account for most of the experimental material, and 
that the overlap and exchange effects cannot have much importance. 
Despite the seeming successes of semi-empirical crystalline field theory 
in the interpretation of transition-metal spectra, doubts were being raised 
elsewhere, from measurements of properties other than the enerEY levels. It 
will be recalled that in the earlier discussion of the c~stalline field 
theory it was found that, although ideal cubic or hexagonal fields removed 
the orbital angular momentum, later inclusion of the spin-orbit coupling 
reintroduced a small amount of orbital moment. An additional amount is 
allowed if the symmetry of the environment about the metal ion is distorted, 
as, · say, by the Jahn-Teller effect (41). 
~villiams (34) has very recently discussed this ordering; it will be 
qonsiderect a~ain later in the rep.or:t. 
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Figure 2. Crystalline field ex:plana tion for the 
existence of two spin moments in different 
complexes of a hypothetical transition-
mtal ion. 
" 
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Departures from 11 spin-onlyn moments can be detected and measured by 
paramagnetic resonance.a For many cases it is possible to compute the 
unquenched orbital contributions from a knowledge of the deg - df2g separation 
(obtainable from the analyses of optical spectra, as descrioed above) and 
the constant characteristic of the spin-orbit coupling (obtained from the 
atomic spectra). From the recent work of the Oxford groupb, it appeared 
that significant discrepancies are present. 
Concurrently, studies of the hyperfine structure of the paramagnetic 
resonance spectra of paramagnetic second and third series transition-metal 
complexes such as IrBr6-2 revealed that the unpaired electron is distributed 
such that it interacts to some extent with the nuclei of the ligands. This 
fact is in conflict with one of the fundamental assumptions of the whole 
crystalline field approach; it caused Owen and Stevens (43) to reconsider 
the molecular orbital theories as they applied to transition-metal complexes. 
Within the formalism of the molecular orbital theory, Stevens (44) has shown 
a possible way to resolve the difficulties of interpreting, on an absolute 
theoretical basis, optical and magnetic data. Since 1953, the ideas of 
Stevens have been extended by many others to different complexes. 
~ereas the work described in this report involves quantum mechanical 
calculations based upon the molecular orbital method, a logical development 
of the application of molecular orbital theory to transition-metal complexes 
is given in a separate chapter. In the course of the development, interrelatbns 
with the crystalline field theory are indicated, and further references to the 
literature are given. 
a 
See the reviews by Bleaney and Stevens (10). 
bSee~for example~Griffiths, Owen and Ward (42). 
ITI~ THE MOLECULAR ORBITAL APPROACH 
A. General Considerations 
The molecular orbital (MO) approach to the study of the electronic 
structure of transition-metar-comp]Pxes is being given special attention in a 
separate chapter for two reasons: (a} ' The MO method has been selected as the basis 
for the further research to be reported in this report. A thorough analysis 
of the fundamentals of its application is appropriate, since current chemical 
thinking is so closely geared to the hybrid orbital approach. (b) Although 
it is true that, at the present date, most of the general background describing 
the MO approach to these compounds has been given in the literature,a only 
portions of the whole picture have been treated in any one article. It is con-
sidered desirable to give a sine;le integrated account at this point of the 
discussion. 
The general philosophy of the M> method has, of course, been discussed at 
great length by numerous authors (see, for example, Coulson (49)) and need not 
be gone into here. The importan~ point is that, just as in the theory of atomic 
structure (outlined in Chapter II), the basic MO theory of molecules treats 
electrons as moving in the force field of the whole molecule, without regard to 
particular notions of chemi.cal bonding. Thus there is a formal equivalence 
between the quantum mechanical description of the isolated atom and of the 
. isolated molecule; naturally, the molecule, presenting a many-centered problem, 
is a more difficult system to treat. In fact, even with present computational 
equipment, .~t is not possible to solve the Schroedinger Equation directly for 
the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues corresponding to any molecular problem of 
chemical interest, unless extreme modifications are made in the Hamiltonian 
operator for the s.ystem. Thus there arises the immediate necessity for approx-
imations. In the case of both HO theory and valence bond (VB) theory, the usual 
method is to assume a reasonable-form for the wave function-and compute energies 
from them by substitution into the energy equation. 
E "" 
J"IH ~dv 
J~ ~dv ' 
which is obtained from the Schroedinger Equation. 
rn MO calculations it is customary to expand the one-electron MO's in 
terms of~he sets of atomic functions or atomic 'orbitals (AO's} belonging to 
the individual atoms which comprise the molecule. This approximation of Linear 
Combinations of Atomic Orbitals for Molecular Orbitals (LCAO MO) is exact, in 
general, if an infinite set is assumed. However, the expansion is usually 
limited to the inner shell and valence shell AO's of the constituent atoms. 
asee ~he following: Van Vleck (5), Van Vleck and Sherman (45), Owen (46,47), 
Griffith (48), Williams (34) and Orgel (33). 
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The coefficients in the expansions for the NO's are obtained according to the 
Variation Principle by minimizing the one-electron orbital energies(~) and 
solvine the resulting secular equations. 
Again, as with the atomic problem, it may happen that the inherent symmetry 
of the molecule may place important restrictions upon the forms of the MO's, 
which restrictions in the LCAO approximation amount to specifying exactly 
certain of the coefficients in the expansions and reducing the complexity of 
the secular equation. 
The translation of symmetry requirements into specifications upon the MO's 
is given by the methods of group theory. See Eyring, Walter and Kimball (20} 
for a simplified treatment and for references to more comprehensive works. 
B. Molecular Orbitals for Octahedral Complexes 
Attention will be directed mainly toward the octahedral complexes of the 
first transition-metal series with ligands which are atoms or ions of first-row 
elements. It will be 'assumed that the complexes exhibit full octahedral sym-
metry; departures from ideali·ty will be considered later. For convenience, 
the AO's of all complexes will be oriented with respect to the same Cartesian 
coordinate system. The metal atom is placed at the origin, and the six attached 
atoms are placed at equal distances along the axes. The ligand atoms are num-
bered in the following order: +x = 1, +y = 2, +z = 3, -x = 4, -y::; 5, -z = 6. 
I 
In· forming the LCAO MO 1 s from the valence shell AO' s, it is very desirable 
to take advantage of the symmetry restrictions at the start. Accordingly, the 
orbitals of the metal atom and of the six ligand atoms are collected into certain 
combinat~ons of symmetrically equivalent AO's, which transform according to the 
irreducible representations of the group oh. That is, each combination, when 
transformed by some operation of the point group, behaves in a manner specified 
by the point group character table, which is unique for each group. 
These combinations of AO's, for convenience called symmetry orbitals 
(SO's), may be constructed either by a process of inspection or by group theoreti-
cal methods. Functions belonging to the "a" itreducible representations are 
nondegenerate; to the "e", doubly degenerate; to the "f", triplydegenerate.a 
a Just as each individual one-electron MO must possess certain transformation 
properties within the octahedral poin~group, so does the total N-electron 
antisymmetrized wave function , which specifies a molecular state of a given 
configuration. These symmetry properties are also obtained either by inspec-
tio~ or by group theoretical methods. To differentiate between symmetries 
of MO's and of molecular states, the convention of Mulliken (So) will be fol-
lowed: the irreducible representations of MO's will be given with small 
letters, e.g., eg; those of molecular states by capital letters, e.g., Eg. 
Spin multiplicity is indicated by a left superscript, e.g., 3Eg· Thus the 
irreducible representation has a formal equivalence to the orbltal angular 
momentum of an isolated atom. Indeed, in a group theoretical treatment of 
atomic structure, the two are identical; see, for example, Wigner (51). 
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After the functions have been derived, the symbols for the irreducible repre-
sentations serve merely as labels. Some details about the application of group 
th~ory and references are given in Appendix A. 
The valence shell SO's for the simple octahedral complex are given in 
Table 2, in terms of the-A0 1s appropriate for the symmetry of the molecule and 
given in Table l.a 
If the MO's were expressed in pure LCAO form, each MO would then depend 
upon 33 coefficients arising from the valence shell orbitals alone; the corre-
sponding secular equation would be a 33 x 33 determinant, with each element,· 
in general, nonzero. Direct solution of such a determinant is impractical. 
If, on the other hand, the AO's are first redistributed into SO's as above 
described, and the integral~expressed in terms of them, then-rarge numbers of 
elements in the secular equation (namely, those which are cross terms between 
SO's from different symmetry species) become identically zero.b After ap-
propriately arranging rows and columns, it becomes obvious that the original 
. 33 x 33 determinant can be factored :into products of determinants of much smaller 
b~~er. Each factor can be identified with a particular representation or 
with a particular subspecies of one. (In flu' for example, 4px, 4Py and 4Pz 
each-define a subspecies.) The solutions of each one of these determinants 
results in corresponding MO ~i of the molecule. In generalfi has the form 
fJ i = ai~ + biCSi + Cf!l"i ' 
where the X.i, <Ji, and 11i are defined in Table 2. 
For aid in visualizing the special character of the MO's and their trans-
formation properties, qualitative drawings of the MO's are-given in Figure 3. 
Only one MO of a given symmetry species is indicated, since the others may be 
obtained by a simple interchange of the coordinate axes. The exception is 
the eg set, to which belong dz2 and ~2- 2• For this particular choice of 
representing the d-orbitals, these two d~generate functions do not at all 
look alike, nor do the SO's of the ligand with which they combine. The MO 
for dx2-y2 is given in Flgure 3; dz2 is g±ven by itself. 
From an inspection of Table 2 or Figure 3 it is observed that the flg. 
and f 2u M0 1 s are identically equal to the ligand SO's, since there are no 
metal orbitals with which to combine. These two~-type orbitals, therefore, 
are non-bonding (N) and are completely specified by the symmetry of the 
molecule. The analytic forms for the remaining MO's have been given, at 
BJrhe <r-type SO's were first published by Van Vleck (5). The 1\-type bonding 
SO's are give~ _ by Stevens (44), among several others. 
bFor an excellent qualitative discussion of the manner in which symmetry 
considerations are applied to the solution of molecular problems, see 
Moffitt {52). 
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Table 2. Valence shell symmetry orbitals for octahedral complexes. 8 
Irre- Ivietal Ligand 
ducible SO's 
represen- \Y-type SO's 
tation 
{_T4Py 
/( J..F4Pz 
cr-1:::: !f76 ( lf'l * !.f2+ if3+ t.pJ./1/r_j fJ 6 ) 
CJ z;/l12(qi- i'J.) 
c-T /l12 (lf2-1ft) 
-:-_;;· 4= /l12 (lf T f6) 
>c )dz2 ~-> /I7i2 < 2 ~/3+ 2 11'6- l'2-'/4-r:) 
Xe=dx2-y2 ·- 6= l/2(lf/J.+ 4- r2- 15) 
.i{~ 
X.s=dxz 
lfrdyz 
none 
none 
none 
~-:- -type SO's 
none 
11z=l/2(x2+x3+x_s+x6) 
7T _Tl/2(yl+y3+y4 +y6) 
77-4=1/2 (z1+z 2+z4 +z5) 
none 
·;: 7=1/2(yl-YL+x2-x5) 
1l1fl/2( Zl-ZJ./X3-X6) 
l! ~l/2(z2-z~y3-Y6) 
7~10=1/2(x2+x3-x5-x6 ) 
11n=l/2(yl+y 3-yh-y6) 
7T 12=1/2(z1+z2-z4-z5) 
'l{-13=1/2(yl +y4-x2-x5) 
~' iu=l/2( zl+z4 -x3-x6) 
/t-1)1/2( z2+z 5- Y3 -y6) 
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aExplanation of terminoloc;y: The 'P functions can be any linear combination 
(hybrid ) of ligand s and pcr-orbi tals. The orbitals in the -:!-bond column 
are abbreviated x =-Px, y--;; p , z = Pz. 1\.ll orbitals, both metal and lic;a11d , 
are oriented , .. 'ith respect to the sar"-e coordinate systen. The metal atom is 
placed at the oric;in; the lir:and atons e1re placed a lone; the axes and are 
numbered in the followinG order: +x = 1, +y = 2, +z = 3, -x = h , - y = 5, 
-z = 6. 
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various tir:Jes, by several authors. a Upon determining the coefficients by the 
variational method, one enerey level is obtained per coefficient, so to speak. 
In the remainder of this chapter, we shall discuss, in a qualitative fashion, 
the nature of these enercy levels and how they are invluenced by chan'ges in 
the type of ligand and metal atom. 
C. Qualitative Analyses of the Holecular 
Orbital Energy Levels 
1. The a--bond system 
First, let us examine a hypothetical complex ion vJherein there is no 
possibility of 1i-bonding. The MO 1 s reduce to the form cpi .;;;; aiXi + b:P""i' 
i = 1,2 ••• 6; ~7, ~8 , and ~9 equal dxz, dyz and dxztrespectively, and also 
are nonbonding. Assume that the form o{ the p 1 s which enter the q is already 
specified, and that the other hybrid ligand AO orthogonal to these (one for 
eac~ ligand atom) can also be considered as nonbonding. Consider a hypothetical 
complex in which the bonds are roughly non- polar , i.e. in a bonding MO an 
electron has equal probability of being either at the metal or at some part 
of the ligand . Another way of putting this is that, under these circumstances, 
the metal and ligand are approximately equal in electronegativity. Then it 
follows that ai ~bi. The bonding M0 1 s (corresponding to the lower roots of 
the secular equations) will then be considerably lower in energy than the atomic 
orbitals of either the metal or the ligand from which the MO 1vas formed. The 
anti-bonding M0 1 s (correspondin8 to the higher roots of the-secular equations) 
will be, on the other hand of considerably hic;her energy. This case is 
illustrated in Figure 4 ( a ). Consider the effect of causinc the ligands to 
become more electronegative, that is, the energy of the lignnd AO's to become 
more nec;ative with respect to the metal orbitals . It is intuitively obvious , 
and borne out by calculation, that the bonding electrons shift out more "into" 
the region of ligands; thus the bonds become more polar. Conversely, anti-
bonding electrons will concentrate more on the metal atom. The electronic 
structure js described by the same sort of functions, but with altered coef-
ficients; here bi))ai in the bondinc NO's. The energy level scheme for this 
case is illustrated in Figure 4 (b). 
The electrons of the complex are assigned to the derived I~0 1 s by the 
familiar 11Aufbau 11 principle of atomic structure. In a typiQal complex, all 
non-bonding }D 1 s, as 1-1ell as the six bonding NO 1 s (the d 2spj combination) will 
be occupied by electron pairs. The remaining-electrons (always equal to the 
number of valence shell electrons originally present in the transition-metal 
~on) will be distributed as follows: The first three will go unpaired into 
the triply degenerate f 2g level (Hund 1s rule of maximum multiplicity on the 
molecular scale). If there are more electrons to be accommodated, they will 
either pair up with those already in the f2~ 1 s or will go unpaired into 
the anti-bonding 2e~'s, maintaining maximum multiplicity. The choice --- and 
this is the crux of the whole problem --- depends upon the energy separation 
between the f2g and the 2eg levels in comparison to the energy of inverting 
asee references given in footnote, p. 16. 
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Figure 3. Pictorial representation of the molecular orbitals. 
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In the drawings, shading has been used to differentiate between :positive and negative regions of 
the functions. For the degenerate flu and f2g MO 'a only one from each degenerate set is pictured. 
The others are obtained by a simple rotation of the coordinate system. On the other hand, only the 
eg ~derived from the 3dx2-y2 ~of the metal is shown. The general features of the 3dz2 AO are 
also indicated, however. 
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the spin of an electron in the field of the otherso For the transition elements, 
this latter energy is of the order of 2 to 3 ev {33). 
2. Inclusion of 'T"r-bondine 
When the possibiltiy of1T-bonding is also considered, the system of energy 
levels becomes somewhat more complicated. From Table 2, it is seen that one 
new f+u level will be formed; furthermore, the f2g lev~l, formerly non-bonding, 
will lnteract with~-type orbitals of the ligands, giving rise to two triply 
degenerate levels, one bonding and the other anti-bonding. The nature of these 
additional interactions is indicated in Figure 4 (c), for a hypothetical complex 
ion of intermediate electronegativity. It is seen that the inclusion of 
1i-bonding admits the possibility of additional stabilization of the molecule 
and, at the same time, tends to decrease the separation between the anti-bonding 
eg and f 2g levels. 
Most six-coordinated complexes of the transition-metals are closely 
octahedral insofar as the ~-bonding system is concerned. That is to say, the 
metal-ligand bonds lie essentially along the coordinate axes specifying the 
configuration9 regardless of the nature of the ligand a--orbitals. 
On the other hand, the nature of the 'Tr-type interactions is various. In 
the simplest of complexes, such as Fe"F6-3, the 'Tr-interactions are precisely 
as described in the preceding section, that is, they arise from the lone-pair 
electrons in the pure I.1ft--orbi tals of the ligands. In another comparatively 
simple case, "Fe(NH3)6+J for example, the PnLorbitals of each nitrogen atom 
are already involved in bonding to the hydrogen atoms. Nevertheless, further 
interaction with the metal atom must take place in the complex; thishyper-
conjugation is probably of second-order importance, and the usual tendency is 
to ignore it. 
The most common transition-metal complex of all, the hydrated ion, deserves 
separate comment. This case combines features of the two already discussed, 
in tnatrr-type interactions may arise from both lone-pair electron and hyper-
conjugative effects. Further specification of the bonding is complicated by 
lack of precise knowledge of the relative orientation of the water molecule 
with respect to the remainder of the complex ion. Crystal field calculations 
have implicitly assumed that the point charge-dipole interaction requires the 
metal atom to be coplaner with the water molecule. If on the other hand, there 
actually is appreciable "chemical 11 bonding present, it is not altogether 
certain whether the water molecule might not be tipped in one direction so 
as to present a more favorable bonding orbital to the metal. Even in a purely 
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electrostatic model, it is possible that a small deformation from coplanarity 
might stablize the system.a 
The largest number of six-coordinated complex ions of present chemical 
interest are much more complicated than any of the types mentioned above. 
Only a few, such as C~, CNO- or CNS-, present full octahedral symmetry. 
The remainder of this group are the chelate complexes, each of which is a 
problem unto itself. The1T-type interactions may be all combinations of 
lone-pair electrons, hyperconjugation and existinglT-MO systems in the 
chelating molecules. This last possibility has many ramifications, since 
it is thought that the metal atom may become a part of an eitensive conjugated 
system throughout the whole complex ion. This interesting subject will not 
be pursued further in this ·r'epor.t. 
D. Further Specification of the Molecular 
Electronic System 
1. Formation of molecular electronic states 
So far in this chapter, there has not been mentioned any reference to 
the quantum mechanical techniques of solving the molecular problem presented 
by the transition-metal complexes within the framework of MO theory, b~yond 
the specification of the general forms of the M0 1s themselves. The actual 
computational considerations will be left to succeeding chapters. What will 
be treated here is the manner of attack, in comparison to that used in the 
theory of atomic structure. 
Actually, the atomic and the molecular problems proceed along very similar 
lines. The Hamiltonian operators are identical, except for the inclusion of 
nuclear repulsion terms and attraction terms between the electrons and the 
additional nuclei~ The N-electron operator is recast into a sum of one-electron 
operators, in an analogous fashion; thus the one-electron MO's of Section B 
of this chapter be~ome appropriate. There is thus a one-to-one correspondence 
. between the AO 1 s of the metal atom and the MO 1 s of the molecule. 
art is relevant to point out that there exists some meagre evidence that the 
water molecules are tipped, in some cases at least such as CuCl2 • 2H2o (53} •. 
Also, a comparison between known crystal structures of hexa mine and iso-
electronic hexa-aquo complexes reveals that the former seem largely to be 
highly symmetric, whereas the latter are deformed to much lower crystal sym-
metries. In such a comparably symmetrical state as the coplanar arrangement, 
the water complexes probably would not be so different in crystal structure. 
However, this is not a strong agrument. Some structural work in this regard 
would be quite beneficial to further theoretical considerations of t he hydrated 
ions. 
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The one-electron Schroedinc;er Equg.tions o.r e solved for the MO 's (using 
the Variation Principle where necessary) 2.nd for their enerr:;i cs.-The'se energies 
are the energi es indicated schematically in Figur e 4. 
The el ectrons of the complex ion are next assigned to the derived NO 1 s; 
this assigrunent defi nes the mol ecular electronic configuration. Using a-
paramagnetic complex of Fe+2 as an example, and neglecting the inner shells 
of both ~he metal and the ligands, the electronic configuration is indicated 
bya leg)4la1g)2lf1u)62f1u)6lf2 )6lf1g)6lf2u)62f2 )42eg)2: Now both the 2f2c; 
and the 2e~ MO's are incomple~ely fllled; thererore, there exist several 
ways in whlch to assign electrons among those ten (including spin} electronic 
wave functions2 limited only by-the Pauli PrinQlple. The total degeneracy of 
the 2f 2g)42e ) set is equal to t hat of the 3db set, except th&t it is divided 
up differentYy. The symmetries and spin degeneracies of the allowed distri-
butions of n (n; 1 to 9) electrons among all possible combinations of the 
2f2 and 2eg NO's have been summarized by Jpreensen (39). b The whole listing 
wilf not be given here; however, the total electronic symmetry and spin degen-
eracy for the ground states of the transition elements in octahedral symmetry 
are given in Table 3. There are two relevant comments at t his point. 
2. The Jahn-Teller effect 
First, there are relatively few totally symrnetric(Alg) ground states among 
the group listed in Table 3. The others are "orbitally degenerate". A c;eneral 
theorem by Jru1n and Teller (41) states that such an orbitally degenerate system 
will spontaneously distort to a symmetry sufficiently lower to remove t he orbital 
degeneracy. On this basis it is expected that all complexes of transition 
elements which are listed as orbitally deeenerate in Table 3 will have lower than 
octahedral symmetry, i.e., t etragonal, trigonal or orthorhombic. The nature of 
this distortion has been discussed by Van Vleck (54). There seems to be no 
conflict with this conclusion, vJherever good experimental measurements have 
been made. 
3. Configuration interaction 
Second, in addition to the molecular states arlslng from the lowest 
configuration, there are generally many additional states arisi ng from configura-
tions only slightly higher in energy. If it should happen that t here arise two · 
or more states of the same multiplicity ~among these lower-lying configurations, 
the lowest energy state of the molecule must be described as a combination of 
all the states of that particular SYmmetry and multiplicity. If there is any 
interaction between configurations in this manner, then it should be observed 
arhe MO's of the same s ymmetry are numbered in order of increasing energy, this 
particular ordering being taken from Fig~rre 4 (c). Unless it is specifically 
noted to the contrary, numbering wi 11 begin with the bonding orbitals under 
consideration. 
bsee f ootnote a, p.l7. 
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rr:able 3. Ground state electronic configurations and symmetries of 
octahedral transition-metal complexes. 
Total electronic symmetry 
No. of d- Config-7. Ions Max. spin Min. spin 
electrons uration ( 11ionic11 complex) ("covalent" 
complex) 
1 f)le)O s/2Ti+3 2 F2g same 
2 f)2e)O Ti+2y*3 3 Flg same 
3 f)3e)O vt2cr+3 4 Alg same 
h f)3e)l cr+2 Mn+3 1 5Eg 
5 f)3e)2 Mn+2Fe+3 6 Alg 
f)5e)O 2Flg 
6 f)4e)2 Fe+2co+3 5F2g 
f)6e)O 1 A.lg 
7 f)5e)2 Co+2 Ni+3 5 F2g 
f)6e)l 2E g 
8 f)6e)2 Ni+2 3 . Alg 
9 f}6e)3 cu+2 2E g 
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that it is no loneer proper to say that there necessarily is an intecral 
number of electrons in the 2eg level, for example, or in the 2f2g• This 
configuration interaction is not peculiar to NO theory, but arises in an 
. identical fashion in the theory of atomic structure, as well as in the most 
refined crystalline field calculations (31). Configuration interaction is 
an appreciable complication in the precise evaluation of molecular properties 
from purely theoretical considerations; furthermore, it appears to be quite 
necessary in many cases.a One important exception, however, is the Fe+3 
~on, which has in the larger spin state, a totally symmetric ground- state, 
Alg· There probably are no other states within at least 5 ev available for 
configuration interaction. 
E. Comparison vli th the Other Hethods 
The qualitative MO description of the electronic structure of transition-
metal complexes is no~much better than either the hybrid orbital or the 
crystalline field with regard to understanding the chemical and physical pro-
perties from first principles, as the phrase was used previously. In the 
quantitative aspect, the deficienciesof the crystalline field assumptions 
render it of little value toward furthering chemical understanding, whereas 
neither the VB nor the M) approaches have heretofore been considered at all 
quantitatively. On the-other hand, the crystalline field theory is quite 
powerful in the rather detailed analyses of spectral and magnetic properties, 
while within the valence bond formulation it is quite difficult to discuss 
excited states even in a qualitative manner. 
In the remainder of this chapter it will be indicated how the NO approach 
combines the advantages of both the other theories. 
1. Comparison with the hybrid orbi ta.l approach 
Allowing for the possibility of partial covalent character in the "ionic" 
complexes, either through 4s, 4p or 4d hybridization or through 113-electron" 
bonding by two of the d-orbi tals (8), both HO theory and VB theory conclude 
that there should be no dj_scontinuous change in the degree of covalency in the 
bonding on passing from "essentially covalent" to "essentially ionic" complexes. 
This fact has been pointed out by Orgel (29) and others on several occasions. 
It must be admitted that, in the absence of quantitative considerations, 
neither approach offers an explanation of why one certain complex ion will 
be "covalent" and another "ionic", as judged on the basis of magnetic data. 
On the other hand, the experience of others considering different (simpler) 
systems has been that the MO method offers more advantages when a quantitative 
aspect is taken. b Thus there is >vi thin the MO method a (probably) better wa_y 
to place the theory upon a more firm basis. --
aFor a general discussion of the importance of configuration interaction, 
see Slater (55}. 
bFor a general discussion of this point, see Slater (55), for example. 
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There is one particular problem encountered in the hybrid orbital picture 
and discussed at great len~th by Craig (56) and Crnig, Haccoll, Nyholm, Orgel 
and Sutton ( 6). 'Ibis problem concerns the "compatibility" of the 3d-, 4s-, 
and 4p-orbitals which form the octahedral, tetrahedral or other hybrids of 
transition-metal chemistry. The arguments presented in the two papers quoted 
proceed along so~1ewha.t arbitrary, thou~h probably reasonable, lines. It is 
important ·io observe that similar problems do not occur in the !'[) description. 
There is no ~ priori requirement that the relative polarities or-the eg, 
alg and flu MO 1 s should be equal, as ir> assumed implicitJ,y in the simple orbital 
treatment. Indeed anticipating l ater results, the relative polarities may be 
greatly different. Thus, the spacial characteristics of the metal valence-
shell orbitals are not of fundamental concern to the philosophy of the MO 
approach. 
There is, of course, no immediate prospect that purely theoretical methods 
will interpret and correlate all data on transition-metal complexes. From the 
standpoint of understanding chemical behavior it is important that the theory 
of chemical bonding have not only quantitative but also descriptive advantages. 
The usual VB resonance ideas are obviously quite useful and certainly are not 
to be disparaged. Whether one adopts that viewpoint or the energy level LCAO 
scheme of the MO approach is in many ways a matter of personal preference:--
After some terminology and conventions are learned, the MO method is no more 
difficult to apply and is often quite rewarding. 
2. Comparison with the crystalline field approach 
A comparison of Figures 1 and L~ reveals one important feature in common 
between the crystalline field and NO treatments. Although the MO energy level 
diagram is complicated by the presence of numerous other bonding and anti-
bonding systems, the portion of it concerned with the electrons in the 2eg and 
2f2g M0 1 s can be identified with the octahedral splitting of an atomic state 
constructed from one d-electron. This observation causes one to suspect that 
even in more complicated cases of several d-electrons, the correspondence is 
equally close. 
Such is indeed found to be true. In crystalline field theory, the one-
electron 3d A0 1s form the basis for constructing the atomic state functions 
and then the-runctions appropriate to the reduced symmetry of the crystal 
or molelecular perturbation. In MO theory the one-electron MO's already 
appropriate for the crystal or molecular ~mmetry, are used to construct the 
molecular state functions. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
results of both methods. This correspondence is a direct result of the 
symmetry of the system; and the differences arise only from the choices of 
basic functions (M0 1 s versus A0 1 s)~ 
In the li~ht of the quantitative discrepancies encountered in the application 
of crystalline field theory, it was reasonable to seek an explanation in the 
NO method, particularly when taken in LCAO approximation. This step was made 
by Stevens (44) and extended by Owen (tb}: When the M0 1 s are substituted for 
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AO's throughout the calculations of crystalline field theory, the expressions 
derived are naturally mo re numerous and mo r e complica ted. But if certain fairly 
reasonable approximations are made, there a r e obtained results very similar 
to those previousl y obtained. In the present instance , however, many of the 
calculated quanti ties , to be compared with experimental measurements, are 
dependent upon the coefficients in the 2eg and 2f2g I"'O 1 s. 
As a conse<l_uence of the vro rk of Stevens ·and Owen, crystalline field theory 
had been modified, in essence, by the int.roduction of two parameters in addition 
to tr1e orie;inal parameter Dq. Put in tht: opposite way, the precise analysis of 
optical and paraMne;netic resonance spectra l}as been found to require considera-
tion not only of the splitting of the 3d- orbitals of the metal ion but also of 
their delocalizn.tion throushout the com:;;l ex ion. 
This interpretation of the available data indicates that the delocalization 
(i.e., chemical bonding) is not inconsiderable, even in the so-called ionic 
complexes. For exar:1ple (h7 ) , in the hydrated ions of the first transition 
series, the 2eg electrons are roue;hly 20 per cent de,localized from dipositive 
metal ions R.nd 40 per cent from tripositive ions. l:' urthermore, •. t here is 
additional evidence that in hydrated ions even IT-type interactions are not neg-
ligible. 
3. Conclusions 
From all recent considerations of the theory of the electronic structure 
of transition-metal complexes , the conclusion seems inescapable that in all 
types of complexES covaJent bonding is of importance, both in the chemical 
understanding of the compounds and in the physical interpretation of magnetic 
and spectral properties. It has been emphasiz ed in this chapter that MO 
theory presents a reasonable method to compromise the two previous viewpoints. 
The qualitative aspects of the MO application have been di scussed to a 
large extent in the last year by Creel, OvJen and Williams , and in all cases 
considered satisfyine; conclusions we r e reached. Undoubtedl y , these qualitative 
are;uments will be carried much further in the future, and probabl y uith consid-
erable profit. Hhat seems to be missing in the present stage is a precise 
formulation of the molecular problem within the HO theory . Certainly there 
is no present hope of treating these complex ion~rigorously on a complete 
theoretical basis; approximations must be used. 1 he advantages of a more pre-
cise formulation are two-fold: ( a ) The nature of many of the interactions 
present in these mol ecular systems (on the basis of modern quantum chemi cal 
theory) may be revealed, and the relative impo rtanc e of various f actors may 
be assessed. (b ) Quantitative calculations, including necessary approximations, 
may not produce results in go od agreement with experiment. Nevertheless, 
quantitative evaluation of particular types of interaction are quite useful 
in more qualitative discussions. 
The work reported in the remainder of this report is directed toward 
achieving both of these advantages. 
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IV. SELECTION OF ATOHIC ORBITALS 
In the considerations described in the remainder of this report, the 
usual LCAO approximation of MO 1 s is assumed as the most satisfactory 
available c Or:t;Jromise betlveen the exact r epresentation of the best one-
electron MO' s and the interpre tation of the resulting functions in terms 
of chemical valence theory . Thus it is of immediate im!Jortance to specify 
the nature of the AO 1 s vrhich are to be use in the approximation . 
Unfortunately, deeipite much discussion of the subject, no definite conclusions 
have been reached. It is generally assumed that the Hartree-Fock SCF AO' s 
afford the best choice; however , the presentation makes them useless,_ in . 
their mtmerical form, for the analytic evaluation of the energy inteeral. 
One alternative is afforded by the Slater orbitals (S7), 1-vhich are 
analytic functions resembling the exact solutions of the hydrogen atom 
problem, but >-rhich are specified by parameters that depend upon the nuclear 
charge (Z), the screening by other electrons in t he atom (s) and the 
effective principle quantum number (n). The rules for obtaininr; these 
parameters and functions are r,iven in Slater 's original article (5?). 
Another alternative is to transform the results of numerical SCF ·calculations 
into analytic form by curve-fitting methods . If this is done systematically, 
Then interpolation be co mes possible . General considerations on this subject 
have been investigated by Slater (57), Ihrtree ()G ), Ridley (59 ) and Lowdin (60). 
Both alternatives are used in thi~ report; the first f or t he ligand orbitals, 
the second for the metal orbitals. 
A third alternative night be mentioned . This is to assume hydrogen-like 
functions for the AO 1 s, but containing paramete rs 1-Jhich are varied so as 
to minimize the energy of the atom. This idea was introduced by Zener (61), 
and extended by Morse, Young and IhuMvitz ( 62 ), Duncanson and Coulson (63), 
and Roothaan ( 64). The~e orbitals seem not to be frequ~tly used, as yet. 
A. Ligand Atomic Orbitals 
Although good SCF A0 1 s are available for most atoms of the second pe riod, 
the convenient and usual practice vJil l be follm-red here , to use Slater 
orbitals for such a toms. Proof of the validity of this particular approximation 
is, of course, obtainable by actual computation and comparison -vl'ith experiment. 
There is some evidence that in semi-empirical theory , such as Mulliken's 
Magic Formula (65), the SCF orbitals are superi6r. The influence of the 
choice of AO's used in this work 1vill be discussed in Chapter VII. 
The analytic forms of the ls, 2s, 2p, Js, 3p and 3d Slater orbitals are 
g:i ven in Table 4. Ec1.ch AO is seen to depe nd upon one parareter $ , called 
the orbital exponent by Roothaan ( 66). .$ is related to the hro parameters 
systematized by Slater through the equation 
.r= z-s 
n 
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Table 4. Slater orbi t als 
ls = ~f3 /'\\ 8 -fr 
2s = ~j5 /J1T re- fr 
2px = {~5;~ re- jr(sin~ cos4) 
2py = ~j5;11 re- Jr(sine sin~) 
2pz = ~ 55/11 re- jr(cos e) 
3s = -{; S7 /4511 r2 e - j r 
3Px = -{2~7 /15-yrr2e- .:fr(sin e cos~) 
3Py = l2:f7 /1511r2e- Jrc sine sin¢·) 
3pz = ~2 f7 /15-rr r 2e -fr (cos e) 
3dz2 = ~f7 /l&nr.2e- Jr(J cos2 G -1) 
3d 2 
X = -{ti-7 /3'tl ie-fr (cos & sin S cos cp) 
3dyz = {2j /3-n- r2e-fr (cos e sine sin¢) 
3dx2~l = "{2$7/31ir2e-:fr (sin2Gcos 2 ¢> 
3~ = ~2l /311 r 2 e -Jr ( sin2 e sin 2 ¢> 
32 
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2s and 2p valence shell A0 1 s of the atoms or ions considered in this 
-r -the following ) -values are obtaineo from Slater 1 s rules: 
) C = 1.625, )N = 1.95 
) 0 = 2.275, ~'F = 2.425 
The ls, 2s, 3s and the 2p, 3p sets of functions are not properly orthogonal 
as .~0 1 s must be. It has been shown ,. hov1ever, that when the total electronic wave 
function is taken in antisymmetri~ed form, it is not necessary to use orthogonal 
A.0 1 s. (See Slater (55)). On the other hand, if a simplified problem is considered, 
wherein inner shell electrons are neglected, it is thought better first to ortho-
gonalize the A.0 1 s on each atom. But as a consequence of this simplification, cau-
tion must be exercised when interpreting the results of such a calculation. This 
problem will be treated at various poin ts in the remainder of the report. See, 
further, Nulliken (67). 
I3 . Trarisi tion-Hetal Orbitals 
T'nere is some doubt about the applicability of Slater 1 s rules as concerns the 
t r ansition elements--a problera Hhi ch hu.s been discussed by Craie; (56 ). One 
particular questionable feature is that, according to Slater 1 s rules, the 3d 
electron AO 1 s are not influenced by the ionization of L~s and 4p electrons from the 
metal. This would appear unreasonable, if the 3d orbitals play a role equal to the 
Ls and 4p in chemical bondinc . De cause of such uncertainties , it seemed desirable 
to examine the Hartree SCF f1mctions available in this region and to appl y curve 
fitting techniques t o them. 
l. Available SCF atomic orbitals 
Actually, the numerical wave f1mctions available for the transition-metal 
series are not very impressive. Not many atoms have been treated, and of these, 
the approximation of neglecting tile antisymmetry requirement upon the wave function 
has usually been made. At tlle Ume the -vwrk described in this section was completed, 
such numerical wave functions for the following atoms of the first long period 
had been published: Ti+2(68), CrO ( 69 ,70), C:r-1:"2 (69 ), FeO (71), cu+l (72), znO, 
Ga+2, Ga+3, GeO , Ge+2, AsO, As+l, As+2 and As+3 (73). Also, cu+l,including the 
antisymmetry requirement (74), was published. 
Recently, there have been repor ted eomplete Hartree-Fock calculations for tile 
wave f unctions of M:h+2 (75), for three configurations 'of FeO (d6s2, d s, and dB) . 
by Stern (76), and also for FeO (d6s~) a hie;hly refined calculation by Wood (77), 
in which the electrons of one spin viere considered separate from the electrons 
of the opposite spin . Although these last h10 treatments might seem to furnish 
excellent AQ 1 s for use in the problems described belmv, they still do not include 
any information about the nature of the vlave functions relevant to the ionized 
state3 probabl y enco1mtered in the transition- metal complex ions . 
Thus it is necessary to develop a systematic scherJe of representinG these 
nu:nerical functions, so as to allovJ interpolation for desired electronic configurations 
and states of ionization. This general problerJ has been a t tacked by Eartree 
and Lov1din. For use here , however , a le:ss ambitious J:)rogram lvas undertaken and 
aimed at obtaining needed Have f1mcti ons directly . 
.. 
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2. Systematic curve fitting methods for 3d atomic orbitals 
It has been observed that the 3d functions obtained from the Hartree 
method vary with distance from the nucleus in a manner quite similar to that 
of the Slater functions. This suggests that a sum of 1'Slater-like" 3d 
functions might represent the numerical AO's rather well, the coefficients 
and orbital exponents being varied so as to give a good fit to the curve. 
In fact, Slater (57) 'fquno that a sum of three such functions was quite 
satisfactory. In this work, a two-function fit has been sought. For 
consistency, only the SCF AO's not including the antisymmetry requirement 
uere systematized. -- --
The analytic function chosen to represent the radial part of the 3d 
Hartr~e function thus has the form 
R3d ( r) ~ r 2 tl e- ti'1r +d-Qe-JSr} 
with 0'\.l, cA. 2, ,81 and p:; to be determined in some systematic fashion. The 
method used ~~11 now be described. 
The parameter f9 1 was fixed so that the first term should dominate in 
the region of the maximum in the Hartree radial function. This was accomplished 
by setting 
,81 = 2 
rmax ' 
where r is the radius of the maximum of the radial function. Figure 5 shows 
the res~s, giving~l as a function of the atomic number Z. Two _useful 
properties are observed. First, there is a strong, though not perfect, 
linear variation of ,6'1 >fith Z. Second, except for Cr, it appears that the 
value of (91 is largely independent of the degree of ionization. 
Next, values for~2 were determined. The tabulated numerical values were 
divided by r2; this operation converts the radial functions into functions of 
expQPential type only. These transformed functions were then divided ·by 
e-Plr, The logarithm of this result was plotted against r. Assuming the 
analyt.ic _ form given above is reasonably correct, the numerical function 
graphed should be represented by 
log t'-1 + o<.2e( .6?1_ ~ )r J. 
Since by the choice of .8 1 it results thatfS2<~, for large values of r this 
last obtained function should very nearly equal 
log d-.2 + ( ,.8'1 -;&2 )r 
34 
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Figure 5. Variation of f32 with z. 
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That is, for large r the curve approaches a straieht line of limiting slope ( f 1 -~ 2). Thereby ,82 is determined graphically in terms of ,6' l· 
This procedure was carried out for two different cases: (l) using 
a ~l as obtained from rmax and (2) using a~l obtained from a straight-
line fit to the exact value (see Figure 5). For· each of the eleven atoms 
considered, both choices of;91 resulted in essentially the same value of )92. In other words,~2 is cnaracteristic of the outer portion of the 
wave function more-or-less independently of the inner portion; and apparently 
it is this quantity which changes most as the degree of ionization changes • . 
The derived values ofp?2 are plotted in Figure 6. · 
Values of 0'-l and ex.? were then found by fitting the analytic functions 
to the tabulated SCF AOls at several points, using the derived values of 
~l and;92~ In attempting to systematize the values of the ~'s so determined, 
it was discovered that log~l varies quite linearly with Z and is reasonably 
independent of degree of ionization. If this functional dependence is assumed, 
then finally ~2 must be fixed by the normalization requirement for the total 
wave function. 
Given the values of;' 2, the following formulas for finding Ol:l and ~l 
were established: 
~l = 0.259(2 - 10.1) 
log10~ = O.lll2(Z - D) 
The parameter ~2 was much more difficult to systematize. It was 
immediately apparent that the value of f2 is greatly influenced by the 
presence of 4s electrons. The formula finally devised is not claimed to 
be unique, but it is consist~nt '¢th all the data available at the time~ 
For the metal atom or ion ~\x-y; with electronic configuration 3d)Z-l8-x 
4s)Y4p)z the formula was established: 
~2 = o.o56l(Z - 26.45)2 + 0.30x - O.l5(y + z) + o.66 
These three formulas are presumed to hold in the region between Ti and Zn. 
The quadratic behavior of~2 ~~th a minimum between Fe and Co is taken to 
imply that deviation from pure hydrogen - like 3d functions is a ma~mum 
in this region. 
3. 4s and 4p functions for iron 
Knowledge of the 4s and 4p functions for the transition metals is even 
less satisfactory than of the 3d functions. Even though funning and Goldberg (71) 
obtained the 4s function for the iron atom, there is no reliable method for 
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assessing the variation of this function ~~th degree of ionization. No iron 
4p functions are available, and the nearest one for comparison is the Ga0 4p 
orbital. It is apparent, therefore, that the nature of the 4s and 4p orbitals 
must remain rather speculative throughout the calculations. 
The technique of curve-fitting for the iron 4s function was as follows: 
a polynomial in r was constructed such that it had roots at the zeros of the 
radial function (neglecting, however, the innermost zero). The tabulated 
radial function was then divided by this polynomial, resulting in a new 
tabulated function roughly exponential in character. The 4s radial function 
is then expressed by 
To approximate roughly the 4p orbital, a similar sort of curve-fittirg 
was done for the 4s and 4p orbitals of Ga0 • The iron 4p was then constructed 
in the same proportion to the iron 4s as the gallium 4p bore to the 4s. 
These radial functions resulted: 
R4s(r) = (l.938r2 - 2.752r + 0.703)e-0·964r 
RUp(r) = (1.320r2 - 2.080r + o.477)e-l.20r 
Converting to sums oi normalized Slater-like functions these become 
Rhs(r) = (1.640)3s(0.964) 
RLp(r) = (l.654)3p(l.20) 
(0.819)2s(0.964) 
+ (O.ll7)ls(0.964) 
(1.142)2p(l.20) 
+ (O.l814)lp(l.20) 
where nl( J) signifies a normal,ized Slater-like AO whose orbital exponent is 
It is to be noted that, in the procedure for obtaining R4s and R4 , one 
power of r in the .polynomial f actor was omitted in each case. The resRlt is 
that the sum of analytic functi ons extends only to the 3s and the 3p AO's, 
a very desirable feature from the standp.oint of simplifying further calculations. 
A byproduct, however, is the introduction of a lp function, which has only 
analytical significance and causes no complications. 
It is surely evident already that Hartree SCF calculations are needed:. for 
configurations involving 4p orbitals as well as for different degrees of 
ionization. 
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4. Results and comments 
For purposes of further calculation it is convenient to have the numerical 
A0 1s expressed in terms of normalized functions. This further specification 
modifies the D'-coefficients in the 3d A0 1 s so that now 
The final derived parameters are given in Table 5, alone >dth the corresponding 
values of the orbital exponent deduced from Slater's rules. 
(a) Goodness of fit. In attempting a curve-fittine procedure such as 
described above, one must compromise between being accurate and being systematic 
in reproducine the A0 1s. It is not easy to determine when the most favorable 
situation is reache(['" In other words, there is no precise measure of hovl much 
accuracy must be sacrificed in order to achieve a means of · interpolating for 
unknown wave function. Ridley (59) and Lowdin (60) have tried an entirely 
different and much more involved approach which presumably should yield better 
interpolated functions, but there is little information on which to base 
judgment. 
Thus, it will merely be stated that there has been derived here a systematic 
means of producing 3d AO 1 s for any particular el'ectronic configuration of the 
transition elements of-rhe first long period. These systematic AO's in general 
reproduce the known Hartree SGF AO 1 s within about ten per cent (on_ the average). 
Unfortunately, the process of systematization selected causes the maximum of 
the fitted function no longer to coincide with that of the Ihrtree curve. 
(Although the first term of the analytic function is a maximum at rmax, the 
second term is still increasing at that point.) The result is that the analytic 
fitted function is somewhat less than the Hartree curve near the maximum, but 
becomes some'tvhat greater for larger r. 
(b) Effect of introducing the antisymmetry requirement. It is also 
important to consider what might be the effect upon the ~~ s when the anti-
symmetry requirement is included in the derivation of the SCF AO's. This 
question has been investigated rather carefully by Hartree and~rtree (74) 
in the case of cu+. The observation is that the radial function becomes 
dra,;vn in slir;htly more_ toward the nucleus. Thus this effect might be expected 
to increase the discrepancy between the analytic fitted functions and the 
better SCF A0 1s. 
Since all this >vork was completed, there have appeared reports of the 
'tJork bY. Wood (77) and Stern (76). Stern's calculations were recently curve-
fit by the same techniques. It was observed that the maxima were shifted 
imrard as in Cu+, so that the previous choice of P' 1 did not give a good fit 
to his results in the region of the maximum. On the other hand, the values 
of f?2 derived from his results differed only by a small constant amount 
from those predicted from the interpolation formula. Similar conclusions 
were obtained from the recent Mn+2 calculations of Hartree (?5). These 
later results are encouraging for two reasons. First, they give some assurance 
z Config. 
Cr+2 24 d4 
Cr0 24 d6 Mn+2 2.5 . ds 
cu+ 29 dlO 
Ga+3 31 dlO 
Ga+ 31 dl0 3 2 
A sO 33 dl03 2p3 As+3 33 dl0 3 2 
Cr0 24 d4s2 
Mn° 2.5 d.5s 2 
Fe0 . 26 d6s2 
Co0 27 d7s2 
Ni 0 28 d8s2 
Cu0 29 d9~2 
zn° · 30 . dl s2 
Fe+l 26 d6s 
Fe+2 26 d6 
Fe+3 26 d5 
_____,.. 
Table S. Final parameters fo~ the analytic function. 
R3d ( r) = r2{ "'-1• ~;91 r + o<2e -)l,r} = o< ~ 3d(,6'1) + -<;3d(,82) 
;81 /d2 
I .. 
f o(l ~ ~1 o(2 
21.10 3.600 1.223 1 • .597 0 • .56.5 0 • .563 1.649 
21.10 3.600 .288 .996 0 • .56.5 0 • .548 1.417 
27.26 3.8.59 1.038 1.378 0.570 0 • .539 1.866 
7.5.86 4.89.5 0.643 1.32.5 0.693 0 • .569 2 • .500 
126 • .5 .5.413 3 • .5.52 2.721 0.813 -0.2.54 3.167 
126 • .5 ..5-413 2 • .59.5 2.421 0.813 0.279 3.167 
211.1 .5.931 0.781 3.817 0.98.5 0.0002 3.Soo 
211.1 .5.931 0.781 3. 817 0.98.5 0.0002 3 • .500 
' 21.10 3.600 0.6.52 1.297 0 • .56.5 0.224 1.649 
27.26 3.8.59 0.37.5 1.078 0 • .570 · 0.684 1.866 
3.5.90 4-138 0.273 0.990 0 • .591 0.671 2.083 
4.5.47 4.377 0.274 0.981 0 .• 61.5 0.69.5 2.300 
.58.73 4.636 0.376 1.09.5 0.649 0.649 2 • .517 
. 7.5. 86 4.895 0.444 1.175 0.693 0 • .599 2.500 
97.97 5.1.54 1.153 1.667 0.748 0.4.57 2.951 
3.5.90 4.138 0.424 1.121 0.591 0.674 2.083 
3.5.90 4-138 0.626 1.271 0 • .591 0.641 2.083 
3.5.90 4.138 1.193 1 • .571 0 • .591 0 • .582 2.200 
\.;J 
-..() 
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for the validity of the quadratic behavior found for ;e . Second, they imply 
that if a good SCF calculation is done for one particul~r confiGUration of 
a given transition-metal atom, then it may be possible to make a reasonably 
good estimate for a different configuration or for a neighboring atom. 
Within the antisy~~etry requirement there is no need for the electrons 
of one spin to occupy orbitals identical to those occupied by the equivalent 
electrons of opposite spin, for the case of atoms 1-.ri th incompletely filled 
shells (that is, with unpaired electrons). In the usual SCF treatment of 
such atoms, this additional identity prop~rty is assumed; Wood, however, has 
not made this simplification in his reported calculations. The advantages 
of this sort of treatrrent v1ill be indicated in Chapter VI. 
(c) Comparison ~nth Slater orbitals. It is even more difficult to 
compare the analytic fits to the Slater functions in any significant 1-vay. 
It is observed from Table 5 that the orbital exponents for the Slater orbitals 
lie betv:een the ,1-l and -~ 2 values. Thus it would appear that the Hartree 
AO' s tend to be someHhat more diffuse t.han the Slater orbitals despite the 
fact that their maxima lie Hi thin the maxima of the Slater orbitals. a There 
was revealed the expected 1-veakness of the Slater functions in not allmdng 
for the influence of the 4s and 4p electrons upon the 3d. It was found that 
the screening of one 3d electron by a 4s electron is about half the screening 
of one 3d electron by another, so far as the outer parts of the wave function 
are concerned. 
On the other hand, it is interesting that roughly half the electron density 
in the 3d shell appears to be distributed independent of degree of ionization, 
as revealed by the essential constancy of ;C"l for a given atom. 
As a general conclusion it might be expected that quantities such as 
coulomb effects relating to the 3d metal orbitals Vlill be rather insensitive 
to changes of the electron configuration of a particular atom, but that other 
quantities such as the overlapping of the 3d orbital with neighboring atoms 
in a molecule may be more sensitive to those changes. 
aThese conclusions support those of Craig, et al., (6) with re gard to the 
comparative diffuseness of the 3d and hs electrons . _It has already been 
pointed out, hm-rever, that this is of no essential concern in the MO approach. 
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V. THE WOLFSBERG AND HELMHOLZ APPROACH TO THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE 
OF TRANSITION-METAL COl·1PLEXES 
Heretofore there has not been mentioned two discussions of a quantitative 
nature which have been published concerning transition-metal compounds. Both 
are based upon the considerations of Mulliken's Magic Formula (65). Since 
this is based in turn upon theoretical studies of simple first-row· diatomic 
molecules, its extension to transition-metal complex ions is very probably 
strained. 
One study is the direct application of the Magic Formula to the alkyl 
derivatives of the transition metals by Jaffe (78). The other, which departs 
in detail from the }Bgic Formula, is contained in the paper on Mno4-, Cr011 -2 
and ClO)+- by Wolfsberg and Helmholz (79) and the paper on Cr03F- and Cr02Cl2 
by Helmholz, Brennan and 1~olfsberg (80). In these two papers the !~ method 
is formally applied to these (nearly) tetrahedral ions, although the terms 
in the energy integral are all approximated in a manner strongly reminiscent 
of the Magic Formula. 
The Wolfsberg and Helmholz approximations are quite crude indeed; it 
cannot be said that they afford any quantitative evaluation of the nature 
of the electronic interactions in transition-metal compounds. Nevertheless, 
these approximations incorporate many of the general concepts of chemical 
bonding, such as overlap of bonding orbitals and electronegativity. Thus 
the results are of qualitative interest. 
Since the work of Wolfsberg and Helmholz offers the only published effort 
approaching a quantitative nature involving compounds of the transition metals, 
it is relevant to apply this method to complex ions of the type considered 
in this ~eport for two reasons; first, to display the qualitative aspects of 
the MO theory applied to the complexes, and second, to allovJ comparisons to 
be made with the much more detailed treatment presented later. Although 
Wolfsberg and Helmholz di s cussed only tetrahedral molecules, their method 
I·JOuld seem applicable to octahedral complexes, as well, if there exists any 
rational basis for their approximations. 
A. Application of the Method 
1. Summary of the method 
The molecular orbital problem involves the solution of secular equations, 
which have the form 
det I H(i,j) - G(i,j)EI = 0, 
where 
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and u:r and uj are SO's lirhich form the M0 1 s. The G(i,j) are called group 
overlap integrals; fori = j, G(i,j) = l (if the SO's are properly 
normalized) and fori~ j, G(i,j) may be reduced to a linear combination 
of overlap inteerals involving only A0 1s. For example, in the Alg }0 
G(i,j) = G(4s,~) reduces in the followinG manner 
G(i,j) = jC4s)(CCJl)dv = _];_ /<4s)Cfl+{P"2+ t/3+f4 + /r:;/ f6)dv 
/6 
= /6 fi 4s) ( f 1) dv = /6 S ( 4s, ? 1) 
The other G(i,j) reduce in a similar fasion. The values of the overlap 
integrals encountered in the present problems may be obtained from tables 
or calculated from formulas, both of which have been published. For some 
details and references, see Appendix C. 
The H(i,i) terms correspond roughly to the coulomb energy of an 
electron on the ith atom or linear combination of atoms. Thus H(48 ,4 ) 
is approximated by the ionization potential (IP) of the 4s electron f~om 
the retal a tom, and H(crl,01) by the IP of an -;lectron from a CJorbital 
of the lieand. These IP 1 s are adjustea in a rough manner so as to 
correspond to the IP 1 sof atoms (or ions) of a charge equal to that assigned 
to the atom in theiffiolecule. 
The H(i,j) terms are obtained from the formula 
H(i,j) = (l/2)G(i,j)F r(i,i) + H(j,j)}. 
FX is an empirical constant determined so as to give results in good agreement 
with experiment in one molecule and then applied to the other molecules. For 
~:::J-type bonding, Fx =Fer-= 1.67; for 1\-type_,Fx = F"'"TT'"= 2.00. 
To apply the method, then, it is necessary to have overlap integrals 
and IP 1 s for the A0 1 s involved in bonding. The IP 1 s may be obtained from 
an examination of-atomic spectra, as compiled, for .example, by Moore (81) 
or from molecular ionization potentials. Once metal-ligand distances _have 
been established, overlap integrals may be computed for the various ligands 
to be investigated. Those problems will be considered in that order. 
2. Ionization potentials 
From an examination of spectral data r;iven by Moore for iron, the following 
valence-state IP 1 s were determined: 
FeO Fe+l Fe+2 
3d 
-8.1 ev -15.9 ev -30.6 ev 
4s -7.8 -14.8 -28.4 
4p 
-5.2 -12.4 -25.4 
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These values were graphed and a smooth curve drawn through so as to allow 
interpolation for IP.1s for fractional charge on the iron atom. See 
Figure 7. -
t 
For the fluoride and ammonia ligands, these 1£'s were obtaineda 
2p(F-) = - 3.63 ev 
2p(F0 ) = -20.9 ev · 
lone pair (~~3) = ~ll•2_ev 
See Skinner and Pritchard (82) 
See (83) 
Rough calculations were also made for the cyanide complex. For the lone 
pair on the carbon a tom 
IP( Cir- ) = 3. 6 ev 
IP(CN°). = 1!~.0 ev 
See Pri~chnrd (84) 
.. ,
See (BJJ . . • 
Inspection of the energy levels of the CO molecule calculated by Sa.hni (85) 
indicates that the bondin~ 1T-HO of CN may lie about l ev belol-1 the non-
bonding lone pair, and that there is an · anti-bondinc MO approximately 7 ev 
above the lone pair. - · · 
Linear interpolation was used to obtain .fE' s £or £ractiontll. char~ee · · 
on the ligands. · · · 
3. Netal·ligand distances 
'rhere seems to be a distressing lack of information about precise 
distances within many transition.metal complex ions in crystals. 0£ the 
two complexes of main intereet1 Fe(NH3)6+3 and FeF6·3, no crys~ structure 
work at all has been reported for the first and only an inaccurate study 
ror the eeco.ndJ see Wyckoff (86). Thus one is forced to improvise distances 
from other information. '!he eelectione made are neceeearily arbitrary, 
0 
Pauling•s covalent radii were used for the ammonia complex. Since 
the complex is ionic according to the hybrid-orbital picture, it rnieht 
seem more fair to use ionic radii. But, then, the ionic radius of a neutral 
ammonia molecule is a doubtful quantity. Ueing the sun1 of the ionic Fe+J 
and van der \"laals N° radii eives an Fe--N distance of 2.1 R; partial positive 
charee on the anlfilOnia rnie;ht possibly be expected to increase t.~is value. 
On th0 other hand, if the covalent rarlii l-Iere used, n distance of about 
1.93 A results. nut. here one may question the rcle· ance to Fe(mr~)6+3 of 
the iron radius in pyri tc and of half the IJ ..... rJ dis t ance in hydraz1ne. 
Off-hand, it rnie;ht seem that 'the difference may be of lesser importance 
as it is in the \~olfsberg and Ilelmholz treatment. Llut in the more refined 
theory,~ t.J1e ultimate choice is critical. At any rate, since one of the 
contentions advanced in ~1is report is that covalent bonding is of Bigni!-
·~cance in these complexes, it seemed consis~ent at the time tJ1e choice was 
nmde to assume the covalent radius sum. 
• 
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Figure 7. Valence-state ionization potentials for iron. 
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The Fe--F dis~ance us ed is based upon a somewhat better estimate. 
Although the FeF6- structure has not been examined closely, Stout and 
Reed (87) have found the Fe--F distance in FeF2 to be about 2.07 i. 
Under similar circumstances, one mi ght expect the Fe+J __ F distance to 
45 
be shorter. But in an independent octahedral complex ion, F--F repulsions 
are likely to keep the metal-ligand distance longer. Thus the 2.07 R 
distance seems quite reasonable for FeF6-3· 
For the Fe(CN)6-3 ion, the Fe--C distance (=l.85R) was taken from 
the study of Ee(CN.CHJ)4(CN)2. See Wells (88, p.544). 
rt should be borne in mind t hat there is no guarantee that any 
crystal distances are relevant to a study of isolated complex ions, since 
the electric fields of other ions in the crystal may stabilize the complex 
at different bond distances. Conversely, it is also true that to yield 
information of chemical interest it is necessary to treat the complexes 
in their experimentally encountered environments; this point will be touched 
upon later. 
4. Ligand orbitals 
Before proceeding to the calculation of overlap integrals, it is 
necessary to consider the nature of the bonding 1&.' s which the ligands 
present to the metal. 
In the fluoride complex, it was assumed that only the 2p orbital 
was involved. Certainly it is to be expected that the ion will be polarized 
to some extent by the .· admixture _ of some 2s character to the lf' s; there 
does not exist any convenient way to assess properly the amount or influence 
of this polarization. Hence, it was neglected in the calculations, although 
in one trial MO it was included in a very rough manner. 
The nature of the lone pair electrons on the ammonia molecule has been 
a subject for speculation for many years. Mulliken (89), in considering 
the spectra of the molecule, decided that the lone pair orbital is an 
essentially pure 2p AO on the nitrogen. See also Mulliken (90). His type 
of argument has been criticized by Ellison ( 91) in an analysis of the 
electronic structure of .the water molecule, where somewhat the same problem 
arises. Recent interpretations of the dipole moment from absolute intensity 
measurements in the infra red spectrum of the molecule by Horning and 
McKean (92) and McKean and Schatz (93) indicate that the lone pair electrons 
ar& in a more-nearly tetrahedral hybrid AO on the nitrogen. However, the 
interpretations of these data proceed along rather arbitrary lines. For 
the qualitative purpose of the Wolfsberg and Helmholz approach, a pure 
tetrahedral orbital was specified for the lone pair electrons. Further 
consideration of this point is given in the followLng chapters. _ 
As an estimate of the electron distribution to be expected in the CN-
ion, the results of Sahni's (85) calculations upon the iso-electronic CO 
molecule were used. For the lone paircr-electrons on the carbon and the 
Tr -electrons, these wave functions were taken: 
46 
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(0.6?0 )2Sc(l.625) + (0.720)2rrc(l.625) 
(o.Lil62)2p7Tc(L625) + (o. 8145)2r7T0 (2.275). 
5. Overlap inteErals 
The follovJing inforlT'.ation was used in the calculation of overlap 
integrals: (a) the iron 3d, L.s and 4p A0 1s derived in Chapter IV, (b) 
· Slater orbitals for N, c, 0 and F-, (c)~he metal-ligand distances of 
paragraph 3, and (d) the ligand orbitals discussed in paragraph L~. Values 
of the group overlap integrals needed are related to t he overlap integrals 
by 
alg G= ;'bs(Ls, .¢> 
eg G= ( 4/3 )/JS(3dz2 ~", rjJ) 
f2g G= 2S(3d7r, )' ) 
flu~G = ,/2S(4p(T", tj;) 
flu-;-r G = 2S(4p;r, ~ ) • 
Values vlere obtained by interpolation into tables given in the literature. 
For 3d overlaps, four different conficurations of iron were assumed. Since 
there was available only one 4s and 4p set of AO 1 s, t here ~vas obtained 
only one set of overlap integrals. Calculated-values are given in Table 6 
and graphed in Figure 8. 
B. Solution of the Secular Equations 
Considering only valence shell AO 1 s on the iron and the tf and ~~ AO 1 s 
on the ligands, there are three 2x2 de t crminantal secular equations to 
solve for t he Fe(NII3)6+3 complex, and hw 2x 2 a nd one 3x3 equations for the 
Fe(CrJ)6-3 and FeF6-3 complexes. The solution of these equations wa s perfectly 
straightfor-.vard. A sort of self--consistent approach vJas adopted, alone 
the lines s um;ested in part by Wolfsber£ and Hel mholz. At the conclusion 
of one cycle of calculations, the charged distribution resulting from the 
· derived lfO 1 s ~vas calculated and used as a basis f or estimating ne-.v values 
of the If'G\i) quantities.a This process was repeated until the derived 
charge distribution Has in r easonable a c;reement -.vith t hat assumed. 
a ~n t~e MO jJ = a/. + b o:r, t he charge di~tributi?n of the ~lectron so described 
lS glven l:Sy 92 = a2x2+2abxo- +b2,..2. .mtegratlng both s1des of t he equa-
tion over all space gives 1 = a2+2abG(X;:r)+b2; that is, the fraction a2 of 
the electron is "on" the metal, b2 "on" the ligand and 2abG in the overlap 
region. It is usual practice (see Hulliken (94))to compute formal charges 
by dividing the overlap charge between .the two SO 1 s of the l!IO •. Thus the 
charge on the metal wa s computed from the valu esof a2 + abGfor each MO. 
( 
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Table 6. Overlap integrals 
Group overlap integrals 
m 
-
Configuration Fe(CN)6 
Alg Feod6s2 O.Q04' 0.242 0.802 
flu~ 
Fe0d6i .441 .297 .526 
flu11 .122 .188 
eg Fe0d6s2 .520 .162 .56o 
Fe+ld6s 
.546 .196 .600 
Fe+2d6 
.533 .217 .594 
Fe+3d5 
.456 .215 .511 
f2g Fe0d6s2 • 231 .460 
Fe+1d6s 
.205 .448 
Fe+2d6 
.181 .392 
Fe+3d5 
.125 .278 
G Fe Fe 
0.30 r-T""-~--r-----r-, 
.25 
.20 
.10 
d7 d1 d5 
d1t 1 d1s 
CONFIGURATION 
' 
G Fe (NHJ)e 
.40. ----
"· 
' G(3dcr,cr11): ''. 
.lot--.-2•• ' · 
--cr-2Pcr.. ' 
---0'-TETRA- ' · 
HEDRAL ' HYBRID 
.20~-...----+---+~ 
47 fl' , 
d1s1 d1s 
CONFIGURATION 
Fe(CN)a 
d' d' d' d's',, 
CONFIGURATION 
J'ipre 8. Variation of group overlap integrals with electronic configuration of r,e. 
g; 
H 
~ 
~ 
~ 
.. . 
! 
... ~ 
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1. Ammonia complexes erith iron 
In the Wolfsberg and Helmholz approximation it is immaterial so far as 
the method is concerned ivhether Fe+2 or Fe+3 complexes are considered; or 
for that matter, whether the complexes are octahedral or tetrahedral, so 
long as the proper secular equations are set up and the correct group overlap 
integrals are used. Accordingly, all four combinations were investigated; 
details relevant to the tetrahedral molecules are given by Wolfsberg and 
Helmholz (79) and by Zaslow (95). 
Since the final net charges assigned to the iron were quite small, the 
overlap integrals were kept constant for all four cases. The group overlap 
integrals used are~ 
Fe(NH3) 6 - Fe(NH3 ) 4 
MO Integral Value M) Integral Value 
--
alg (4s,CT1) 0.604 al (4s, \J1) 0.444 
flu (4p, ~) 0.441 fl (4p, ()2) 0.360 
eg (3d, a-5) 0.520 fl (3d,~) 0.300 
The values of H(i,i) selected for the final cycles are: 
i Fe~ NHJ2~ +2 Fe(NH-3) 6 +3 Fe(NH_2)l1 +2 ( +3 Fe NH3) 11 
- -. - -
4s -8.66 ev -9.97 -9.30 -10.38 
3d -7.46 -8.77 -8.10 - 9.18 
4p -6.06 -7.37 -6.70 - 7.78 
c:r -11.2 -11.2 -11.2 -11.2 
The bonding energy levels derived seemed reasonable; however, the anti-
bonding levels all turned out exceedingly high. In particular, the separation 
between the f2g and the 2eg levels was impossibly large to allow the complex 
ion to have five unpaired electrons, as experimentally revealed. Analysis 
of the discrepancy is revealed only after the detailed treatment reported in 
the next chapter. At the time, explanation was sought within the framework 
of the approach being used. 
No such problems were encountered by Wolfsberg and Helmholz; but in the 
considerations which led t~ MUlliken's Magic Formula, similar ?isparities 
were noted in treating He2 • Here, just as in the eg MD system, there are 
both bonding and anti-bonding electrons contributing to the net electronic 
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energy. It appeared to Mulliken that the repulsive character of ~he . ~nti­
bonding level was over-emphasized by tre nature of the approxinations~ .' To 
temper these repulsions, he introduced an empirical par'!-meter)L, and found 
that it was a function defined by · ' .'1 · 
(l-G)(2~+ 1 ) . '!I ' 
1 + G 
. ' 
The new parameter vi was found to be nearly constant for a wide range . of 
simple molecules and was set equal to 0.7. It was assumed to hold for 
the complex ions, as well. Analogous t ·o its use in the M:tgic Formula, 
the ~-factor was applied in the present work in the following fasion: 
For the 2eg MJ f.r a)( - b q-, 
[_ = foH cp dv = a2H(I(, /\_) + b2H(~,~) ~abH()\,c:J) • 
The molecular energy levels for the iron ammines, derived under these assumptions 
are indicated in Figure 9. 
2. Fluoride complexes 1N.i_ th iron 
Both the octahedral ferrous and ferric complexes were considered. Exactly 
the same techniques 1-1ere applied here as in the ammonia cases, even to the 
inclusion of the A -factor in the 2f2g and 2eg energy levels. Following 
Wolfsberg and Helmholz, the ligand 'TAO's were lowered l ev below the\TAO's. 
The results are indicated in Figure 157. Notice· that 2f2g lies higher than--
2eg, an order which is independent of tm fi -factor. 
3. Cyanide complexes with iron 
By the time the cyanide complexes were considered, inadequacies in the 
Wolfsberg and Helmholz approximation had become apparent; however, one cycle 
was carried out. One might treat the eN- ion like a halogen ion, and 
consider only the interaction of the "!'" and 1Telectrons of the ion with the 
metal. More properly, the secular equation should be expanded to include 
the independent interactions of the C and the N with the metal and with each 
other. There are two equivalent ways of doing this: (a) form the MO's of 
the complex from the metal A0 1 s conbined with carbon SO's and nitrogen SO's; 
(b) form the M0 1 s of the complex from the metal A0 1 s combined with 50's--
formed from the bonding and anti-bonding ID 1 s of the eN- ion. Fornally the 
difference is merely in arranging terms; but the second - has advantages in 
approximating the integrals as well as in interpreting the nature of the 
interaction. 
If one wishes to describe the interaction as between cyanide anq ·iron, 
and not as among iron, carbon and nitrogen, then it is convenient to choose 
functions of the cyanide as a whole to combine with the metal. In valence 
bond resonance theory, this added feature of the interaction in cyanide is 
indicated by the resonance relationships 
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+ 
Fe ---- C ~~~' N: "'--? Fe :.-.-.:: ~ C ·:=·:: lJ: • 
The effect in both t he NO and the VB descriptions is to remove charc: e from 
the iron. 
As an illustration of the manner in Hhich this additional interaction 
operated in the Fe(CN)6 syste1~1, the f2(J' Iv:o levels Here derived, both 
including and excluding interaction wi~hthe anti-bonding CWfTl'l0 1s. Ro ugh 
calculations indicate that upon including the anti-bonding CN HO, the 2f2g 
level is lo,.rered in enerrw by about 2 ev and an extra 1/.5 electron per 
f2g NO is shifted from the metal t6 .the li G~nd. These figures are magnified 
five- or six-fold Hhen it is noted that all the odd electrons of the complexes 
are housed in these MO 1 s (since it is experimentally knoHn that the electrons 
a re as paired up as possible). 
Similar considerations s .;ply also to the cr-HO systems, except that there 
the anti-bonding :r--H0 1 s an concentrated farther from the metal, on the 
ni troc;en. Hence, overlap with them will be appreciabl y smaller and the 
i mportance of interaction 1vi th the anti-bonding staJ .e vTill be less in the 
eg than in the f2 g l~'s. 
C. Comments on the Results 
The us efulnes s of the Vvolfsberg and IIelmholz method, as applied here to 
transition-metal complexes, lies in giving a quantitative 11fl :wor 11 to the 
qualitative EO considerations advanced earlier. ·,.ntat it off ers, really, is 
a means of assessinG the extent of interaction betHeen metal and ligand in 
a EO correlation diagram. The II (i,i) terms are seen to b e obtained in a 
fashion stronc;ly related to Hulliken 1 s ( 96 ) suggestion for setting up a scale 
of absolute electronec;ativi ti es; vThile the overlap integral effect upon bond 
strene;ths is incorporated into the H( i, j) terms. Thus this approach >vould 
seem to go a step beyond the ideas of Craig et al. (6). IlovT much beyond, 
hoHever, is questionable. 
In systems "There there are no local concentrations of excess charge, 
such as in neutral diatomic molecules or r: e:r.haps even in l•'illOh, the approxi-
mations derived may have s ome justification in theory. In systems such as 
many transition-metal complexes, it is expected that local chare;e excesses 
vJill occur. Then t he coulomb effects of those excesses mu ~ t become 
i mportant. In particular, for the fluoride complex, the pa.rtial negative 
char c;e on the fluorid es must raise the 2eg level vli th respect to the 
2f2g level.)a probabl y even to reverse the order determined. 
Such coulomb effects must be of extreme i mportance in the discussion of 
transition-metal complexes in general. Since, hovTever, t here is no opportunity 
in the \Iolfsber g and Eelmholz approxj.ma tions for introducing coulomb effects 
from local char ge concentrations, this me thod '\vas abandoned. Although it is 
unjustified to infer that no useful conclusions can be drmm fror:1 the treat-
ment, none 1-:ill be indicated here. 
a In crystalli ne field theory, this electrostatic interaction provides the 
entire source of splitting of the 3d orbitals. 
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VI.. LC.AO MO SELF -CONSISTENT FIELD TREATMENT 
A. Introduction 
There is a major step from a sim[Jle NO treatmP-nt of the electronic structure 
of mo~ecules to any sort of rigorous quantum mechanical calculation of the 
properties of those systems. It is well known that the simple molecules and 
conjueated hydrocarbons have been treated with varying degrees of preciseness; 
this particular subject is adequately reviewed elsewhere and will not be 
considered here. The logical extension of the numerical IIartree-Fock SCF method 
developed for atoms breaks down in application to molecular systems, since 
molecules are not spherically symmetric and the calculations become exceedingly 
difficult and complex on that account. 
Within the framework of the LCAO MO theory, however, there remains a possibil-
ity for introducing self-consistency.--This step was completed by Roothaan (97), 
and the LCAO MO SCF theory is presently considered to be the best purely 
theoretical approximation method for computing molecular properties. Details 
of the SCF theory are given by Roothaan (97); practical aspects of the applica-
tion to-aGtual computations are given by Mulligan (98) in his treatment of C02• 
References to published treatments of other molecular problems have recently 
been given by Scherr (99). Thus these subjects will be considered here only 
in the context of the application of the method to Fe(NH3)6+3 and FeF6-3. 
Roothaan 1 s SCF procedure itself is comparatively simple to execute. The 
major obstacle to the full exploitation of the method comes in the necessity for 
accurately computing the large numbers of complicated integrals which occur 
even in the simple diatomic molecules. It is presently believ~d that once 
the most efficient methods for the integral calculations have been derived and 
programmed for high-speed electronic computers, purely theoretical .treatments 
of the larger molecules will become tractable. 
In the absence of exact calculation of all molecular integrals, there 
have been a large number of LCAO MO SCF treatments containing one or more 
simplifications. These simplifications include: (a) neglect of inner shell 
electrons, (b) neglect or approximate calculation of certain integrals and 
(c) empirical evaluation of other integrals, or groups of integrals, by experi-
mental measurements, such as atomic spectra. The ereater the complexity of the 
electronic system, the greater the need for simplifications. 
Use of such simplifications has been classed as semi-empirical theory 
by Mulliken. One semi-empirical LCAO }10 SCF scheme has been investigated 
extensively by Pariser and Parr (100,101,102) for analysis of thel\-electron 
systems of conjugated hydrocarbon molecules. Extensions to hetero- systems 
have been advanced by them (103} and by Kon (104). Particularly relevant to 
the present discussion is the calculation of some electronic levels of SF6 
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by Duncal (105). Actually his calculations are purely theoretical except for 
the neglect of inner-shell-valence shell interactions, and for other approxi-
mations regardine the calculation of integrals. A detailed qualitative discus-
sion of this whole eeneral problem has been given by Milliken (94). 
The line of attack followed in this chapter is to examine the LCAO MO SCF 
energy expression in all its detail for the particular electronic systems---
under consideration. Approximations of the type indicated above are then 
introduced, eliminating certain kinds of integrals and allowing the estimation 
of large groups of terms by means of ionization potentials. The development 
of the final enereY terms appearing in the secular equations of the l~ problem 
follows roughly the discussion of 11ulliken. -
Durine the course of the development, the basis for the violfsberg and IIelmholz 
approximation becomes apparent as well as the reasons for its deficiencies. 
But more important, it is believed that a reliable theoretical framework for 
discussine the electronic structure of transition-metal complexes is established. 
In particular, the influence upon the bondine 110 's of the unpaired anti-bonding 
electrons (heretofore completely neglected in all previous discussions of these 
complexes) will be investigated. 
During the t heoretical development, it is necessary to introduce a number 
of symbols; for convenience, they are collected and identified in the Glossary. 
B. The Fock Operator 
1. Definition of the molecular spin orbitals 
For reasons that will become apparent below, it is necessary to begin this 
part of the study of transition-metal complexes by further specifying the MO's 
to be used for the calculations. Each of the MO's previously derived and dis-
cussed is, it will be recalled, merely the space part of the complete one-
electron wave function, /\, (by Roothaan (97) called the Molecular Spin Orbitals 
(l-1S0 1 s)) which describe the spin as well as the space distribution of a parti-
cular electron. If it is assumed that the orbital motion of an electron is 
separable from the spin, then the YSO's are factorable into a space part 
(the MO cp) and a spin pa~t ( f \) : -
The spin function 1 has only the two eigenvalues: ms = + 1/2 and ffis = - 1/2. 
If cp and li are normalized then /\ is also. 
It is really the A's which are of fundamental importance in the theory of 
molecular electronic structure. But, since the spin function can frequently 
be considered immediately and thereafter explicitly neelected (with certain 
restrictions), the usual theoretical development proceeds in terms of the o/'s. 
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In the formal discussion which follows, it is necessary to adopt conventions 
regarding the ordering of the )\! s and the cp 1 s. )\1 s will be identified as 
>\c (k~ 1). The scheme of ordering ±s given in Table 7. Notice that each MO 
and each SO may be numbered according to the MSO to which it belongs; this 
conventiorris adopted. Thus ther e will be two 1150's and two MO's associated 
with every HO species; it will be found that, in general, these two associated 
MO's are no~necessarily identical. The further convention is adopted that 
the ,\' s withk odd will describe electrons with ms = +1/2 and those with k even 
will describe electrons with ms = -1/2. 
2. Form of the Fock operator 
(a) General development. The general development of the energy operator 
appropriate to the SCF approach to molecular theory has been given in rigorous 
and rather detailed form by Roothaan (97). It will be necessary, however, for 
purposes of the present treatment, to generalize his discussion slightly. 
Departures from the general scheme are minor and quite obvious, so that only 
the necessary outline will be given here. 
In the discussion which follows, electronic coordinates will be specified 
by .A-1 and 7/; }1S0 1 s and NO 1 s will be identified by subscripts i, j and k. 
d~yu) will be the volume-element in tile four-dimensional (real plus spin) space 
of the_.,Mth electron. dv}q) will be the volume element in real space. 
For the general molecular problem, the usual N-electron Hamiltonian operator 
is written: 
2:: ~ + \ _l_ = '\ HC Yt)+ "_l_ ' 
r a: 0 r .AI V L_ L r ..-L-f 7./ 
a/j! '/f , / l l r .-M ./1 /z_/ 
(1) 
where Za is the charge on the ath nucleus and ra~ is the distance of the 
~th electron from the ath nucleus. The summations here are over all N electrons 
and all nuclei of the system. 
The total electronic energy, E, of the system is obtained from 
' 
(2) 
in which Ll is the antisymmetrized product of all occupied MSO's 
For any closed shella structure and also for certain other electronic 
aRoothaan (97, p. 71) defines an electron shell "as a set of ¥150 1 s in which 
(1) every MO occurs twice, namely, once with either spin, a'ii:d'"(2 j if there is 
degeneracy on accmmt of the molecular symmetry, the MO 1 s in the shell form 
a complete degenerate set. Accordingly, a closed-shell structure refers to 
an antisymmetrized product which is made up of complete electron shells." 
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states,~is expressible as a single determinant (Slater determinant). For 
these cases it is found by direct expansion of Equation 2 that 
E = .2: Hi + ~ (J - K ) 
i i,j ij ij 
where the summations are over all N HSO's. 
Formally, Equation 3 is identical to-
' 
E:::! ~ SHi + SCJij- Kij)L= <S % 
l "'C J _5 i 
In Equations 3 and 4a 
Hi ~ .fi \-<) H 0AiY,) ctty<) ~/Pi Y.,} H0if' i Y.,J dv (;;) 
= f;:... Cf!>A. CJA> .l:_ J:. Q.J>~t Cv>dty.t )ct!Cv> j 1 l l I ' Xt:v-' 'j J 
:[fifi \ ~jp~= .;(Pi Y1> (j'Ji (f!) ~J) r{Jj (iJ){Jj(7))dv~)dv(v) 
Kij = Xij = Kji = 1\ji == r~i ~)'Ajy.t) ~j-}:zA\ {1/)d'Z'<;)d't\V) 
= (~ i Yt;),Pj ~).l:... o/_.(7J)9'i (v)dv~)dv~J for spin i ) l r;t7l J 
:= (ii j / p jp.i. - spin j 
:::; 0 for spin i =/ spin j • 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) . 
(6a ) 
(6b ) 
In Equations 5, 6a and 6b, use is made of the orthonormality properties 
of the spin functions1, which are contained in Equation 7: 
[Mjd't'= fi/i/t/7jd't = foi ~jdv spin i = spin j 
(7) 
= 0 spin i =/ spin j 
aThe definition of the general electrostatic interaction integrals, 
C{;<P· I 'f·rp.; l and[fi~i / ¢·9'1] , is in accordance with the proposals of 
Ruecfeifbert ltoothaan arid ~aunzend.s (106). Only a slight departure from their 
conventions will be made here: a point charge at center c, say, v.rill be indicated 
by a delta function, ~c• The physical interpretation of [pj~jl~i~i], for 
example, is "the magnitude of the electrostatic interaction between charge 
distributions (~j~j) and {fiCfj)". 
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Table 7. Ordering of the molecular spin orbitals. 
Then's refer to the numberings given in Table 2. 
B = bonding, N = non-bonding, A= anti-bonding. 
Just one of the MS0 1 s of a sYmmetry class is given. The spin function has 
been omitted-. -
For complex ions in whichTr-type interactions are not considered: 
a) there are no 1i SO 1 s present in the forms of ~k· 
b) the MSO 's for 20 ~ k ~ 43 are not present. 
c) f 2g B becomes f 2g N. 
Note a: These }50 1s include the remaining valence shell orbitals not specifically 
incorporated into the secular equations. They are formed from the 
hybrid AO's orthoEonal to the ~functions and will be considered 
non-bondinE. See Table 2. 
Note b: These vsors include all orbitals not otherwise accounted for. 
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Table 7. Ordering of the molecular spin orbitals. 
)\ka~!llk:: (a~n + bkon + ck~)~k 
k n type Representative form 
1-2 1 alg B a(4s) + b((\1) 
3-8 2,3,4 'flu B a(4px) + b("2) + c(~) 
9-12' 5,6 eg D a(dz2) + b~) 
13-18 7,8,9 f2g B a(~) + c(IT7) 
19-24 10,11,12' f2u N ""7/10 
25-30 13,14,15 flg N '1Tl3 
31-36 2,3,4 flu B a(4px) + b(~) + c(7/2) 
37-42 7,8,9 f2g A a(dxy) + c(ff7) 
43-46 5,6 eg A a(dz2) + b(~) 
47-48 1 alg A a(4s) + b(ej""i) 
49-54 2,3,4 flu A a(4px} + b(CJ2) + c(1?2) 
55-56 N see note a, p. 5.8 
57 see note b, Po 58 
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E4uation Lr suggests that the total energy E can be expressed. as a sum of 
one-electron energies Ei, which are derived from integration of one-electron 
energy operators operating upon one-electron wave functions: that is, 
Ei = [Iii )H) F)M) IIi ~)d-tyj) • ( S) 
Such is indeed the case; the formal development 
by Roothaan (97) and will not be repeated here. 
operator and is defined by 
parallels that given, e. g., FY,) will be called the T!'ock 
F)Hl = H0 s.) + 'tr/Vl,1}Vl 1 -c A.i (1,1 ° 1 "/vj 0 
The coulomb operators f'l\j Aj 1 and the exchange operators [i\j 
by their operational Jrfect upon some 1:so >.. bya 
- {\~ 
~/VlA/Vl[~Yil = f'J WJ~<•\~/'l'Wl} )..i <;# 
or~j Ar~~i :: [ 1\i In j?h ; 
anct {Ciiivl oii\<-1= {0i<vli\<V~:vctWlpjY,..l 
or ¥Aj "/fjj~i = [~il\i ~~j if spin i = spin j 
= 0 if spin i j j 
(9) 
. I Aj are defined 
(lOa) 
(lOb) 
When Equations lOa and lOb are substituted into Equation 9, and Equation 9 
into Equation 8, there results 
E· ::: H. + £ (J .. - K .. ) ~ ~ . ~J ~J 
J 
(11) 
which, when summed over i, verifies Equation 4. This justifies the choice 
of the Fock operator. 
(b) Specialization for half-filled shells. The discussion presented 
above applies only to those antisymmetrized product wave functions which 
can be written in the form of a single (Slater) determinant. The closed shell 
structures are such cases, as are also the half-filled shell structures, if the 
spin degeneracy is not considered. In effect, this restriction means that the · 
aThis form for the exchange and coulomb operators is here introduced for 
ihe first time. It supplements nicely the conventions of Ruedenberg, Roothaan 
and Jaunzemis (106), and is convenient for later use. 
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equation developed may be applied only to molecular states which are orbitally 
non-degenerate within the s~etry of the molecule. For degenerate cases, it 
is necessary to include addi ti.onal exchange terms. It has been geen that the 
ferric complexes with five unpaired spins have the ground state A1 ; this is 
. one of the reasons why ferric complexes were selected for detailed ~reatment 
in this -r.epor~ 
The nature of the relation of the determinantal method to the Hartree-
Fock scheme has been discussed by~·~·' Slater (55), Lowdin (107, 108) and 
Roothaan (97). Recently a new method for generalizing the Hartree-Fock scheme 
for degenerate systems has been presented by Lowdin (109). It is worth pointing 
out, however, that if the Jahn-Teller effect is sufficiently pronounced, then 
orbital degeneracy problems will not occur in cases of experimental interest9 
at least for the transition-metal complexes and other non-linear molecules. 
For closed shell states there are, by definition, as many electrons _with 
plus spins as there are with minus spin. Thus it obtains, making recogni·tion 
of Equation lOb, that 
Ei = Hi + 2 ~Jij - ~Kij (sum here over MO species). (12) 
If on the other hand, there is present in the total electronic system one 
or more half-~illed shells, there will be more Kij terms corresponding to one 
than to the other. Accordingly it is advantageous to introduce a further 
convention in specifying Ei which includes the requirements of Equations lOa 
and lOb: 
~ 
J 
J . . lJ ~ J 
s 
K .. ' lJ (13) 
where the superscript s indicates that the summation is to proceed over j even 
only or over j odd only, that is, according to whether the jth YSO is of minus 
spin (s = -) or of plus spin (s = +), respectively. Similarly, the Fock operator 
is defined 
(14) 
Thus it is immediately apparent that when the exchange terms are properly _accounted 
for, the two MSO's derived from a particular MO species are no longer degen-
erated in a molecule or atom having unpaired electrons • 
. Specifically, using FeFh-3, as an example, this means that every doubly 
occupied bonding and non-bonaing MO of the complex is split into two non-
degenerate levels, one for each spin. FUrthermore, it develops that within 
each MO the electron whose spin is parallel to the net spin of the whole complex 
is distributed differently from the electron whose s.pin is antiparallel. The 
differences are determined from solution of the requisite secular equations. 
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It is in this connection, then, that the SCF calculations of Wood (77) 
upon atomic iron are particularly relevant to the present discussion; he 
has indeed found that the radial wave functions for the electrons of one 
spin are different from those of the opposite spin. 
(c) Magnetic effects. At this stage of the development, one important 
class of interactions has been neglected, namely, the spin and orbit interactions 
and all their manifestations which yield many of the interesting properties 
of transition-metal complexes. This omission is necessary, in order to allow 
the factoring out of the spin part of the MSO. Such interactions are considered 
as perturbations upon the set of zero-orde~ave functions and energies to be 
derived for the molecular system. The theory of the spin-orbit and other 
magnetic perturbations has already been worked out by writers on the crystalline 
field theory. It has been pointed out, that because of the one-to-one corres-
pondence between the MO and crystalline field approaches, there is a formal 
equivalence between the calculations of both in regard to the 3d levels. There-
fore, these further effects will not be specifically consider.ed in this report. 
(d) The self-consistency procedure. If the molecule under consideration 
possesses sufficient symmetry so as to completely determine all the coefficients 
in the LCAO MO 1 s, rp., then all terms in F which depend upon the C{J' s (the 
exchange and coulomb operators) are fixed, and the energy of the jth MO is found 
directly from ---
Ej = f(\jF~ dt= jPjFsfjdv (15) 
If, on the other hand, the MO's under consideration (as in all trafisition-
metal complexes) contain undetermined coefficients, the usual variational 
calculation must be performed, resulting in the familiar secular equation already 
discussed. In the presen.t case, however, not only does f>j contain variable 
parameters, but so also does ys, since it contains terms \the exchange and 
coulomb operators) depending upon those same parameters. Thus a self-consistent 
procedure is necessary, wherein a set of coefficients is assumed, the ~ evaluated 
and the resulting secular equation solved to derive a new set of coefficients. 
These form the basis for a new choice of~. The process is repeated until 
the calculated and assumed coefficients agree satisfactorily. 
It is to be emphasized again that, with half-filled shells electronic 
states as in FeF6-3, there will be one set of secular equations corresponding 
to MS0 1s of plus spins and another set corresponding4to those of minus spins. 
3. Simplification of the Fock operator 
It is convenient to introduce approximations into the problem in two 
stages, first into the Fock operator and then irito the final energy expressions. 
·The first step will now be taken; the next will be considered in the section 
following. 
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(a) Expansion of the Fock operator. If the ~ of Equation 14 is assumed, 
then the spin conditions upon Equations lOa and lOb are satisfied and· the 
coulomb and exchange operators become 
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(L 'f'}J>r /V> IJ 'f' i (;1> = lfi\ Mfj (V) ~.,dv6/l} P 1 \t-1> 
{[i~}v> ·j ?/Y> l 'f1 <;<> = {[¥ i (-v>r}"~v&J>( 'f/-11> 
(16a) 
(16b) 
_, 
In the molecular problem at hand, the cp's are real MO's which have been 
approximated in LCAO form. Thus the coulomb and exchange operators .are reduc-
ible ultimately to other operators of similar form but containing only AO's. 
For simplicity, and only for the present, it will be assumed that each MO of the 
system can be constructed from only one or two SO's. Extensions to more-
complicated MO's will appear obvious. --
For convenience and brevity, the coulomb and exchange operators will be 
abbreviated 
[f /;;> rj cv) 1 = [Pj 13 1 (17a) 
[fj (v) ·1 f'j (ll) = (B .. / ,93 • (17b) 
Thus the coulomb and exchange integrals, Equations 6a and 6b maybe written 
again 
fti{f}fj if Cfidv = [rj')'j \Mi] 
fri r ·I ~}Ptdv = (fjfilfjfi]. 
(18a) 
(l8b) 
Now setting cpj = aJ'\j + b.i fj, the coul0mb and exchange 
Equation 14, are easily expanded so that F5 becomes 
operators in~' 
Fs = He + ~ f?·f·l J - J J (14) 
=He+ t-@\XJXiJ + b3~j{3J + 2ah[Xj~ 2 
fs{j~j ·\)(j + b~[f;·\~ + 2ah[?G . \B (19) 
If the p, s themselves are combinations of AO' s (as in most MO 1 s of the transition~ 
metal complexes), then further reduction is-necessary. This-is only a slight 
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complication, and ignoring it for the present will not affect the validity of 
the remainder of the discussion. 
(b) The Mulliken approximation. The whole subject of approximation 
,techniques in molecular quantum mechanical problems has recently been reviewed 
critically by Ellison (llO). Of all the available methods, most use will be 
made of Hulliken's for three reasons: (a) it is a "Widely accepted method, 
(b) it allows further useful approximations to be made and (c) its application 
leads to interpretations of chemical utility. 
If ua,ub,uc and ud are AO's at centers a, b, c, d, respectively, then the 
integral §.~ub)Ucuq] is approximated, according to Hulliken's method, by 
--
S(ua,ub)S(uc,ud) 
4 
{~i \u~ J + [uilu~J + [u~\u~ J + [u~~~ Jj. 
Equation 20 may be rewritten 
2 2 
Q:aub (ucudJ~ ~(ua,ub)[;a + ~bJ (ucud J 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
That is, in calculatine; el ectrostatic effects by Mulliken's approximation, 
a charge distribution (uaub} is equally divided between the two charge distri-
butions u~ centered on a and u~ centered on b , the total magnitude of the 
charge distribution (uaub) being equal to the overlap integral, S(ua,ub). 
Turning back to the cross term in the coulomb operators [xjfj /, (7\·Pj) 
represents just such a chare;e di stribution as (uaub}. Therefore, it will 
be approximated as above described . Although no similar argument is possible 
to approximate the cross term in the exchane;e oper ators, it i s exceedi ngl y 
tempting to effect an analogous reduction of them. The error i ntroduced is 
of uncertain magnitude, and coul d of cours e be assessed only by actual computa-
tion. In the complete absence of such calculrrtions, the choice of Hulliken 
(94) will be made here also: 
\3 j • I fj ~ G(/f;,~) il;j ·I t1j + ;:,j ·! !'j] . (23) 
Making these substitutions into Equation 19, there is obtained 
( 24) 
where 
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a2 = a2 + aJ.bJ·G(XJ· ,PJ·) 
-j j 
b2 = b2 + a·b·GCt.,P.). 
-j j J J J J 
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(25) 
(c) The simplified Fock operators. Taking Fs to represent the -Fock 
operator for the complex molecule ML6, the operators in Equation 24 may now be 
interpreted in terms of their physical significance. Fs repr~sents the total 
energy of one. electron associated with ML6; it is composed of the following 
kinetic and potential energy terms: 
Kinetic Potential Potential Exchange 
energy energy due energy due 
+ due to + to electrons + to electrons 
energy 
nucleus associated associated 
of M with M l:>. <vi th M 
(26) 
Potential Potential Exchange 
energy due energy due energy due 
+ to six + to electrons + to electrons 
nuclei of associated associated 
L with the six with the six 
L L 
The electrons associated with the metal atom are given by the a~ coefficients; 
whereas those associated with the ligand atoms are.obtained fro~ the~} coef-
ficients. 
The sum of the first four terms is equivalent to the Fock operator for a 
metal atom with electronic configuration given by the ~J . Call this operator Iff. Extracting all the terms from Fs, Equation 24, >vhich belong also in ~· 
there is obtained 
Fs = ~ + u1 ( 27) 
(28) 
and z1 is the nuclear charge of the ligand atom. Similarly, ZM will be the 
nuclear charge of the metal. 
aNotice that the subscripts on the ligand AO's (corresponding to the index±) 
indicate the position of the AO around the-metal (according to the convention 
of Table 2) and not to the numbering of the MSO's. There is no need for 
confusion, which onl y a thi rd alphabet would eliminate, if it is remembered 
that there is no occasion to identify particular ligand AO's with MSO's. 
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Furthermore, ~ fj is the charge distribution within the jth ligand SO. 
Since the discussion is limited to total~ symmetric electronic states, 
it necessarily follows that the sum over all t'jfj produces a net charge distri-
bution which is also totally symmetric. Thus, as is immediately obvious, 
equal charge densities are associated with each ligand atom. Hence , the 
electronfc configuration of each of the six ligand atoms is given by the 
numbers~~' if overlap charge distributions such as K1K2 (which arise from 
the expa'lisfon off j fj) are neglected. Actually, these overlap functions are 
quite small indeed for the systems to be investigated. 
Except for similarly specifying the exchange operators~· ·) ~' it is 
now clear that terms may also be extracted from JS which form ~he Fo~k operator 
for an isolated ligand atom, say ligand atom numbered one. Call this operator 
F£ • In analogy with Equation 27 there is obtained 
(29) 
where 
(30) 
and 
exchange operator 
yet to be investigated.a (31) 
Equations 2_7 to 31 specify the simplified Fock operator to be used in 
the remainder of the discussion. 
C. Expansion of the Energy Integrals 
1. General considerations 
Hereafter, the discussion will specifically consider only the M0 1 s derived 
from valence-shell AO's. Thus the H0 1 s will be given according to Table 2, and 
numbered according to previously established conventions, i.e., odd numbered 
M0 1s are occupied by electrons with plus spins and even numbered MO's by minus 
spins. 
For the ground states of the complex ions FeF6-3 and Fe(M13)6+3 the 
occupied M0 1s are: 
(a) the inner shell AO's 
(b) all bonding and non-bonding M0 1s as listed in Table 2 
{c) The odd-numbered anti-bonding eg and f 2g M0 1 s. 
asee page 7 3 • 
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The coefficients in the normalized kth MO 
(32) 
are determined by the self-consistent minimization of the orbital energy Ek 
Ek ::;. ~kFAkd't= forsfkdv. (33) 
Substituting Equation 32 in Equation 33 gives the general expansion 
Ek :::: a~jAkFSXkdv + b~ fkF~tJidv + c~ fkFs'fkdv 
+ 2akbkt.l/2) 0kpSCJkdv + (l/2)jskFsXkdv J (34) 
+ 2akCk~l/2)f/\kF~kdv + (l/2f11k.Fs~kdvJ 
+ 2bkckt(l/2)frkFs1fkdv + (l/2)jfi-k~Okdvj; 
:::: a~F5 (/\,X) + b~fS(c-,~) + c~FsETI',1TJ 
+ 2akbkFs(/(,G"") + 2akckFsCX,-m + 2bkckFs~,1t) • (35) 
The energy quantities Fs(m,n) are those which occur in the secular equation 
det 1-f'(m,n) - G(m, n) E \:::: 0 • (36) 
The remaining problem is to expand each of the energy quantities, ~(m,n), 
into a form which ultimately allows their evaluation in terms of elementary 
integrals. 
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It is sufficient to derive here three of the quantities in detail in order 
to illustrate the expansion and approximation techniqu.es employed. The alg 
MO is selected; FS(4s,4s) ., Fs(o-,a-) and Fs(4s,cr} are therefore considered. 
Final results for the other M0 1s will then be given. 
2. Approximation of one-center integrals 
Direct use is now made of the two forms for Fs as given in Equations 27 
and 29. Putting 
-i'C4s,4s) =· JC4s)Fs(4s)dv =. )C4s) {_F~ + u1 ~(4s)dv 
· Fs(~ ,<:r) = JCcr)Fs(cy-)dv 
:::: fCcr) {~ + UM+ ~ u~ (cr)dv 
J.)>l J 
(37a) 
(37b) 
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Fs(4s,()) = (1/2) tf4s)FS(c;:rldv + {<c:r)Fs(4s)dv J 
= (1/2) j(4s){:f + UM + ~~ U~ (cr)dv 
+ (1/2) J<a-) (! + U0(4s}dv, 
the energy terms become 
¥'(4s,4s) = )<4s)F~(4s)dv + [14s) 2 \u1 ] 
ps(CJ,a-) - f(c;}Ft(<:r)dv + ~c:r)2\uM + & u±] 
y;(4s,c-'} ::; (l/2){J<4s)I'f(13")dv + fcr)F~(4s)dv 
+ (1/2) ~4s)(~} \ UM + u1] + Q4s)(<r)l Z U~J· 
_!/'1 
(37c) 
(37d) 
(38a) 
(38b) 
(38c) 
Substituting the ligand a1g SO for crand taking advantage of the molecular 
symmetry, it is found that 
[<cr)J'f(<J)dv :::; }<fl>~<f'1)dv 
JC4s)F~(<J)dv;:;: /b J{4s)Ft(tf1)dv 
J(cr)F~(4s)dv =- /b J<~)~(4s)dv. 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
Now it is presumed that the metal and ligand AO's have been chosen such that 
they are eigenfunctions of the operators ~ and rt' respectively. Thus in 
Equations 39, 40, and 41 those operators may be replaced by their eigenvalues. 
rrom Koopman's theorem, these eigenvalues ma¥ be approximated by valence 
state ionization potentials, Qs(4s) and QS(fJ, respectively. Making all these 
substitutions and integrating when possible, there is obtained finally 
pS(4s,4s) = Qs(4s) + Q_4s)2 / Dt] 
Fl(cr,cr) = QS( f> + ~fl>2 \ uM + 
~(4sp-) 
- (l/2)G(4s,cr) -[Q(4s) + Q(f)J 
+ ~ ~4sHf1> \ uM + u1 + 2 2:_ u± J, 
±)'1 
where the D's have been defined in Equations 28, 30 and 31. 
(42a) 
(42b) 
(42c) 
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Essentially what has been done is to approximate all the integrals required 
to evaluate the one-centered nuclear and electronic interactions by appropriate 
ionization potentials, which are experimentally known. This approximation 
tremendously reduces the complexity and tediousness of the calculation. How 
valid an approximation this is remains to be seen; nevertheless, in view of the 
difficulties experienced by Duncan (1C5) in computing the one-center effects 
in SF6 and in view of the quite poor results to be obtained thereby, the 
approximation probably is the best practical one currently available •. 
At this point one can see the source of the Wolfsberg and Helmholz approxima-
tion, and at the same time its limitations. They essentially neglect, or give 
minor importance to, the electrostatic (both coulomb and exchange) effects in 
F(4s ,4s) and F(l3"",cr); but in F(4s ,d) estimate them as some fraction (the Fc::r-and 
F~factors) of the atomic terms. This neglect is partially justifiable if 
(a) each atom in the molecule is effectively uncharged, such that the sums of 
the coulomb potential terms in the U1 s are relatively small, or (b) any excess 
charge is rather evenly distributed throughout the molecule, in which event all 
F1s would be shifted by roughly the same amount. Apparently it is this latter 
situation which prevails in the tetrahedral ions considered byWolfsberg and 
Helmholz. 
The remainder of the development of the energy term involves expansion and 
simplification of the U 1s. It is convenient to consider the coulomb part 
separate from the exchange part. For definiteness, the former will be called 
C(4s,4s) and latter K8 (4s,4s). Thus F8 (m 9 n) in general will be written 
yS(m,n);::;. ~ G(m,n) -08 (m) + QS(n)} + C(m,n)-K8 (m,n). (43) 
Notice that C(m,n) is independent of the spin of the electron under consideration. 
3. Expansion of the coulomb terms, C(m,n) 
(a) Expansion of C(4s,4s). From Equations 28 to 31 plus the inclusion 
of 1f-SO 1 s it appears directly that 
c(4s,4s) = ~ [.£2J. to~ * ~~ r:~ \ (4s)~- 6Zr_[c 1 \ (4s) 2 J. 
J TJ J)J 
(44) 
Having assume;t that inner shells will be neglected, z1 must now be taken as 
the core charge of each ligand atom. 
(b) Expansion of C(<J,<r)o Similarly, it is directly shown that 
C(CJ,~) = } ~~~~~r~J- [;/M + 21 ~1 J ~lrf] 
(45) 
+.! ;2:_ t( 2_ b~Vv2 + ( :2._ e~)~2liiJ. 
6 ±/1 L' j J'i± j -J ;~11 
Each summation over ±~l contains four equal contributions from the ligands 
nearestV1 and one from the ligand diametrically opposed. As with z1 , ZM 
is the core charge of the metal atom. 
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(c) Expansion of C ( hs ,cr-). Since fiS is c Hermitian operator and all 
SO's Xj and f3 are real, J!:·Fsp_.dv= R jF6t;-dv; therefore, the cross terms 
of the energy expression asJ giv~n in Equati~n 3h actually are redundant.- In 
view of the approxirnations to be made, however, it may be better to consider 
the form given there. In other words, it seems better to average the two 
results than to place fUll weight upon one form or the other. 
From Equations 30, 31 and 42c there obtains 
C(4s,<J') ~ ~ {f- ~~ 0~ \ (4slf1 J 
- [ 2!'-lr1 + 21cS'1 + 221 ~~ ~± ] ( hs)flJ 
(h6 ) 
+.! 
3 & t f £~lfi + ( 7 "'~lJi / (4slf/;.J} • 
(d) Summary of expansions of coulomb terms for all M0 1 s. Expansions of 
all the remaining C(m,n) for the other }'D's proceed almost as rapidly as for 
the a1 g MO . For purposes of s ummarizing, it is convenient to introduce two 
abbrev1ations: 
~ a~x~ 
. -J ·J J 
(h7a) 
(47b) 
JlM is therefore the chRrge density distribution associated with the metal ; 
....0. 3: is similarly cl efined for the ± th ligand. 
The remaining C(X,X) are slightly more complicated because the metal 
AO 1 s_, other than the 4s_!'> do not present the same appearance to every ligand. 
For instance, the 4Pz AO is ~vJi th respect to ligands 3 and 6, but -rr 1ri th 
respect to ligands 1, 2, 4, and 5, as an inspection of Figure 3 reveals. 
Hence, the general expression for C(X,X) 
CC/1,/() = f r± \f\.2 J (Lr8 ) 
must be specialized for every symractry species. 
obvious from the geometries given in Fie;ur e 3. 
The particular forms nre 
It is convenient t o rEfer 
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all inteGrals to a single ligand, say 3, and consider the metal AO to be 
transformed in space. 
The derived formulas for the C(X,X) are: 
C(4s,4s) = 6(:n3 1(4s)2 J 
C(Lp,Lp) = 2tn-31 (Lpcr-) 2 + 2(4P'IT) 2j 
C(3dcy-,3d\j) = 3~3 \(3dCJ) 2 + (3d8) 2] 
C(3d1f,3d-11} = 2[:0-3\ (3d~2 + 2(3d-n)2_] • 
(49a) 
CL9b) 
(49c) 
(49d) 
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Because the metal A0 1s 3 for convenience in integration, have been transformed 
in space~ they are now distinguished by their symmetry about the axis between 
the metal atom and ligand 3; thus in Equations 5la to 5ld: 4pcr= 4Pz, 4p""Tf""!=' 4Px 
or 4Py; 3dcr= 3dz2, 3drr= 3dxz or 3dyz; and 3d£::; 3dx:y or 3dx2-y2• 
The c(f, P> are simpler~ the formulas being: 
C(f,f) ~2_1M + 2il1 + 2...D. 2 +.f261 (K3)2J. (5o) 
The C(X,f) are again somewhat complicated like the C(X,fO; they are: 
C(Ls,<:s-) = !372ttrli +.fL3 + 4.0.1 + 2~)C4s)~3 J 
c(Lp:r,c) = /l12 ~ + fi3 + 4D1 + 2il6! (4p ) lf3J · 
C(4p7T,17) = [i2M. + ..0..3 + 4.Dl * 4f22 + 2.0.6 ( (4pn) 53] 
c(3d~ cs-) ~ (2/3) (3 ~ +.JL3 + 8Sl1 + 2i26 \ (3dcr) ~ 3 J 
cbdfr,17) = [f2..M +ll3 + 4...Ci1 + 4.0.2 + 21\\ (3d1T)_$ 3j. 
4. Expansion of the exchange terms 
(5la) 
(5J_b) 
(51 c) 
(5ld) 
(51 e) 
Unfortunately, the expansion of the exchange terms proceeds with none of 
the ease and dispatch of the coulomb term expansions. Rather, it is.necessary 
to expand each exchange integral in each sum for each MO. However, despite 
its complexity, the process is merely algebraic. There-are no inherent 
difficulties and no detailed example will be given here. Instead, there will 
be indicated: (a) the ·exchange terms as obtained from the energy integral, 
Equation 33, using the simplified ps of Equations 27 and 29; (b) the types of 
integrals neglected; and (c) the final results of the expansions. 
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(a) The exchange integrals considered. Again from Equation 28 to 31, 
after distinguishing between and ligand ~'s, it appears directly that, 
' for all MO's, 
S{-y ')( ) ~ :fr:2 / J I ' 2 r { -K 1\k,"k = j~ ~ . k j xko-j _ + £.j rY k -rrj xk j : 
KS(<rk,<rk) = f ~~ [(}k)( j j a-k ~j (~ £3f-k"j/rk o-j] t £.~ rk fij\o-k 1T j] ' 
Ks('TT'k;ITk) = ~ ~~ [-rr k X ., iT k ,v -· +.ill f'Tk T ·\ Ti - .. + i-c2[-n: lT.\ 71: 7T.] 
J ( - J J ,.1 • j ,_ J k Jj -j k J k J 
K6 0:k, l'kl = ~ r~ [Xk Xj/ ' k j c !?_~ > r jl l'k .-jF~rk -n-jl fk 77j]} 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
Ks (<r k' 1Tk) "' 1 {e-3 [ <r k X j 1-rr k % j]+'£~f k" irr k T j} !:~( k 77j \Tfk 7Tjj} . (56) 
It is to be noted that ~(;.. ' q-k) and K8 (TTk,'71k) still contain exchange 
terms properly belonging in QS(~k) and QS(S ). Their removal will be effected 
in the next paragraph. · 
(b) Integrals neglected. Of the exchange integrals contained in 
Equations 52 to 56, some are assuredly quite small and may be safely neglected-
Some will be shown to belong in the Q( t( ) terms. Others are susceptible to 
the Mulliken or related appr6ximations. But still there remain some integrals 
for which no approximation .techniques ·are available . 
. These last-menti~~,~~· i 'ntegrals are of a type such as L 4s S 11 4s ) 1] ; . 
that is, integrals between charge distributions, one or both of which present 
equivalent positive .and negative regions to the other. Since the integral 
of such distributions (the overlQ.p integral) over all space is identically 
zero, it is immediately obvious that t~ Mulliken appraxina.tion, Equa ti'ons 
20 and 21, fails. Nevertheless, these exchange integrals are not necessarily 
zero; in fact, it is possible that a few _may be significant. An alternative 
method for estimating these integrals was suggested by MUlligan (98) for C02. 
Even there, however,. knowledge of the exact values for some of the integrals 
was necessary in order to establish the validity o~ the technique. Since 
the calculation of such exchange integrals as occur in this work would be 
exceedingly laborious, the ·decision was made to neglect this sort of integral 
entirely. Certainly this neglect remains among the lesser approximations 
of .the present treatment. 
This approximation eliminates roughly half the terms in K8 (Xk, X k), all 
of KS~k,ilk), and many parts of the other K1 s. 
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A much better approximation is the neglect of all exchange integrals con-
taining charge distributions such as (lf1§2) or (f'lfi)a, which are very small. 
Finally, direct expansion and summation of the exchange integrals which are 
the coefficient~ of ~~ and _,S~ in Equations 55 and 56 reveal tha;L they are very 
~arly equal to the e~changeJintegrals which properl~ occur in )~~ ijidv and 31Ft ~1dv; thus they really belong in QS(~ and qs(;). Since these particular 
ernts i re the result of the "exchange operators yet to be investigated" in 
Equation 31, ul is properly defined there without those operators. 
· (c) Summary of the expansion of the exchange terms for all MO' s. For con-· 
venience as well as clarity in presenting tne results of the expansions, the 
coefficients of the SO ' s within each MO will be identified by the irreducible 
repres~ntation symbol, instead of the-rndex of the MSO. Thus, for example, 
both! to !2 are replaced by !2(eg)b; !2 to !2 are-replaced by !2(f1u); etc. Furthe~more , 1ft is to be understood here that n§ explicit notation for the spin 
state (s =+or '- ) will be indicated; the formulas for both states are identical, 
except for the inclusion of terms from anti-bonding MO 1 s. In interpreting the 
formulas for s ; + , coefficients applicable to the plus spins will be used, for 
s = -, coefficients applicable to the minus ~pins will be used, which means that 
the anti-bonding coefficients , given as !2(c~), ~2(e~) , !2(f2gJ and c2(f2~), are 
to be omitted. 
KCa;X>: 
First def i ne 
B = ~2( a1g ) + 3~2 (f1u) + 2~2 (eg) + 2~2(e~) 
C = .£2(flu) + .£2(f2g) + .£2(f2g) + 2. 
asee footnote, p. 66. 
(57) 
(58) 
brn this connection, it is noted that Duncan (105) states that the coefficients 
for the dz2-type e MO are di fferent from ·those in the dx2-y2-type because of 
the difference in the shapes of the orbitals. This cannot be so, provided the 
SO ' s are each properly normalized, not only because they are degenerate, but 
also because the M0 1s must transform under the symmetry operations of the 
group in exactly the same manner as do the individual SO's. This is impossible 
if the coefficients are not identicalo 
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Then for each MO, K(I(,X) is 
alg: (59) 
B [_4s Yl.j4srl] * 6 [4sr 1' /ts Yi '] + _!e2( eE) 0[4s rl ~ 4s r4] - 4 [4sfl/4s l'2 _ij . . 
eg: (6o) 
(l/2)B~dcrJ'i \Jd~j'i J + 3 ~dcr]'i' \Jd<r~ '] + (B-J£2(f1u)) ~dal/{ \Jdcr-~ J 
f2g: (61) 
c ~d1Ti /Jd1r§_] * 2~2(f2g) + .£2(f2~>} ~an:5l \3d~ J 
+ .£2(f2g) ~d-rri \~d"Tr!4 J 
f 1u: (62) 
(l/3)B~pcrlfi \4p<r~ J + 2[ 4p<rf2\4PcrY{ ]+ c[4Plr_{I /4P"Tr5J_.J 
alg 
+ (l/3){- 2!?(flu~ \fP~j4IXr}tJ 
+ 2_£2(flu)~ ~P77".$_j4p-n-~J + 0p-rrJ;_ J 4p1T"~ ~ 
- .£2(f2·g) 14p"Tr_$.j4PTTJ4J 
! 2Ca1g) ~s11(4s~lj + j(f1u) ~pafi\4pa-~ J 
+ {:2(eg) + ~2(e~)J ~dcr~)3d<T~ J 
(63) 
eg: (64) 
~2 <a1g>{[4slf1 l4s~ J - 2[4sif1j4s~n~2Cf1u> [4P<r% \4~/fi J 
+~ ( eg) + .i ( e~) }{ [ld<r~ ~d cr ~+ ~dcr!frl \Jdcf2 J+ ~d ~ \JMft -n 
~u: (~ 
~2 (alg>{~sfl\4sfli J + ~sfJ.)4s~4 J] 
+ ~ ( eg) + ~2 ( e~)}{ Q_d .-~ IJdCT~ ]- [Jd<r~ jJd <r \" J J 
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K6r;rr}: 
f2g: (66) 
-f<r2g> + i<r2~~ {__ ~ct-n-}1!3ct,1.tJ + 2@ct-nf1 /3d-rr-.f2J 
-+r 3d-rtfl\ 3ctrrf4]] 
+ !!2Cr1u>{_GwrrA)4PlT_iJ- [4p1r§L\ 4P1T~4 Jj 
flu: (67) 
_l (flu) ~p1tj;_ \ 4p1T { ]+ {Pi' J1 \ 4p1Tji. J + [4P11f1 \ 4pn-J2 JJ 
+ {:2<r2g) + !:2Cr2g>}(Qcm-J1 \3d!IJ:~ --[3drrJ4 \3dv54Jj 
K(X2c:s-): 
alg : (68) 
(/b/2) ~2(a1gl [4s)2 \4sl!i J + ~2 (f1u> (!.s4ro-\4ro¢i -U 
+ (/b/2)~2 (eg) +- !:2(e~)} ~s3dcr-\3d<!~ J 
+- (/b/2) 4srq_jl('l ~1] 
+ (2//b) B~sfljfl2J 
+ (1//b) :£2(eg){Wsri)r42J - 2 ~slfl\r42-ll 
eg: (69) 
(/3/2)~2(a1g) ~d:r4s/4s~1J + !!2(r1u) ~ctr4~\4pc-f1J} 
+ 13f:!2Ceg) + !:2 (e~~ [C3dcf) 2l3d<r\fl] + [3daf{ f1'f'J J 
+ (/3/24)~B + :£2(eg) +. :£2(e;~ ~d<rfl\if/J 
+ (/3/3)~:£2(a1g) +- 6b2(eg) + 6b2 (e~~ ~dcs¥J.\ !f22 J 
flu: (70) 
(/2/2)(~~(a1g>[4p:r4sj4sf1] + !:2 Cr1)[C4p<r)2 l4p<rfr J 
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+ (/2/2)~2(Ag) + _::2(A~)j l~+!'()3d ::- \Jd, ~] 
+ (7/6/2) ~peri l fl t l. *14ft J 
+ 3/2~ + 2E2 ( eg) + 2£2( e~) J [ [4pcr~/ f1 2 J- [ 4p o-ft 17"4 2 -[} 
K(zc,m: 
f2g: 
!!2(f1u> @cm!nnr\ 4p-rr~J + !!2 (f2g) \l3<trr) 2\ JdTTJ. J 
+ (l/4)c~d1iSl\jl2]+ (l/4)t- 2.£2(flu~~d1TJ1\~42j 
flu: 
(l/4)!l<f1u> ~4Pm2 \4P11ji ]+ (l/4)~2{f2g) 
-tt !!2 (f2~) j~'Ti3drr\3d1Tj J 
+. (l/4)C ~p~rJiiS12J+ (l/4)~2(flu) - c_} ~pli~l342 J, 
(71) 
(72) 
In all the K integrals, the charge distributions 
are defined ~~dependently of those on the ri ght. 
computed as ~dx2::Jlfl \ 3dy20"f2J • 
to the left of the vertical line 
For example, Qdc:-K \3do-f2J is 
D. Evaluation of the Energy Integrals for FeF6-3 
The next step in the treatment of the two complex ions is, of course, the 
evaluation, by exact calculation or further approximation, of the energy terms 
derived in Section C. That i s, numerical values must be obtained for the Q8 
terms, for the coulomb terms (Equations 49a through 5le), and for the exchange 
terms (Equations 59 through 72). The three sets of terms will be considered in 
that order. 
Throughout these calculations of the electronic levels of the ~e~A-3 complex 
ion, the same interatomic parameters will be used as were used in the Wolfsberg 
and Helmholz treatment. Also, the inner shell electrons will be considered point 
chaTges and therefore will serve only to reduce the nuclear charge. Furthermore, 
the 2s AO of the fluoride will be neglected so far as participation in bonding 
is concerned. That is, allowance for incomplete nuclear screening as well as 
exchange effects will be admitted, but the six MO's arising from these AO's are 
restrained to be strictly non-bonding. Some justification for this procedure 
will be indicated. Effectively, this restriction amounts to the neglect of polar-
ization of fluoride, previously mentioned. 
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As f or the choices of AO Vs to be used, Slater orbitals were retained for the 
fluoride. Since the particular 3d functions available from curve-fitting have 
been found to depend upon the electronic configuration assumed for the iron, and 
since within the self-consistent procedure, the assumed charge distribution 
is a variable of the calculation~a some original assumption was necessary. Rather 
than calculate all integrals for each eycle, a rough approximate calculation of 
the whole problem was made in order to arrive at some reasonable choice of 3d 
functions. The initial guess was for Fe+l.5 with configuration 3d)5.5 4s,4p)l. 
However, because of the relative "screening" abilities of 4s and 4p electrons 
as against 3d, the wave function selected is applicable through a range of con-
figurations and total charge . Hence, 5ecalling the systematic curve-fitting 
results, the radial function for the d (~d5s2) configuration was used through-
out all the computations ~ except that the overlap integrals were varied to agree 
with the charge distribution assumed for each cycle. 
The 4s and 4p wave functions will be commented upon below. 
1. Valence state ionization potentials 
The Q values , previously derived from the calculations of Skinner and 
Pritchard (82) and of Moore (81) as used for the Wolfsberg and Helmholz 
calculations, are applicable here also, but 9 with some further interpretation 
and revision. The appropriate quantities are the Q8 , which differ from the 
Q by the exclusion or inclusion of certain exchange integrals. For the ligand 
atoms , it turns out that the net charge distribution finally derived is very .. 
nearly evenly divided between .electrons of both spins. Thus Q+(K)~Q-(~)~Q(~); 
and the values given by Figure 7 will be used for both spin states. 
A similar situation~ however , does not hold for the metal atom, since there 
are five unpaired electrons (approximately} on the metal. Thus the Q~) pre-
viously used must be adjusted. The magnitude of this adjustment may be estimated 
from atomic spectra by observing the average energy to invert the spin of a 
3d, 4s or 4p electron, i.e. to transfer it from a plus-spin AO to a minus-spin 
orbital. Atomic spectra Tndicfte that the 3d+ A.O is about 3""3 ev lower than 
the 3d- !Q and that 4s+ and 4p are roughly 1.5lower than 4s- and 4.p-, respec-
t:i,vely. Therequantities also appear in the calculations of Wood (77) upon the 
dbs2 configuration of Fe. His 3~ to 3d- separation was larger, being reported 
as 6 ~ 24 ev. Compromising between an uncertain interpretation of an exact 
quantity and an exact interpretat ion of an uncertain quantity, the 3ar to 3d-
separation was set at 4. 0 ev. 
Thus , the QS(A) values are obtained from the previous Q(X} values by inclu-
sion of the corrections of 4.0 ev and 1.5 ev for the 3d and the 4s,4p AO's, 
respectively. 
aThroughout the de~elopment of the energy .terms 9 atomic units are used. In the 
presentation of numerical results for integrals and formulas for energy terms, 
howev..e.r, energy units are converted to ev. 
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2. Coulomb terms 
(a) Reduction of theJLcharge distributions. Inspection of Equations 49a 
through 5la reveals that there are four main classes of integrals of this char-
acter. These are (a) the two- and three-center nuclear attraction integrals of 
the type l§ MiK~'[/\ 21~ 1] and[~Kl\cS 2_], (b) the two-center coulonb integrals of 
the type [-x.2 (Kl]and[l~i~~]' (c) the two-center hybrid integrals of the type 
[01·<J·l j and ~kl( Kf} and (d) the three-center hybrid integrals [XIS\ K~ J. 
The nuclear attraction integrals turn out to be relatively easy to evaluate, 
since integration proceeds only over the coordinates of one electron. On the 
other hand, each of the remaining (two-electron) integrals might seem to cause 
difficulty: Much of the expected trouble is circumvented, however, by taking 
full advantage of the symmetry of the molecule~ Consider cVO,fl, for example: 
(73) 
Now integrating separately each of the ("X j j K~ J would be exceedingly tedious, 
but it can be made unnecessary from the following observations. If, before 
integrating, the functions)(~ are first summed, then it can be verified that 
the sum of the squares of th~ 4p AO' s is spherically symmetric, as is also 
the sum of~he squares of the 3d AOts. Therefore, 
., 
" I . 
(74) 
where the q's indicate the total electron density assigned to the metal atom 
within the MO symmetry species specified, and where RJd is a normalized Fe 
3d radial wave fUnction derived in Chapter IV. If 3q~eg) = 2q{f2g), the 
equality would be exact. This means . that.RM is very nearly equal to the point 
(core) potential ZM,~1 plus a sum of (ns)2 functions, both of which a:re much easier 
to integrate. · 
At this point it was felt desirable to respecify the form of the 4s and up 
iron A0 1s. It will be recalled that they were obtained as a sum of ls, 2s, 3s 
and lp, 2p~ 3p Slater-type AO 1 s, but tha.t great uncertainty surrounds their origin 
and applicability to the problem. It was decided to replace these previous 
combinations by single 3s and 3p Slater fUnctions which are selected to repro-
duce as closely as possible the values obtained for the overlap integrals with 
the ligand. Thus hereafter, the 4s and 4p A0 1 s are to be replaced by 3s(2.00) 
and 3p(2.00), respectively, whenever actual-computations are made. The 3d 
functions are retained as previously derived. 
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These considerations suggest that it might not be a bad approximation to 
replace the whole valence shell electronic distribution by a single function. 
This 9 in fact, was done. It is justifiable for two reasons: (a) the greater 
part of total valence shell charge distribution arises from the 3d electrons 
and (b) since 4s and 4p are intermediate between the orbital exponents in the 
functions representing the 3d AO's~ the radial distributions of the three sets 
of A0 1 s probably will be rather-similar. 
Hence, finally,JLM reduces to 
~ = qMR~d + ~1SM (75) 
where R3d is the normalized 3d radial function derived in Chapter IV and qM is 
the total valence shell charge density assigned to the metal atom. 
In an exactly similar manner, ana probably to an even better approximation, 
(76) 
where R2s is the Slater 2s AO for a ligand and q1 is the total valence shell 
charge density assigned to the ligand atom. 
(b) The nuclear attraction integrals. All two-center nuclear attraction 
integrals occurring in the present, cases can be evaluated analytically by methods 
given,~·~·' by Roothaan (66}. ~ormulas for all needed integrals, either derived 
here or obtained from the literature, are collected in Appendix B. Evaluation 
of all three- center integrals is especially difficult. Hence they were calculated 
by the Mulliken approximation in terms of the two-center integrals already 
evaluated, and which are tabulated in Appendix C. 
(c) The two- center coulomb integrals. Coulomb integrals between AO~s 
belonging only to the first and second quantum shell~ have been expressed in 
analytical form by a number of people; see Roothaan (66) for such a listing as 
well as a review of earlier literature. Also, these integrals have been 
tabulated with a wide ra~ge . of . parameters by Roothaan (111~ among others •. Thus 
all these integrals may be computed exactly or interpolated from tables, as 
desired. 
On the other hand ~ third qtantum shell coulomb integrals have not been 
investigated at all. In order to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of such 
integrals occurring in the present cases, the analytic expression for the coulomb 
integral [R~d\(2s1)2J was derived and evaluated for the relevant parameters. 
For the fluoride case, the results were obtained 
[R~d 1(2s1 )2J::;: 6.850 ev 
= 0.9944 ~23dl&'1j:: 0.9896[SM\2s1) 2 J 
= O. 9896@"M\cfL J. 
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These results are interesting, for they imply that at the internuclear distances 
encountered in the transition-metal complexes, the metal and ligand orbitals 
appear much like point charges, with respect to this type of integral. (That 
is, the correct value is almost 99 per cent of the value obtained if the two 
AO's each were shrunk down to point charges.) These results, then, imply 
that a semi-point charge approximation (see the discussion of Ellison (110)) is 
rather good for these integrals, and it was adapted, in principle, for these 
calculations. 
Another useful interpretation of these results is that, for the coulomb 
integrals, the valence-shell electronic charge distributions of the metal are 
effectively a point charge 0.9896 times as large in magnitude. Similarly, 
that of the ligand atom (fluorine) is effectively a point charge 0.9944 times 
as large in magnitude. Based upon this reasoning, a modified semi-point charge 
approximation was adopted: 
[-DMII('J~t9896qM- ZM}\?M\K2 J 
tx2 1.JL~~~.9944qL - · Zt} [X jJ 1 J' 
(77a) 
(77b) 
where X or l(now may be any valence-shell AO of the metal or ligand, respectively. 
Although the correction per valence-shell electron is comparatively small, the 
net result is, effectively, to increase the positiveness of the charge on the 
metal relative to that on the ligand. Put in another way, from a distance 
of 2.07 A0 (the metal-fluorine distance), a neutral iron atom would appear to 
have a positive fractional charge of about one-twelfth. 
(d) The two-center hybrid integrals. At first thought, it might seem that 
the semi-point charge approximation could be carried over equally well to the 
case of the hybrid integrals. However, the reason. that such good results were 
obtained for the two-center coulomb integrals is that the two charge distribu-
tions are sufficiently separated so that they do not overlap to any great 
extent. Thus, in fact, they appear as point charges. In the hybrid integral 
~K\"'X2 J, the situation is different. Although the")2 distribution is rela- · 
fiveiy closely drawn in toward the metal, the charge distribution~K, unlike ~2, 
is largest somewhere between the metal and ligand atom. (Near the metal, 
Xis large, but ~is very small; near the ligand, the reverse is true. It is 
only where both are moderately large that XKis most important.) Therefore, 
1<2 as well as ~2 will be overlapped -to a relatively greater extent in the 
hybrid integrals than in the coulomb. Furthermore, it is to be expected that 
the accuracy of a semi-point charge approximation will depend quite sensitively 
upon the nature of the AO's involved. 
In order to semi-quantitatively assess the nature of the magnitude of 
the hybrid integrals and the errors of approximation, four hybrid integrals 
were considered analytically, using a method of solution similar to that used 
for the coulomb integrals. The precise calculations were carried, not through 
to completion, but only to the inclusion of the major contributors to the total 
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values of the integralso The integrals considered, and the approximate values 
al"e 
[R3d)(2s1 ) 2 \2s12 J = Oo845 ~R3d)2s1 \ J1]:::: 3.03 ev 
~R3d)(2s1}\ R~d];= O. 983 . [R3d)(2s1 ) \d' M]=· 1~26 
[R3d)(2pcr-1 )\(2s1 )2]= 0.955 C,R3d)(2pcr1)\~1]= 1.91 
[R3d)(2p6i) \ R~d]::; 0.970 ~R3d)(2p<J1 )\ d M]= 1.23 o 
It is seen that the semi-point charge approximation is not quite so good 
here; nevertheless , rather than compute all hybrid integrals, the assumption 
was made and a factor of Oo95 was used for the point charge represeptation of 
both metal and ligand valence electronso 
(e) The three-center hybrid integralso If the evaluation of the three-
·center nuclear attraction integrals is difficult, then the three-center hybrid 
integrals are very nearly impossible~ at least with hand calculation. Thus, 
also, for these integrals, the Mulliken approximation was used without further 
consideration. Thereby, 
(78) 
The necessary two-center coulomb integrals have already been discussed. 
(f) Summary of results for coulomb terms. It is now apparent that the 
results expressed in Equations 77 through 79b are now in such forms as to allow 
very good approximation of all integrals by means of the simple one-electron 
nuclear attraction integrals. To utilize these formulas for the C terms, it 
is merely necessary to substitute the new approximations for theJl-1s and to 
integrate, with due regard9 however, to the geometry of the moleculeo The 
..fL1 s are: 
for all ccf,P> terms 
...QM ;::: ( 0 o 98 96qM - 8 )J'11 
for all C("X~"'A) terms 
Jl;l = (0.9944qt- 7>cl3:-
for all ccxl> terms 
~ ~ (0.95qM- 8)~ 
...Q.J = (Oo 95q1 - 7)03 
(79a) 
( z1 = 7 for F); (79b) 
(79c) 
(79d) 
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and for all c(P, P) and c(X,f> terms 
...f2.± ~ (q1 - 7)o± for *'I 3. (79e) 
Inserting the .n_ 1 s given by Equation 79 into Equations 7 5 through 77b 
gives the cvs as functions of qM and q1 , in terms of integrals, the formulas 
and values for which, are given in the Appendices. It is important, when 
evaluating certain ligand-ligand interactions~ to note that the ligand orbital 
must be transformed into sums of other functions, which are defined according 
to the ligand-ligand axis. Thus, for example, the integral 
~1\ ~ ~} (1/2)[ cl\ \ (2¢")2 + (2P1T_3) 2 J 
for R~ ;-2RF -F· The 2p functions are here defined with respect to the F1__F3 
axis which isea~ 45° to the metal ligand axis. 
From all this results these equations, with energy units of ev, 
C(<J,~) = 7.065qM + 23.150q1 - 219.251 
C(Jr,m = 6. 732qM + 23.106qL - 216.265 
C(4s,4s) = 4l.055q1 - 290.611 
C(4p,4p) =- 4l.055q1 - 290.611 
C( 3d<r; 3d()) = 41. 512qL - 293.817 
C(3dtr, 3drr) = 40.l46q1 ~ 284.148 
C(4s,c:r-) 
C(4p,~) 
C(4p,tr) 
c ( 3dcr-, CS') 
C(3dit,Tt) 
= 
-
::::: 
;:: 
~· 
1.354qM + 8.664q1 - 73.013; G(4s,c5) ~ 0.242 
1.188qM + 9.857q1 - 81.594; G(4p 9~) = 0.297 
0.333qM + 3.854q1 - 30.774; G(4p,iQ = 0.122 
l.073qM+ 7.913q1 - 66.413; G(3d~,~) = 0.217 
0.692qM + 6.80lq1 ~ 55.181; G(3d'IT!l"fl1 = 0.182 • 
(SO) 
(81) 
(82a) 
(82b) 
(82c) 
(82d) 
(83a) 
(83b) 
(83c) 
(83d) 
(83e) 
The group overlap integrals are also listed, corresponding to the parti-
cular choices of metal AO's assumed for the starting calculations. 
3. Exchange terms 
An examination of the exchange terms listed in Equations 57 through 72 
reveals that some are very similar to the hybrid int.egrals already discussed. 
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'Ihis ~ort of integral occur~ in the KQ(,fJ terms and is of the form I]\ 2 {/{J(J 
or('( jYI(} The already computed modified semi-point charge approx1.mation 
to 'these-.: 1.ntegrals has been used here also. For the remaining exchange 
integrals, essentially the Mulliken approximation was employed. 
The one-center coulomb integrals arising from the approximated two--center 
exchange integrals were obtained analytically for the ligand o~bitals (~o.&{1), 
and were estimated from ionization potentials for the metal orbitals. Neither 
method of estimation furnishes better than a rough estimate; but the net possible 
error is quite small. 
Numerical values for the exchange integrals, evaluated on this basis, are 
given in Appendix C. Upon substituting those values in Equations57 through 72 
there results the following formulas for the exchange terms. Recallthat the 
coefficients with the plus signs are to be set equal to zero when tpe substi-
tutions for K-(m,n) are made. 
for a1g: 
K(4s,4s)::::: 3. 78 - 0.87~2 (a1g) - 0.61~2(f1) - O. 74~2 (eg) 
+ O.l2Jl(e~) 
+ O . l3~2 (a1g) + O.l3~2 (f1u} + O.l7~2 (eg) 
+ O.l7~2 (e~) 
K(4s,G} ~ 3.37 - l.l2~2 (alg) * 0.39~2 (flu) * 0.07~2 Ceg) 
+ 0.37~2 (e~) + 0.30E,2 (e~) 
for eg: 
K(3do-:9 2 2 2 3d'>) ~ 3.26 - 0.18~ (alg) - - O. 74~ (flu} - 0.64~ (eg) 
K (3d c:r; cr) 
for f 2g: 
~o 
+ 0.36E_2(e~) 
+ 0.30a2(e+) 
- g 
~ 3.20 - 0.22~2(a1g) + O.Ol~2(flu) + 1.82~2 (eg) 
+ 1.9S~2(e~) + o.S7E,2(e~) 
K(3drr, 3d-rr);::;: 2.22 - o.89~2 (f1) - o. 77~2 (f2g) + o.27~2(f2~) 
K(w,rr) :;: 0 
(84a) 
(Sub) 
(84c) 
(85a) 
(85b) 
(SSe) 
(86a) 
(86b) 
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K(d~,~r) - 2.4o- .64~2 (f1u)- .o6~2 (f2g) + 0.73~2 (f2g) 
+ 0.2l..£2(f2g) 
2 2 2 ) 2( +) K(cr-,c::r) ~ 0.182; (a1g) + 0.16~ (f1u) - 0.03~ (eg - 0.03~ eg 
K(";T,1T'") = .l3s2Cf1u) + .02.~? (f2g) + 0 .022;2 (f2~) 
K(4p,4p) = 0.04£2(a1g) + O.l3£2(f1u> +. o:o8£2(eg) + O.l4£2 (e~) 
+ 0.42 + o.o8..£2(f1u) + o.o8..£2(f2g) 
(86c) 
(87a) 
(87b) 
+ o.o8..£2 (f2~) (87c) 
K(4p,cr) = 0.21~2 (a1g) + l.25~2(f1u) + 0.21~2 (eg) 
+ 0.21~2 (e~) + 0.54 
+ O.l7£2(a1g) + o.50£2(f1) + o.67!?<eg) 
+ o.67b2(e+) (87d} 
- g 
K(4p,~ = o.09.§:2(a1g) + o.o2~2 (f2g) + o.02.§:2 (f2~) + 0.26 + 0.37.,£2(f1u) 
+ o.07..£2(f2g) + o.07..£2 (f2~). (87e) 
4. Numerical values of the ~(mjn) 
The values of the J<El (m, n), for any given electronic distribution on the 
iron atom, can now be obtained from the valence state ionization potentials 
of Figure 7, and upon substitution of the proper coefficients into the formulas 
for the C(m,n) and. KS(m,n) of Equations 80 through 87e. There remains one 
final point, however, in connection with the ~(~,f). 
Throughout all the discu~sion of the hybrid integrals which occur in · the 
fB(A:,f) part of the total energy expression, it has been pointed out that the 
overlap function ""iffis to be considered as a charge distribution of total 
integrated magnitude equal to the particular overlap integral defined in terms 
. of those sanie two sCl's, J(.andf. In the cases whe:Pe !(is either 3dcr-or 3dir, 
however, it is possible to assess the variation of the radial 3d AO's with 
changing configUration of the iron atom. Thus, a~ the overlap integrals vary 
so also do the hybrid integrals. It has been found by Mullike·n, ( 94), that 
it is i~deed a good approximation to factor out the group overlap integral 
from pS("X, P). Hence, to compute Jif>(-x_,P) for any electronic configuration of 
the iron from the formulas given above, it is only necessary to divide out 
the G(I(,P) given in Equations83a thrm:gh 83e arrlthen multiply by the appropriate 
group overlap integrals. 
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It is instructive to examine the variations of the FS(m,n) with assumed 
charge distribution. F:z•om the definition of q!1 and q1, it holds that ZM + 6z1 
- qM - 6q1 must equal the net charge upon the whole complex ion, namely -3. 
Furthermore , if it is assumed, · for purposes of illu~tration, that the 
polarities of all ~'s are the same, then all the~ will be determined. 
Hence it is possible to graph the variations of the various F5 (m,n) as 
functions of assumed charge, qW on the metal atom. Graphs such as this 
are helpful not only in making the initial guess for beginning the self-
consistent solutions o.f the secular e,quations, but also in analyzing fue 
nature of the interaction between metal and ligand. More will be made of 
this feature in t.he next chapter. 
The graphs described are given in Figure 11 for the F+(m,n) and in 
Figure 12 for the F-(m,r.). 
E. Evaluation of the Energy Integrals 
l. Preliminary considerations 
It is much more difficult, to consider the anmonia complex upon the same 
basis as the fluoride because of the additional variabilities introduced by 
the presence of hydrogens also att ached to the nitrogen. Thus, aside from 
the fact that there are no good zero-order wave functions for the isolated 
ammonia molecule, there must be considered the polarization of the T1T-'Ff system 
by the field of the metaL The magnitude of this polariza·tion effect is not 
knotm, although some recent infra red spectral data of Kobayashi and Fuji ta(ll2) 
indicate that the hydrogens do become significantly more positive upon being 
complexed with the metal, as one mieht expect. Crystalline field theorists 
have r esorted t o large polarization effects in orde~ to account for the observed 
splitting of the 3d level. Where polarization ends and chemical bonding begins, 
hGwever, is another mat.-t,er. 
H"ithout f'urt.her questio:P.:Lng in t.he 1r1olfsberg and Helmholz treatment the 
lone-pair electro~s 1..:rere assumed t.o be described by tetrahedral orbitals, and 
no further specificat ion of the remainder of the ammonia molec~le was made. 
This simplification cannot be justified here, since the polarization effects 
(permanent or induced) enter· explicitly :i.nto the coulomb terms of the energy 
expressions. 
Thus there are present from the start two more major variables in the 
ammonia case than there were in the fluoride case. These two variables are: 
(a) the amount of the s,p hybridization present in the lone pair orbitals 
and (b) the polarity of the N--H~ bonding system. Actually, as is clear 
from Mulliken's discussion o ... t.n<~.J bonding, there surely are hro polarities 
of relevance -- the polarity of the cr- -type N- I interaction and that of the 
-rr-type. Obviously, the most correct approe. eh to t he problem would be to 
include all the valence-shell AO's of the NH3 groups into the secular equations. 
This procedure, if adec·mte approximations could be rrade, would autorra tically 
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take care of hybridization and polarization problems. Not only that, but 
surely such an approach would reveal that the hybridization and polarization 
would be different for every MSO. 
To make the discussion of the electronic structure of Fe(NH y6+J 
tract·a ble, however, all such considerations were neglected. Ra~her, two 
cases were investigated, assu,ming the lone pair electrons to be in (a) 
pure 2pa-nitrogen AO's and (b) in tetrahedral hubrid AO's. For both cases 
the following model of NH3 was assumed. _ The electronic charge distribution 
was approximated by a sum of (ls)2 functions centered on the hy~ogens a~d 
squares of appropriate AO's on the nitrogen (for case(a) by (2s) 9 (2PT) and (2~)2 ; for case (b) by-squares of tetrahedral hybrids). The comparative 
amounts of the hydrogen and nitrogen functions are, of course, related to the 
polarity of the N---H bonds. In fact, a parameter specifying this ratio was 
introduced at this point. The fractional distribution of one bonding ~lectron 
between the Nand one H was set as a 1 on N and (1 -a') on H, each fraction 
in its appropriate AO. 
An additional complication arises fpom the presence of the hydrogen atoms 
off the four-fold axes of the octahedron. (Actually, because of the hydrogens, 
the ammonia complex is not strictly octahedral~ only very nearly so). This · 
complication could be accommodated in the calculations, but without much reward. 
Accordingly, ~he model of NH3 was simplified further by projecting9 radially 
from the metal, each hydrogen to the nearest four=fold axis. Thus 9 the metal-
hydrogen distance is preserved and made colinear with the M---N distance. 
Although the N---H distance is thereby shortened, this is of no consequence, 
since whenever effects within a given NH3 group are assessed9 the correct 
distance can then be used. 
Thus the Ifl3 is taken to be a diatomic species with the metal on the axis. 
Polarity of the ~H system is specifically included in an approximate fashion. a 
Other geometric specifications of the molecules were identical to those used 
in the Wolfsberg and Helmholz treatment. The new 4s and 4p iron A0 1 s 9 introduced 
during the FeF6-3 calculations, were retained. -
2. Valence state ionization potentials 
Valence state ionization potentials for the iron atom were retained 
exactly as ihey were used mtlleFe"F6-3 calculations. 
There are two processes by which the ionization potential of the lone-
pair electrons of the ammonia molecule may change: (a) by alteration of the 
aCompare the model assumed ~y Kleiner (28) for his calculations on Cr(H2o)+J. 
He firs~ selected (~1)2o- 9 and smeared the protons out into a ring by 
rotating the water molecules about the metal- oxygen axis; later in the calcula-
tions, he also allowed for less charge on the oxygen. KiUnner 1 s model is more 
realistic, geometrically, than the model adopted here, but computing ligand-
ligand interactions by his model would be very difficult. 
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electron density associated with the nitrogen atom throueh loss to the metal 
or throuch gain (via pol a ri z:-. tion) frora the hydrogens, and (b) by altera tion 
of the coulomb effect of the three hydrogen atoms upon the nitrogen electrons. 
The changes due to procecs (a) may b e estimated fron1 interpolation of 
valence state ionization potentials of atomic nitrogen. Those due to process 
(b ) might be estimated from computing the change in the coulomb interaction 
between the ls-electron density on the t hree hydrogens and the lone-pair 
electron density on the nitrogen (~.~., making the hydrogens rnore positive by 
loss of electron density tends to stabilize , or lower the energy of, the 
l one- pair electrons). Direct evaluation of the revelant quantities reveals 
that process: (a) may l m·Jer the ener;c~y of the l one-pair El ect rons by about 
16 ev pe r electron lost; (b) may io~rer ·· the cner.~' by about' 13 'ev ('Jer · 
rl~ctron ' J:ost; 
3. Coulomb terms 
For the anunonia case it is necessary to include the hydrogen atoms i nto 
the .· (i ± ch,argc distributions . This· addition is easily made , and tl1ere is 
obtained 
I 
! 
The 1 "' 2 :nunction 1-ms imr:ediatel~, r educed 
...L..I:>TT J. , 
the ,-,t: ~ c:: tuo char e:e dis tributions dep ends 
lone- -r <tir AO in th e f'r) llo-;:Jinr:·· l,ray . If the 
LLen (; 2 = ""[2p ,-) 2 and f ·'2 = (2[;)2', '.u L, on 
is in a tetr ahedral ....:.:·.: ' then 
( 88) 
to a point charge . Reduction of 
someHhat upon the natur e of the 
lone pair is in a pure 2p~Ao , 
the other hand , if the lonepair 
Y2 = (l/4 ) r(2s) 2 + 3(2pT) 2 + 
f'2 = (l/4)[ (2s)2 + 3(2p:r) 2 -
2/J(2s2p;r-)} , 
2/J(2s2pr ) f . 
;md 
0 
(G?a) 
( 89b ) 
If the lone pair is 2pJ"", then the electronic charge distribution on the 
nitrogen can be approximated -rather well by the function R~ , as well as 
i n the fluoride ca,se • ., Bu t, for the tetrahedral hybrid case~ not only is 
t here obtained the sam~ R~ s ~uncti~n~ but also the 2s-2p mixing te~ms. 
These latter terms donotm'VEr a negllgl ble effect upon the metal orbl tals,'. 
and so they were considered. Integrated over all space, the 2s2p~function 
vanishes; t hus it is composed equally "of positive and negative ret;ions. 
A closer examination r eveal s t hat this particular charee distribution 
resembles a dipo l e di rected tovJard the metal a t om. Qualitatively , then, 
the effective dipol e of the overall charee di strihl.ltion of t he NH3 r.10lecule 
i s aucmented by the 2s-2p~r ~ybridization . 
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Applying these considerations, Equa.tion 90 becomes 
-~ = (q1 - 6a')(2sN)2 + (5/4}(q1 - 2a 1 )(2s2p~~ 
+ (3 - 6a. 1 ) JH ~ - 5c\ , 
' 
(90) 
for the tetrahedral hybrid case; for the pure 2p0"' case, the (2s2po-) terms are 
ami tted. Here q1 is the charge on the nitrogen arising through the cr-type 
bonding to the metal; it does not include charge shifted from the hydrogens. 
In order to again simplify the calculation of the coulomb terms, the 
tvm-center coulomb integrals \:_Rjd \(2s1 )2 J were evaluated exactly: 
[R~d \(2s1>2J= 7. 239 ev 
= 0.9821 Ql~d~ cf1 ]<= 0. 9699[ciM \ (2s1) 2 ]· 
The same 0.95 factor was retained for the hybrid integral approximations. 
Hence, the .il.charge distributions, for Fe(NH3)6+3, becomes: for all C(f,f) 
terms 
Sl.M:: (0.9699qM- 8}oM 
for all c(-x;x> terms 
..01:: (0.982lqL- 5)d± + (3 - 6a•)cfH 1+ 
' 
+ (5/4}(q1 - 2a ')(2s2pd 
for all C ("(, p) terms 
.llM;:: (0.95qM - 8)cfM 
..0..3 = (0.95q1 - 5}~ + (3 - 6a' )d' + (5/4)( q1 - 2a 1 )( 2s2pcl H,;~. 
and fqr all C(f,f) and C('X, PJ terms 
Il~ = (q1 - 5)~ + (3 - 6a 1 >di-r ± + (5/4)(q1 - 2a 1 )(2s2pcr). 
' 
(9la) 
(9lb) 
(9ld) 
(9le) 
As for approximating the integrals arising from the (2s2p~) function, 
considerable investigation revealed that the following simple substitution 
gives very good results, at least when applied to integrals involving only 
second quantum shell AO's: 
(2s2po-} ~ (l/6)ti~ (92) 
.. 
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Upon substituting these expressions for the Sl1 s into Equations 75 
through 77b gives the C's as functions of q~, q1, and a'. Values for the 
resulting integrals are collected in Append1x C. Proper substitution of 
these. gives two sets of formulas for the C's, depending upon the nature of 
the lone-pair. 
For tetrahedral case: 
c(a-,cr) = 8.827qM+ 55.554q1 + 17.823a'- 137.276 
C(4s,4s} ~- 105.839q1 + 21.314a' -111.477 
C(4p,4p) ~ 105.839~1 + 21.314a' -111.477 
C(3dcr;3d~) ~ 102.322qL + 30.410a' -114.818 
C(3dil,3d-m;:;; 98.156q1 + 26.96la' -109.160 
C(4s,<:S} = 3.384q!M + 48.451qM + 30.542a' - 103.534 
G = 0.604 
C(4p,o-);:; 2. 734qM + 36.654q1 + 19 .. 682a' - 75.315 
G :;:- 0.441 
· C(3da;c:r)::;. 2.655qM + 38. 70lqL + 23.901a' -- 76.210 
G = 0.533. 
For the pure 2p case: 
C(c:!",c:r) .=; 7 .658qM + 5o.o64q1 + 14.184a' - 120.332 
C(4s,4s) = 9L589qt + 35.564a' - 11L477 
C(4p,4p)::;. 91.589~ + 35.564a' - 111.477 
C(3dcr,3d~) ~ 92.194qL + 40.5J8a 1 - 114.818 
C(3d~,3d~ ~ 88.500qL + 36.617a' - 109.160 
C(4s,cr); 3.834qM+ 46.934qL + 32.059a'- 103.534 
G ~ 6.208 
C(4p,~) .::;. 2.734qM + 35. 750qL + 20.586a'- 75.315 
G .: 0.123 
(93) 
(94a) 
(94b) 
(94c) 
(94d) 
(95a) 
(950) 
(95c) 
(96) 
(97a) 
(97b) 
(97c) 
(97d) 
(98a) 
(98b) 
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C(3d--;a-) := 2.655cg:M + 37. 728q1 + 24. 874a' 
4. Exchange terms 
G.::: 0 .301. (98c) 
Exchange terms for the ammonia complex were evaluated on exactly the same 
basis as those for the fluoride case; numerical results for each integral are 
listed in Appendix C. Because of their close variation with the group overlap 
integrals, formulas for the exchange terms aTe listed here only for the tetra-
hedral case. Formulas for the pure 2p ~- case may be obtained directly by proper 
inclusion of overlap factors. In the latter case, ~ 1 will overlap the metal 
orbitals much more, so that exchange terms arising from this AO will arise. 
Estimation of this additional uncertainty is again difficult; but these terms 
are not too important. Hence they were neglected. 
const. 
~g: 
K ( 4s, 4s) := -0. 8 4 -2.52 -1.68 +0. 84 +5.04 (99a) 
K(o-,~ = +0.84 +1.36 +0.97 +0.97 (99b) 
K(4s,~) = +3.11 -1.72 -0.89 +0.76 +0.83 +5.01 (99c) 
• flu: 
K(4p,4p) = -0.45 -1.36 -0.91 1.28 +2. 72 (lOOa) 
K ( cr-, <:S") = +1.18 +1.91 +0.57 +0.57 (lOOb) 
K( 4p,cr-) ::: -0.06 +0.95 -1.92 +0.56 +2. 98 +4.97 (lOOc) 
eg: 
K(3d~3dcl = -0.94 -1.46 -1.87 ~1.87 +4.27 (lOla) 
K(o-, c-) ::: +0.08 +1.36 +1.82 +1.82 (lOlb) 
K(3d~,cr) =· -1.90 -1.90 +1. 75 +5.45 • +3.67 +8.56 (lOlc) 
5. Numerical values of the F5(m2 n~ 
All that remains in order to calculate the Fs(m,n) for the ammonia case 
is to specify the value of a', the polarization parameter. A value of a'= 0. 70 
was select~d; this gives a slightly greater polarity to the N---H bond than 
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the estimate by !1ulliken (89), which placed a formal charge of +0 .3 on each 
of the hydrocens. It is interes ting to note from Equations 93 through 98c 
tba -:.. :_~ ·.:-~11 changes i n a 1 produce only small chane;es in the separation between 
the C(X,X) and C(~,r) . 
It ha s been found t hat the effect of polarization upon the valence 
state ionization potential of the lone pair electrons is relatively s mall; in 
preparint; gr aphs of t he FS(m,n), analogous to Figures ll and 1 2 , this factor 
has been negl ected. See Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16. 
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Q5 ID 15 2D 
ASSUMED t£T QiARGE ON Ft (a'• Q70) 
F(4p,a)+IO 
F(4~+10 
F(4p.4p) 
Fhr.-w) 
/F(a,cj 
F(4s,4s) 
Al1\d1f) 
F(do;dal 
Figure 13. ~(m,n) tor Fe(NH3)6+3 assuming s,pa hybrid. 
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f(9pp-)+ 10 
F(4sp}+IO 
--
.._, _______ _ 
--------
+ + +2Jl +e 
ASSUMED NET CHARGE Fe (a'•0.70) 
Figure 14. F-(m,n) for Fe(NH3)6+3 assuming s,pU ~brid. 
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---------:--------F(Spp-)+10 
F(45~+10 
F(4s,4s) 
F(dw,d•) 
Figure 15. B*(m,n) for Fe(NH3 )6+3 assuming pure pa. 
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---
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F(4s,cr)+l 
F(d,.,d,.) 
. F(4s,4s) 
F\dcr,dcr) 
-so~~----~------~----~------~----~----~ 0 +05 +1.0 +1.5 +20 +2.5 
Figure 16. F-(m1n) for Fe(NH3 )6+3 assuming :pure PO'· 
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VIIo RESULTS 'AND DISCUSSION 
A. Wave Functions and Energy Levels 
·"3 L Results for FeF/t 
Using the forrrmlas f or the en ergy terms derived in the last chapter, 
the secular equations were solved accordiJng to the self-consistency 
requirenEnt o The nUl'llerical val aes or the energy terms der ived f or 
construction of Figures 11 through 16 were used to bracket the region 
within whi.ch the correct coefficients lay o From there on, r easonable 
estimat es were made to determine choices of coefficients f or succeeding 
cycles~ until satisfactory agreement was obtained between calculated 
and ass~d coefficients. 
The occupied ID 1 s~ their energies (in e·v) and the ~ coefficients 
were derived as f ollows.!' with a- and"Tt" i:rrlicating the proper ligand SO's: 
'f(lal +) = (0.315)4s + (0.876)<:r E = -2 . 19 ! 2 = 0.17 g . 
'P(lalg) ::: (0.241)4s + (0.914)a- E = -1. 66 ! 2 = 411 
<p(lr1;) = (0. 302)4p + (o. ?4o)cr- +(o.445)1'rE ~ ~2.2.3 ~2 ~ .19 
<p(lfl~) ::::: (0.246)4p -il- (o. 780)~ +(0.431)tr E ~ ~1.85 ! 2 ~ .oo 
~(2r1:) ~ (0.044)4p = (0.526)cr" +(0.852 )~ E ~ ~0.79 ! 2 ~ .15 
<p (2fl~) :.::: (0.055)4p ~ (o.;;o4)o- +(0.859)ir E ~ =Oo 78 !,2 1l: .00 
'P(le~) = (Oo527)3d<r4< (0. 75l)cr E = ~4. 48 !,2 ::;;: 0.36 
't'(leg) ::::: (Oo322)3dcr-'l'>{0.884)c;:r E = =2.17 ~2 ~ 0.16 
<p(2e:) ~ (0.874)3dcr-(0.691) o- E = +7.24 ~2 = 0.64 
<p (l.f'2;) :::; (0.486)3dli+(O. 782)-rr-- E = ~2 • .32 !2 = 0 .31 
'P(lf2g) ~ (0.197)3dir +-(Oo940)-rr E :;;: -Ll.5 a2 :::: 0 . 08 
Values of the ~ for successive cyoles were used as th~ criter:!Dn for 
self-consistency. The ma:ximwn difference bet'ireen the final calculated 
and assumed coefficients was 0 . 02. ThtJ final calculated net charge on 
tre iron is ~1.09 jl compared to th~ asi!U,Tlled value of , .jj.l. 27 o The energy 
l evel diagram is given in Figure 11. 
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The calculated separation between the .2 e +- and the 2f2 -t MO 1 s is 3. 26 
ev, as compared to a splitting parameter Dq of somewhat le§s than 2.5 ev, 
which results from the spectral analyses of Orgel (30). , The agreerrent 
between these two values is remarkably good, it is felt, in view of all 
the approximations made in the theroetical treatment as well as in the 
spectral analyses. 
Notice, also, that the correct ordering of the two levels is given 
by these calculations, in contrast to the results from the Wolfsberg 
and Helmholz approximati ons. 
The delocalization of 36 pe~ cent of the 2e and 16 per cent of the 
2f2g electrons is consistent with the optical ana paramagnetic resonance 
spectra interpreted by Owen (47), although, it is true, no data are 
available for the fluoride complex. · 
It is interesting to observe that the most non-polar <i·~ most covalent) 
!:!2_'s turn out to be those involving the rreta_l 3d orbitals. Th~·t is, the 
magnetic electrons are frond to be the ones most involved in exchange with 
the ligand. This conclusion nay be sorrewhat surprising in view of the 
previous thoughts on the subject, both of t~e crystalline field and of the 
ionic versus covalent hyb!ide orbital varieties. But this conclusion seems 
inescapable. 
2. Results for Fe("N~) 6+3 
The situation with regard to the ammonia complex is less pleasing. 
In brief, the difficulty arises from the fact that the F*( P,f) terms 
all appear to lie too high with respect to the F+(/(,~), particularly 
the Fe+(3d,3d). This situation results in two undesirable features. First, 
the 2eg __ 2f2g separation is increased greatly, and second, the anti-bonding 
2eg electrons are shifted out too much onto the ligands, as estimated from 
the experimental. results reported by Owen (47). 
The case in which the loneQpair electrons were assumed to be described 
by a tetrahedral hybrid ammonia AO produced extremely unsatisfaotory results, 
i·~·' a 3deg_3df2g separation ofabout 23 ev. This is to be compared to 
the corresponding results obtained in the Wolfsberg and Helmholz calculations, 
before the empirical factor was introduced. 
On the other hand, the case in which the lone-pair electrons were assumed 
to be in pure 2p A0 1 s prochiced somewhat -better results. But still the 
calculated separation turns out to be about 11 ev, which exceeds Orgel's 
and Owen's estimates by a factor of four . It is interesting to note that the 
disparities arising i n this theoretical calculation are quite opposite to 
those encountered by Hartrra.nn,~~ et ~·, namely that too great a separation is 
computed, as well as too much chemical bonding. 
.. 
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Because of these obvious deficiencies, no attempt was made to carry 
the ammonia calculations to self-consistency. The results of the first 
cycle for the latter case, however, are presented for their interest • 
• Cf'(lalg) = ( 0.526)4s + ( Oo 748 )~ E = -33.32 2 - 6 ~ - 0.3 
<P(lalg) = (Oo422)4s • (0.823}:> E = -32.97 a2 = o25 
+ 
= (0.621)3d()+(0.618)cr E = -38.28 a2 .50 f(leg) = 
<p(leg) = (0.477)3dcr+(O. 747)<S E = -33.99 a2 = o50 
q; (2e:) = (o.B46)3dcr -(0.848)o-E = -18.33 a2 = .34 
<p(f2~) = 3d-tr E = -29.42 a2 = 1.00 
'P (1.r11n :::: < o.369 > 4p +(0.885)"!" E = -31.44 a2 = .18 
~<1.r1u> = <o.261)4p +(0.934)cr E = -31.91 2 .10 a = 
The derived net charge on the iron is ~.9 compared to the assumed 
value +lo2o The 50 per cent delocalization of the 2e+ electron is in fair 
agreement with the 6o per cent estimate of Owen (47).g But the 11.1 ev 
separation between the 2et and ,f2: ~'sis much too large. The calculated 
energy level diagram is g:L ven in Figure 17. 
In both the FeF6-3 and the Fe(NH3) 6+3results, it is observed that the 
plus spin MO' s are always lower in energy and more covalent in character 
than are the minus spin MD's. This is a consequence of the exchange interactions 
of the unpaired antibondtng electrons. 
3. Resume of tm calculations 
Before commenting upon these results, it might be well to review briefly 
the nature of the calculations present8d. 
In contrast to the crystalline field theory assumption of no electronic 
exchange between metal. and li~and, the electronic structures of two transition-
Jmtal complexes, FeF6-3 and Fe(NH3)6+3, have been discussed on the basis of 
modern chemical valence theory. These calculations are intended to augment 
the exisiting qualitative hybrid AO an::l MO theories in two WCIIYS: (a) to 
establish, on a reasonably sound theoretical basis, the nature of the 
interactions within such a complex ion_, (b) · to simplify, in a reasonable 
and justifiable fashion, the calculational approach so that drawing semi-
quantitative conclusions is practical, while retaining as much of the 
qualitative virtue of the naive MO approach as is possible. 
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The ferric complexes "Jere6discussed for several reasons, The ground 
states are totally s;ymmetric, A1r:, so that the usual IIartree-Fock equations 
are applicable. There are no nearby excited states of the same symmetry to 
cause conplications from confic;uration interaction. That the 3d shell is 
half-filled permits a very good approximc1.tion to be made for the net coulomb 
effect of the r.1etal ion upon the ligands , And finally, it is of interest 
to investigate a system containine; unpaired electrons, since this is a 
rare occurrence in other kinds of chemical compounds. 
Simplification of the Fock operator and the resulting energy terms 
proceeded alonr; lines similar to those already used by others in simpler 
molecules, The derived expressions for the energy terms "Jere obtained as 
sums of experimentally measured valence state ionization potentials and 
theoretically computed or estimated integrals, by means of relati vely r,ood 
approximation techniques. The major profit from the whole development lies 
in the exchange terms, for tHo reacons: (a) it is only throur;h the correct 
inclusion of all exchange integrals that the differentiation beh1een NSO 1 s 
of plus spin and those of minus spin may be asse$sed, (b) the proper disposal 
of certain exchange integrals through inclusion within the Q 1 s, and the 
retention of others, has important consequences in the derived energy levels. 
In connection with this last point, reference is made to ti1e similar 
calculations made by Zaslow (95) on the FeCl4- ion, He did not explicitly 
include the exchange terms as such, but rather reduced the values of q11 and 
q1 by the charge density of the electron under consideration, assigned to the 
metal and to a lignad, respectively , In other words, the repulsion of itself 
by the electron being considered is subtracted from the coulomb terms of ps, 
as it surely must be . Hhere proper account is made of the exchant;e terms, 
however, this subtractine; off proceeds in a different manner. It is found that 
in the K(X.,X) and K(f,;') there are no analo·gues of coulomb terms, these terms 
having been assigned to the Q 1s. On theotller hand, in the KC(,') only half 
the Coulol:lb analogues are found to belong vii th the Q 1 s, The net effect is to 
make the FS(X,p) larger (more nec;ative) relative to the F(P,f). And the result 
of this is to ffic.t...l{e the LO 1 s more bondinr; , A number of Zaslow 1 s bonding I-:0 1 s 
looked antiLondine; (i.e-.-had the form a/( - bv-); and it is believed that the 
cause of this objectionable feature has now been eliminated. 
Dased upon these considerations and the A0 1 s and distances previously 
obtained, the wave functions and energy levels of the tt.vo complex ions '\Vere 
derived, · Of interest to the magnetic and spectral properties of these complexes, 
is the 2e+ --2f2~ separation, identified 1-:; t: +·,Lr: Dr1 IJarameter of crysta:lline 
theory, ~esults for the fluoride corr~p~e:·: m·e ver y satisfying, indeed, for an 
~ priori calculation upon such a complicated system. The ammonia complex, 
however, has been found to be a much more complicated system to treat and 
furthermore the calculated energy levels are unreasona'E:Jle. 
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TWo possible alternative conclusions may be drawn at this point: 
(a) tre excellence of the fluoride calculation is fortuitous and the 
theory is inadequate in its present form to deal wa th these systems or 
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(b) the theory is sufficiently reliable to permit significant-conclusions 
to be drawn. Doubtless, the truth lies between these extrenes; but it 
is felt that the truth is nearer (b) than (a). 
Granting this last assumption, the discussion proceeds with the 
expressed understanding that it is based upon the theories and approxi-
mations of Chapter VI. 
4. Errors 
A theoretical study such as this is not properly complete without 
some consideration of the possible sources of errors present in the 
theoretical model, in the approximations necessary to make the theoretical 
development tractable, and in the actual calculations themselves. 
Only the last- mentioned source of error is at all easy to discuss. 
In short, effort was made, of course, to keep calculations as free from 
. numerical error as possible. :rn addition to the usual checking of nunerical 
work, there was often present some other criterion of accuracy, such as 
comparison of parallel computations and also the general 1freasonable-ness" 
of each result. 
The other sources of error are more easily analyzed. General consid-
erations on the subject have been given qy MUlliken (94) and Slater (55), 
for example, and will not be elaborated upon here. Errors in estimation 
of certain multi- centered integrals could be evaluated Qy exact computation; 
this would be diffirult, although quite desirable. The approximtion of 
sums of one-center integrals by valence-state io~zation potentials is at 
once a good and a doubtful approximation. It is good to the extent that 
it eliminates a great deal of the error that troubled DulJ_can (105) in his 
calculation of the energy levels of SF6• It is a doubtful approximation 
because it rests upon the somewhat arbitrary manner of dividing up the 
overlap charge distributions. This approxina.tion technique is, of oourse, 
fundamental to the whole treatment. It certainly warrants further study, 
when the calculations are refined and extended. 
The significance of the overlap integrals, and hence upon the analytic 
forms for the AO ' s used~ will be discussed below. Presumed deficiencies 
in the metal orbitals have been presented in Chapter IV. There is little 
more to be said here on the subject. 
It is important to remember, when discussing the results of such a 
theoretical calculation as this, that all the conclusions are based upon 
the approximations inherent in any theory and are subject to all the errors 
mentioned and more. These limitations are implicitly included in all 
conclusions. 
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B. Discussion 
1. Significance of inner-shell orbitals 
Neglect of inner shell~valenoe shell interactions has been assumed 
throughout the calculations, with little attempt at justification. As 
a partial check, however, the 3s AO of Fe derived by Wood (77) was 
approxinated by a single Slater-type function and its overlap with a 
ligand was estinated to be about 0.04, which is small but not entirely 
negligible. On the other hand, its coulomb effect upon a ligand AO is 
exceedingly close to that of a point charge. -
The usual type of error introduced by such neglect is that the 
valence shells do not remain orthogonal to the inner shells. This neglect 
leads to a number of uncertainties in interpreting the results of the 
calculations. In the present case, however, the 3d AO's are, by virtue 
of the octrahedral symmetr,y, orthogonal to all inner shells of the metal. 
Thus, as far as the metal is concerned, it seems reasonable to conclude 
that the neglect of inner shells is a lesser assumption arrl one which will 
influence the eg and f2g K>'s only through the a1g and flu ~'s • 
The neglect of 2s, 2pc:::r- mixing in the fluorine SO's is another matter, 
although rough inclusion of the 2s AO in a trial calCUlation did not alter 
the results to any major extent. The main reason for this lies in the fact that the 
2s AO is about 15 ev below the 2p, and appreciable hybridization of the 
two is restricted by this large energy separation. 
2. Significance of outer orbitals 
It has been found that a reasonably adequate description of the bonding 
in these "ionic" oomplexes can be had without recourse to the "outer" 4d 
AO's of the metal; indeed, in the ammonia case, the difficulty is in too much 
bonding, not in too little. · 
It is certainly reasonable, and is easily theoretically verifiable, 
that the further apart are two interacting SO ' s the less the interaction 
between them. Hence, if the ligand SO ' s areso far below the metal SO's 
that the bonds are highly polar ("ionic"), then, ~ forteriori, the outer 
orbitals are even less important in stabilizing the bonding ~•s. 
But it is also important to note that there is no reason to limit the 
discussion to outer ~'s of the metal only. In fact, by including 3s AO's 
into the ligand SO's one nay partially allow for the previously neglected 
polarization of the fluoride atoms in FeF6-3· Although even rough estimation 
of the energy terms for these SO's is filled with grave uncertainties, 
nevertheless a trial secular equation was solved for the ep.D system, in 
which the 3s AO was estimated at 10 ev above the 2p and otfler energy and 
overlap terms-set at 1/2 the corresponding 2p terms. Inclusion of this type 
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of ligand polarization decreases the 2e~ __ 2f2t separation by 1 ev (to 
2.32 ev) and transferred an additi anal o. 2 unpaired electron to the 
fluorides in the antibonding M0 1 s. Similar inclusion of fluorine 3p 
AO's in the f2gMO's produced little change at all in either lf2+ or 2f2~. Presumably the 4d metal AO's would produce comparable effects, 
but it is impossible to estimate these at present. 
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Thus one is led to suspect that outer orbitals may indeed be significant, 
but that the ligand outer orbitals nay be of even greater importance than 
those of the metal. 
3. Significance of the group overla£_integrals 
If one solves a general 2 x 2 secular equation and examines the 
dependence of the eigenvalues upon the group overlap integral, one finds 
an interesting conclusion, namely, that increasing the overlap integral 
raises the center of gravity of the bonding and antibonding M0 1s. That 
is to say, for example, that E(2eg) ~ E(2eg) is less negative-than FS(3d~,3d-ry 
+ FS( :::s:-, ~> by an amount dependent upon the overlap. But E(leg) is always 
more negative than FS(-:y- , T). Therefore, the major effect of changing the 
overlap integral is to c ffinge the energy of the antibond:i. ng level. 
The magnitude of this factor may partially be judged from a calculation 
upon the eg MO of Fe(NH3)6-3· Changing G(3d ,-, ::r) from 0.308 to 0.200 
lowered the 2eg level 6 ev, while hardly affecting the leg level at all. 
Thus the importance of the overlap integral to the electronic structure 
of transition-metal complexes re-emerges, though in a different manner 
than that discussed by Craig, et al., (6). The overlap integral, as well 
as the outer orbitals of both metal and ligand, appear to be of considerable 
significance in the description of the antibonding electrons. 
These factors have two important effects: (a) reducing the antibonding 
repulsion of the five electrons in 2e~ and 2f2+, thereby stabilizing the 
molecule and «b) influencing the separation between those two levels. Indeed, 
these two factors are at least as important, and may be more important in 
determining the 2e~ __ 2r2; separation, than the electrostatic effect itself. 
If in ammonia or water complexes, for example, it is allowed that electron 
electron densi ty is transferred from the ligand to the metal, the fractional 
positive charge on the ligand will surely reverse the splitting of the 3d 
!Q.' s predicted by the crystalline field theory approximtion., 
Now one is in a position to assess the chemical implications of the 
Do versus ligand series investigated by Orgel (30) among others. (See page 
13.) For it is now apparent that any one of a nurriJer of factors other than 
the polarity of the bonding m3.y influence the splitting of the 3d oritals. 
Quantitative evaluation of all the factors is, of course, impossible. But 
it is not unreasom.ble to think that 11-interactions increase relative to 
C)-interactions upon going down the halogen series. Comparison of the 
fluoride with the chloride overlaps calculated by Zaslow supports this view. 
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Hence, the interpretation presented here implies that iodine causes the 
least splitting because the <rand ~onding are most equal in this sense, 
and not because iodide is the most ionic ligand. The splitting increases 
upon going to fluoride, then still more upon going to such complexes as 
the water and ammonia, where rr-bonding is very small. Finally, in the 
complexes such as cyanide and other systems with conjugation, the C)-type 
interactions are much stronger than the ~; first since the lone-pair 
electrons of the ligand are highly concentrated in the direction of the 
netal, as judged from the overlap integral, and seoond since the -rr -type 
repulsions from the ligands are reduced by the delocalization of the 
ligand ~electrons from the neighborhood of the metal-ligand linkage. 
The nature of the overlap integral va+iations would seem to be well 
defined in broad outline, by the AO's used in the present work. MOre 
precise analyses, however, should~ait consideration of such metal AO's 
as those reported by Wood (77), where the effect of spin orientation-may 
be estimated. 
4. The Fe(NH3)6+3 problem 
Although speculation is hazardous on the possible causes for the poor 
results obtained for the Fe(NfJ)6+3 complex, it appears that the difficulty 
stems from three sources, two of which are related to the assumed metal-
ligand distance. It will be recalled that the sum of Pauling's covalent 
radii was used throughout the calculations. Direct computations show that 
if this assumed distance were to be increased by a few tenths of an 
Angstrom, perhaps to 2. 2 .R, not only would the FS(/(.., /() becolll3 more positive 
relative to the FS( .J, 0 ) but so also would the group overlap integrals 
decrease. Both results would tend to improve the calculated energies and 
wave functions considerably. 
In addition, it is certainly true that with this complex, just as 
with FeF6-3, the outer orbitals of both the lll3tal and the ligand may be 
quite significant in reducing the 2eg_f2-t separation. When good ~· s 
for NH3 are available, it would be very profitable to investigate this 
possibility fUrther. 
Furthermore, possible effects of the environment of the .comple~.ion 
as it occurs umer exrerimental conditions must be considered. In solution, 
detailed examination of the environlll3nt would be exceedingly difficult. 
On the other hand, in the crystalline state, distances and orientations 
may be ascertained fairly accurately. Unfortunately, such cr1stallographic 
data are completely lacking, for the ammonia complex. Certainly careful 
crystal)q;raphic analyses of these compounds would facilitate further 
theoretical studies. 
5. Effects of localized excess charge 
In the preceding paragraph, it was concluded that the electro-static 
effects of excess charge on the ligands may be of secondary importance 
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in determining the splitting of the 3d AO' s. Yet in discussing the results 
of the application of the 1folfsberg andHelmholz approach to the complex 
ions considered here, it was stated that those same coulomb effects were 
critical. In this paragraph, the apparent conflict between these two 
comments will be resolved and, at the same timej some additional insight 
will be gained into the nature of the metal-ligand interaction in transition-
metal complexes. 
In developing this point it is helpful to resort to a specific example, 
namely, the FeF6-3. ion and, of itj the electrons of plus spin in particular. 
The central column of Figure 18 is a reproduction of the MD energy levels 
for the plus spin electrons derived for FeF6-3 and given in Figure 17. 
However, in addition, in this drawing are indicated the various factors 
which determine not only the energies of the final ~'s but also, of more 
significance, the relative energy separation of the-metal and the ligand 
SO's. The outermost columns of the figure indicate the orbital energies 
of the constituent atoms separated to infinity, but with each atom still alloted 
its share of the total electronic charge density according to Equation 25. 
It is seen that at this stage the netal SO 1 s lie below those of the ligand. 
When the electrostatic effects of the ligands upon the metal and of 
the metal and five ligands upon the remaining ligand are added, the orbital 
energy of the ligand is raised somewhat while that of the netal is raised 
by a considerable amount, such that the metal SO's lies above those of the 
ligand. Thus the negative charge on the ligandS tends to stablize the 
positive charge of the metal with respect to the ligands. In other words, 
by raising the relative energies of the electrons on the metal, the neg~tive 
charge on the ligands helps maintain the proper polarity of the ~'s in the 
self-consistency process. The positive charge on the metal has the 
complementary effect upon the electrons on the ligand atom. 
Hence, it appears that the role of the excess net charges within the 
complex ion is to largely determine the equilibrium charge distribution 
(although the overlap integrals, through the F(/(.., P) terms, are also quite 
important). But also, as can be seen from Figure 18, these charges also 
serve to split the energies of the 3d AO's (but by only about 0.9 ev, less 
than half the probable experimental value) and the :::rand the trSO's of the 
ligand (but, again, by only half the value used in the Wolfsberg-and 
Helmholz approach). The first number quoted is the basis for judging the 
relative importance of electrostatic effects. But in this connection, the 
electrostatic effect has a secondary influence upon the overlap effect, 
as one can see by the following argument. The v~lues of the relevant 
overlap integrals are seen to depend markedly upon the equilibrium electronic 
configuration of the complex ion (cf. Figure 8); but this electronic 
configuration has already been found to depend in turn upon the electro-
static factors as well as the overlap integrals. Thus the two effects 
are Closely interdependent. 
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1!'1gure ~. ~sis of origin of !!Q. energy l.evels. 
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The discussion of the effects of local excesses of charge is also 
properly extended to cases wherein the excess is not located within the 
complex ion itself, i.e., to include the electrostatic effects of the 
envirorurent of the complex ion when it is situated in a crystal or in 
solution. These particular factors are hereby recognized for their influence 
(which may be quite important) upon the electronic structure of the complex 
ion, but a study of them is postponed for further research. 
6, Summary of conclusions 
In brief, in this :b'eport fuere has been developed a single theoretical 
approach to the understanding of the electronic structure and properties 
of transitional-:netal complexes which is applicable to any such system 
regardless of the experimentally measured magnetic properties. This 
approach combines the quantitative advantages of the physical or crystalline 
field theory with the intuitive advantages of the chemical or hybrid orbital 
theory. 
If the calculated results of the semi-empirical LCAO MJ SCF treatment 
presented for the octahedral FeF6-3 complex ions can be accepted as 
significant, then it is not only possible to draw reasonably quantitative 
conclusions about those two complexes, but also to extend qualitative 
discussion to the electronic structure of transition-metal complexes in 
general. 
In these rather detailed calculations there has been demonstrated a 
comparatively simple method to produce a sam-quantitative description of 
rather complicated electronic systems. In this process most of the 
approximations inherent in the theory and calculations are e:xposed for 
their bearing upon the conclusions. The mjor conclusions are: 
(a) That the outer d-orbitals of the metal are not necessary 
for a qualitative understanding of the complexes, but for 
a quantitative analysis. 
(b) That the outer orbitals of not only the metal, but very 
likely of the ligand as well~ are of considerable significance 
in determining the magnetic (and other) properties of these 
complexes, 
(c) That a highly simplified semi-empirical approach, such as 
that of Wolfsberg and Helmholz, is inadequate to discuss 
electronic systems wherein local excess of net charge may 
accumulate. 
(d) That, contrary to the usual and necessary assumption of 
crystalline field theory, the overlap with the ligand 
orbitals is very important in determining the splitting 
of metal 3d orbitals. 
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As a concluding remark, it is quite appropriate to state that obviously 
the theory in its present development is still inadequate to deal completely 
and independently with these systemso As a final profit, then, to be gained 
from continuing theoretical studies such as this is the suggesting of useful 
experiments, experiments which remain essential for .the advance of under-
standing the nature of these interesting chemical compounds --- the transition-
metal complexes. 
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VIII. GWSSARY 
Symbols used in Chapter VI. 
/( AO as well as SO on metal atom. 
lf C)-type !2_ on ligand atom or molecule. 
5 p--type AO on ligand atom or molecule. 
K either a a-type or a .,-r-.type AO on ligand or molecule. 
~-:J- a--type ligand ~· 
--n- -n-type ligand ~· 
P either a u-type or a -n--type ligand SO. 
cp !:!2_, spa ce parts of ]\ • 
1\ M30. 
Y\ spin factor. 
2 2 2 !_j,t:i,£j coefficients of charge assignment within the jth m. 
definition, Equation 25. 
H N-electron Hamiltonian operator. 
See 
F generalized one-electron Fock operator, defined in terms ~'s, to 
operate on MS0 1s. 
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~ one-electron Fock operator for a particular spin state (s =+or s = -), 
defined in terms of M)' s, to operate on ~· s. 
Q(/(), QS(j() valence state ionization potential of the /(-electron (of spin 
state indicated qy s) of a metal atom with appropriate charge 
distributlon. 
Q( 1-<J, Qs( 'y(J same for a K-electron of a ligand atom. 
\' \ orbital exponent of a Slater-type AO. 
i, j, k-- indices numbering ~'s and, hence, MD 1s and SO's also. 
~ index specifying the position of a ligand about the metal atom. 
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IX. Appendices 
Appendices A, B, and C may be found in the thesis entitled, "A THEORETICAL 
STUDY OF THE THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF TRANSITION- 1·iETAL CONPLEXES" by 
James W. Richardson. This thesis may be obtained from the Iowa State College 
Library. 
.) 
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